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Abstract

Programs in a heterogeneous environment communicate by exchanging typed values in messages. When sending and receiving values, a program must translate between the internal representation used in the program and the transfer representation used in a message. Reducing the overhead of translation is a major factor in achieving efficient communication.

The importance of using efficient message representations has long been recognized for machine-dependent types such as integers and floating point numbers. The solution is to define multiple transfer representations for a given type and allow programs to negotiate the representation actually used. However, existing systems do not allow multiple representations and negotiation for user-defined types. As shown in this dissertation, negotiating an efficient representation for user-defined types is just as important as for machine-dependent types.

The major focus of this dissertation is on choosing the transfer representation that has the lowest translation cost. As shown in this dissertation, quantitative cost models for user-defined types are difficult to describe. In contrast, programmers are able to state qualitative preferences among representations that accurately reflect costs. I present a novel language for expressing qualitative preferences and show its application to two relatively complex types: a video display image and a VLSI mask. I also present efficient algorithms for computing the most preferred representation given two sets of preferences. The qualitative model presented here provides many of the benefits of a quantitative model, but is simpler and easier to use.

To show that negotiation with preferences is practical, I describe a prototype implementation of the algorithms and give measurements. I also show how to incorporate negotiation into existing systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years the number of computers tied together through both local and wide-area networks has increased dramatically. With the introduction of networks running at one hundred megabits per second, and with gigabit data rates around the corner, the amount of information exchanged is rising dramatically. In addition, as computers have become more powerful, the kind of data exchanged has become qualitatively more sophisticated. Already there are design environments where computer-aided design information on everything from VLSI chips to automobiles is communicated. The introduction of multimedia and computer-mediated cooperative work environments can only accelerate this trend.

What all the networks and applications mentioned above have in common is that they typically operate in a heterogeneous environment, where application programs that communicate are written in different programming languages and run on computers made by different manufacturers. In such an environment, communicating programs often represent the same data differently. In such cases, data must be translated from one representation into another. A judicious choice for the representation used to communicate data is required in order to minimize translation cost.

In this thesis, I present and analyze methods that allow programs to negotiate efficient representations for communicating values of any data type, including user-defined types. The methods are based on the use of abstraction for defining data types, a system for naming types and representations, a novel language for specifying
preferences among representations, and a set of algorithms for choosing the lowest-cost representation given a set of preferences from two programs.

Because existing systems have not recognized the need to negotiate representations for user-defined types, I include below an extensive section on motivation that demonstrates its importance. This is followed by background material that lays the groundwork for later material and exposes flaws in existing systems that prevent negotiation for user-defined types. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of the remainder of the thesis and the expected contributions.

1.1 Motivation

The importance of choosing "efficient" transmission representations has long been recognized for machine-dependent scalar data types such as integers [Jam90, Coh81, HD89]. Given that the bulk of transmitted data consists of scalars, much of the effort in designing transmission representations has focused on them. Scalars are also relatively expensive to convert. For example, converting 32-bit integers from "big-endian" byte order to "little-endian" order requires swapping the bytes, which can take from 5 to 10 CPU cycles on current RISC processors.

A number of systems choose a canonical representation for sending data [Sun87, Xer81, HL82, JRT85]. Because the representation is known in advance, it is not necessary to embed information in the data stream that describes the data's format. In addition, the transmission representation for a type is typically chosen so that it closely matches the internal representation used by most systems. For example, a 32-bit integer is represented using four bytes that are aligned on a four-byte boundary. The result is that marshalling is usually efficient. In the case where the canonical representation is identical to the internal representation, large data structures can be marshalled using a block-move operation, which is very efficient.

However, canonical representations can often require double translation, which occurs when two systems that use the same internal representation must translate data to and from a different canonical representation, once on transmission and once on reception. No matter which representation is chosen as the canonical one, there will always be systems that differ.
A few systems allow applications to choose the transmission representation at runtime [DLM+87, Jos88, ISO84]. The best known and most general system for negotiation is found in the presentation layer of the ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards [ISO88d]. As I discuss later, negotiation in OSI is currently limited to built-in types such as scalars, sequences and sets.

Given that even the most structured data consists primarily of scalars, it would appear at first glance that canonical representations for user-defined types are not a problem. However, as the following two examples show, the cost of translation for user-defined data types is comparable to, and sometimes even greater than, the cost of translating scalars.

For the first example, consider a two-dimensional matrix of 32-bit integers. In the programming language C, the matrix elements are stored sequentially in memory in row-major order, while in Fortran, they are stored in column-major order. If a matrix is transmitted between two C programs, or between two Fortran programs, then there is no need to transpose the matrix. In contrast, if communication is between a C and a Fortran program, then the matrix must be transposed. If we include the possibility of different machine architectures for integers, then there are four combinations of byte-swapping and transposition that can occur.

The different marshalling costs for the four combinations are illustrated by the graph in Figure 1-1, which gives measurements of the cost of marshalling each combination for transmission on a DECstation 5000/200.\textsuperscript{1} The numbers above each bar in the graph give the average number of CPU cycles required to marshal one matrix element and include loop overhead, as well as the overhead for breaking the matrix into packets of 1,024 bytes in length. The cost of allocating and deallocating packets is not included.\textsuperscript{2} The bar labeled “block move” corresponds to the case where both programs use the exact same representation, in which case the elements are placed in the packet buffer using a very efficient block move loop. If the hardware and operating system supported direct transmission of program data without the need for copying, then the cost in this case would be close to zero. The labels on the

\textsuperscript{1}DECstation is a trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.

\textsuperscript{2}The measurements also do not include processor cache effects, which can be an important factor under certain circumstances.
other bars are self-explanatory. A more complete description of the program code and measurement techniques is given in Appendix A.

As shown in the graph, transposing the matrix costs about seven cycles/integer more than a block move. This may not sound like much, but even a 10×10 matrix costs an additional 700 cycles. In comparison, 700 cycles is approximately the cost of sending a call message on systems that have optimized the code path for a remote procedure call [SB89, vRvST89]. A larger matrix of 100×100 would incur an additional 70,000 cycles, which is a significant overhead. In the case of double translation, the overhead occurs at both the sender and receiver, which increases latency even more.

In practice, the costs of transposing would be higher than those given in the graph because the transposition code in Appendix A was highly optimized by hand to integrate transposition with buffering and packetizing. This is unlikely to be the case when marshalling code is generated by a "standard" stub compiler. Unless the application programmer has access to the low-level interface used by the compiled stub, the application program must transpose the matrix before presenting it to the stub for marshalling and packetizing. In this case, the cost of transposing could be higher than that for byte swapping because two passes are required, one for transposing, and one for buffering and packetizing.3 The cost of byte swapping, on the other hand, remains the same because it is supported at a low level by the stub compiler.

As a second example, consider a VLSI design environment with a number of CAD tools for designing, manipulating and verifying VLSI masks. A VLSI mask consists of a hierarchy of cells, where a cell at one level contains one or more cells from a lower level. A cell at the lowest level is a single geometric figure, such as a rectangle, that belongs to one physical layer on the chip, e.g., polysilicon or diffusion. In addition, a cell at one level can be shared, transformed and replicated by enclosing cells at a higher level.

There are many tools that interact with masks in a VLSI design environment.

---

3This case provides an example of when cache effects can become important. If the matrix is large enough, then the output of the first pass may not be in the cache when it is accessed during the second pass.
Figure 1-1: Marshalling costs for 2D matrix on a DECstation 5000/200

One well known canonical representation for communicating masks between tools is the California Intermediate Form (CIF), which is a human-readable language for describing cells [MC80]. Similar representation languages have been created by manufacturers of chip processing equipment and are used in industry [Mur90]. However, most tools use an internal representation with more structure, e.g., quad trees [Sam88, Ked82, NR86], corner stitching [Ous84, Ous85], linked arrays [HA90], and bit rasters [BT80]. If the transmission representation is the same as the internal one, encoding and decoding are linear in the size of the data and no additional translation is necessary.

In the case where a tool’s internal representation differs from the transmission representation, communicating a VLSI mask description requires translation. Moreover, translation can be costly, as I show in Chapter 5, where this example is treated in more detail. For example, if the internal representation is corner stitching and the transmission representation is CIF, then the conversion process for transmission requires many tens of instructions, if not a few hundred, to translate each cell for transmission. For reception the situation is even worse; translation requires \( O(n(R^{1.5} + S^{1.5})) \) time, where \( n \) is the number of cells, \( R \) is the average number of rectangles in a cell, and \( S \) is the average number of subcells in a cell. Because masks contain many thousands of cells, the additional overhead of translating can be substantial.
The VLSI mask example also illustrates the difficulty of choosing the most efficient transmission representation in the case where two applications use different internal representations. A VLSI mask is built from many layers of abstraction, e.g., a mask consists of "cells" that contain "rectangles" that are built from "points" that are specified by "coordinates." Each of these abstractions can have more than one representation, leading to many possible combinations. The problem then is how to specify and select the combination that minimizes the overhead of translation.

In summary, the translation overhead for user-defined types is as important as that for low-level types, and sometimes even more so as demonstrated by the non-linear factors in the VLSI mask example above. What is needed are mechanisms that allow applications to negotiate representations for user-defined types, thereby avoiding double translation when possible. In addition, negotiation should choose the most efficient representation when programs use different internal representations.

1.2 Background

The work in this thesis extends the work found both in the presentation layer of the ISO standards for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) [ISO88d] and in Mercury, which is a communication system for heterogeneous programming environments that is based on the remote procedure call (RPC) paradigm [LBG+88]. The OSI presentation standard provides a general framework for negotiating transmission representations at runtime. However, as shown below in Section 1.2.1.2, its naming mechanisms are insufficient for negotiating representations of user-defined types. Extending the naming mechanisms requires changing the presentation model defined in [ISO88d]. Mercury, on the other hand, provides mechanisms for naming user-defined types that can be extended to allow negotiation. These systems are described in the following two sections.

1.2.1 The OSI Presentation Layer

This section reviews the design of OSI's presentation and negotiation model and exposes problems that prevent the definition and negotiation of multiple represen-
Figure 1-2: Model of the OSI presentation layer

notations for user-defined types. The description of the model is somewhat extensive because it describes not only a general framework, but also a specific implementation. Familiarity with the OSI presentation layer will also help later with understanding the model introduced in this thesis.

1.2.1.1 The Model

The OSI presentation layer uses a two-level approach that separates the definition of a type (i.e., the set of abstract values that constitutes the type) from the encoding used to transmit the type's values. A type is defined by an abstract syntax and its encoding by a transfer syntax. The division into abstract and transfer syntaxes is illustrated in Figure 1-2. The arrows between the boxes labeled "Program A," "Transfer syntax," and "Program B" indicate the communication path. The double arrows originating from the box labeled "Abstract syntax" are described later. The discussion below begins with a description of abstract and transfer syntaxes, and then shows how they work together to allow different systems to transmit the same values using different encodings.

An abstract syntax is a specification of application-layer data or application protocol/control information. In essence, an abstract syntax specifies the interface for a given application by defining the types and values that can appear in messages sent and received by that application. The types and values are specified using an abstract syntax notation. A given abstract syntax can be unambiguously identified by an abstract syntax name, which is a unique object identifier assigned in
accordance with an ISO standardization process [ISO87a, annexes B, C, and D]. An abstract syntax name, therefore, uniquely identifies a specific collection of types and distinguished values.

ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation one), is an example of a notation for defining abstract syntaxes [ISO87a]. It is currently used to define the interface for both standard application components, such as the remote operation facility [ISO88b, ISO88c], and standard applications, such as the OSI directory [ISO88a]. ASN.1 provides a grammar for defining both types and distinguished values of those types. It is analogous to the type declaration portion of a high-level programming language like Pascal or C.

The ASN.1 specification defines a number of built-in types, such as "integer," "real" and "boolean." It also defines several type constructors, such as "set" and "sequence," that allow the specification of structured data types. A special type constructor, called tagged $t_b$, is used to specify a named user-defined type. A tagged type is specified by referencing another type and giving it a new name called a $tag$; the newly named type is isomorphic to the other type, but is considered distinct from it.

A transfer syntax specifies a concrete (i.e., bit-level) representation for a set of types. The concrete representation for a given type determines how the values of that type are encoded for transmission. A transfer syntax is defined for a specific abstract syntax.

One (very tedious) way to define a transfer syntax is to give the encoding for each type in the abstract syntax explicitly. A more common way is to use a set of rules that generate an encoding for any type described by a specific abstract syntax notation. For example, there is a standard set of basic encoding rules (BER) for use with ASN.1 [ISO87b]. Thus, given an abstract syntax specified by some notation, we can automatically generate a transfer syntax by applying the rules. This is illustrated in Figure 1-2 by the double arrow marked "(BER)."

A transfer syntax name is a name that unambiguously identifies either a transfer syntax or a set of rules for generating a transfer syntax for a given abstract syntax. As with abstract syntaxes, transfer syntaxes are assigned unique names via an ISO standardization process.
Abstract and transfer syntaxes work together in pairs. An association of an abstract syntax with a transfer syntax is called a presentation context. Given a presentation context one can encode and decode every value of every type defined in the abstract syntax. A presentation context is uniquely identified by a pair of abstract and transfer syntax names.

The division of function into abstract and transfer syntaxes allows the presentation layer to use different transfer syntaxes and, therefore, different encodings, for the same abstract syntax. The presentation layer has a negotiation mechanism whereby two presentation-layer peers can agree on the transfer syntax to use for a given abstract syntax. The application layer does not participate in the negotiation.

Negotiation works as follows. One peer, the originator, sends an abstract syntax name together with a list of transfer syntax names that it can handle for that abstract syntax. The other peer then selects one transfer syntax that it can handle from the list and communicates its choice to the originating peer. The resulting abstract-transfer syntax pair then becomes the presentation context for transmission of data. The negotiation does not allow the peers to negotiate an efficient choice (as is a goal of this thesis) — only a workable one.

The primary advantage of using ASN.1 to specify an abstract syntax is that it allows application programmers to specify a type's representation at a high level of abstraction, a level similar to that found in programming languages. Moreover, this similarity makes it possible to provide tools that automate the process of writing the marshalling routines that translate between the internal representation of a program and the transfer syntax [CM88, WSG91, Gib87, HL82]. This is illustrated in Figure 1-2 by the double arrows from "Abstract syntax" to "Program A" and "Program B." Given a specification in ASN.1, one can automatically generate the interface used by a program to communicate with other programs.

The success of ASN.1 as a tool for specifying international standards is due to the fact that one can write a single specification in ASN.1 that determines indirectly both a transfer syntax and a program interface. Individuals writing standards can focus on specifying only ASN.1 type definitions, knowing that there are programming tools that take care of the remaining details of communication.
1.2.1.2 Problems with OSI

The fact that ASN.1 indirectly defines a transfer syntax is also its biggest problem with respect to negotiating representations for user-defined types. The use of ASN.1 together with any set of encoding rules means that an ASN.1 type definition specifies not only a set of values, but also a representation. Consider the following two definitions for a rectangle written in ASN.1:

\[\text{Point} ::= [0] \text{SEQUENCE}\{x \text{ INTEGER}, y \text{ INTEGER}\}\]

\[\text{Rectangle} ::= [1] \text{SEQUENCE}\{\text{height INTEGER, width INTEGER, lower-left-corner Point}\}\]

and

\[\text{Rectangle} ::= [2] \text{SEQUENCE}\{x-\text{min INTEGER, x-max INTEGER, y-\text{min INTEGER, y-max INTEGER}}\}\]

where \([n]\) denotes a tag for the newly defined type and a SEQUENCE is similar to a record type in a programming language. The first definition for Rectangle represents a value by giving its height, width, and the location of the lower left-hand corner. The second represents a value by giving the maximum and minimum values of the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates of the rectangle's four corners.

It is clear that both definitions define the same abstraction in that we can convert any value of either rectangle type to a value of the other. However, each definition specifies a different way of representing the bounds and location of a rectangle. Furthermore, a given abstract syntax specification must either choose one of the two representations or combine them into a CHOICE data type.\(^4\) Choosing only one representation corresponds to choosing a canonical representation, with the consequence of double translation.

The following definition shows how a CHOICE data type combines the two definitions for rectangle:

\[^4\text{A CHOICE data type is similar to a disjoint union in most programming languages.}\]
Rectangle ::= 
  CHOICE {lower-left [1] SEQUENCE {height INTEGER, width INTEGER, 
    lower-left-corner Point} 
    bounded [2] SEQUENCE {x-min INTEGER, x-max INTEGER, 
    y-min INTEGER, y-max INTEGER}}

The tags "1" and "2" above are what is important; the purpose of the identifiers lower-left and bounded is not relevant here. Any transfer syntax for the above CHOICE must include the tag as part of the encoded value. Otherwise, the receiver could not determine which representation was used to encode the value.

With a CHOICE data type, any application is free to send rectangles using either representation. This has the same effect as using the negotiation strategy known as "receiver makes it right." In this strategy, the sending program chooses the representation that best matches its internal representation. The receiving program is responsible for translating between representations, if necessary. This strategy avoids double translation if the representation chosen by the transmitter matches the internal representation of both the transmitter and the receiver. However, it suffers from the following problems:

1. It requires every receiver to handle every representation.

2. Evolving the definition to include new representations or delete existing ones requires additional mechanisms to insure that the receiver can always decode a value.

3. It does not provide a mechanism for negotiating the most "efficient" representation in the case where the peers use different internal representations. The choice is made unilaterally by the sender.

Given the existing presentation-layer framework, the only alternative to using a CHOICE is to define the representation of a rectangle within a transfer syntax. However, it is not desirable to do so because a transfer syntax is too low-level. One loses the benefit of using an abstract syntax notation to generate the interface and marshalling routines used by a program.

In spite of its shortcomings, the CHOICE type suggests an approach to providing negotiation for user-defined types. If, during negotiation, each peer tells the other
which tags it can interpret for each user-defined type, then problems 1 and 2 above can be eliminated.\footnote{This assumes there is at least one designated representation that all programs can use so that communication is always possible.} Problem 3 cannot be solved so easily. In fact, it is one of the main topics of this thesis.

One drawback of the above approach is that a tag must be included in the encoding of every value of a user-defined type in a message. When a type consists of several layers of user-defined types, then there is a tag for each layer of each value. The presence of these tags can introduce substantial translation overhead, especially in the case where the type is a collection of values, e.g., a set of rectangles. The approach used in this thesis is to remove the tags from the encoded values and incorporate them into the presentation context. Given the presentation context used to encode a message, the receiver can then decode all the values in that message.

Recall from Section 1.1 that one of the advantages of a canonical transfer representation is that there is no need to embed information like tags in the encoded data stream. If the transfer representation matches a program’s internal representation, then translation can be made efficient by using block-move operations or direct memory access for I/O devices. By moving the information provided by the tags out of the data stream and into the presentation context, we recover the advantages of using a canonical representation while retaining the advantages of negotiation.

\subsection{Mercury}

Mercury is an RPC-based system for building distributed systems in a heterogeneous environment [LBG+88]. A remote procedure in Mercury is called a \textit{port}. As in other RPC-based systems, ports can be created, exported, and invoked. One aspect of Mercury that distinguishes it from other systems is that ports are first-class objects; a port can be passed as an argument or result in another port invocation.

Ports have typed arguments and results that are described using an interface definition language (IDL). Several ports can be grouped into an \textit{interface}, which provides an "object-like" definition of a service. In addition, the IDL allows programmers to create new user-defined types and type constructors. The definitions of
types, ports and interfaces all reside in the Mercury registry, which is a distributed repository. 6

One important goal of Mercury is to provide support for data abstraction. With respect to this thesis, the most relevant parts of Mercury are its mechanisms for naming abstract types and type checking their use. The naming mechanism has its origins in Argus, which is an experimental programming language/system that supports the construction and execution of distributed programs [Lis88, Lis87b]. Argus, in turn, is an extension of CLU, a programming language that was also designed to support abstract data types [LG86].

Every type in Mercury is assigned a unique name [LW86]. For built-in and abstract types, the name is a unique identifier (UID) that is assigned by the Mercury registry. The registry also assigns a UID to every built-in and abstract type constructor. The name of a constructed type is a tree-like structure formed from the constructor’s UID and the names of the component types. For the purpose of type checking, two types are the same if they have the same name. For two constructed types the names must have the same structure. In programming language terms, built-in and abstract types use name equivalence and constructed types use structural equivalence.

The most important point about Mercury’s type checking is that a program’s use of a port or interface can be type checked independently of the representation used for transmitting values of any type. The UIDs act as surrogates for the representation. Type checking interfaces at this level of abstraction allows for the possibility of late binding for the transmission representation. Because the UIDs assigned by the registry have a unique interpretation, they can be used to negotiate a representation at runtime, assuming there is also a mechanism for naming representations.

Binding representations at runtime is non-trivial, and the early research on Mercury focused more on the communication mechanisms and protocols. As a result, the initial design allowed only one representation for each data type. However, its framework for naming provides a base upon which to add negotiation of representations for any type, including user-defined types.

6The interface description language and the structure of the registry are discussed in the following design notes: [LW86, Wei87a, Wei87b, Wei88].
1.3 Related Work

In addition to OSI and Mercury, which are discussed above, there are a number of existing systems that address the problem of communication in heterogeneous systems: Courier [Xer81], Sun-RPC [Sun85, Sun87], Matchmaker [JRT85, JR86], OSF/DCE [FS91], Apollo [DLM+87], MLP [HS87], Argus [Lis88], HRPC [BCL+87], and Alliance [Jos88]. Of these systems, Sun-RPC, MLP, and Argus use canonical representations for both built-in and user-defined types. As discussed earlier in Section 1.1, canonical representations can result in double translation. Matchmaker, Apollo, and OSF/DCE, which is based on Apollo, allow a small but fixed number of representations for machine-dependent scalars and use the strategy of "receiver makes it right" described earlier on page 23. This avoids the problem of double translation, but suffers from other problems already mentioned. HRPC is the RPC facility created as part of the Heterogeneous Computer Systems (HCS) project at the University of Washington [NBL+88]. HRPC accommodates system heterogeneity by emulating a wide variety of existing RPC facilities. The primary goal of HCS is to reduce the cost of integrating a new system type into a computing environment. Although HRPC provides a number of good ideas for structuring the implementation of a client or server, it does not address the goals of this thesis. This leaves Courier and Alliance, which I discuss in the remainder of this section.

Courier is an RPC-based system that uses versions to allow change. A given version specifies a canonical representation for all data types. Versions are numbered in order (e.g., 1, 2, \ldots), and different versions may use different representations. When a client program contacts a server, the client specifies the range of versions it supports. The server picks the highest version from this range that it supports as the version to use. Although originally intended to provide for system evolution, versions could be used to support multiple representations. However, versions are not useful in practice because it is assumed that: 1) there are a small number of versions, 2) the versions can be linearly ordered, and 3) the most recent version is the "best" one to use.

Alliance is an RPC-based system that allows multiple representations for built-in types and type constructors. Each representation is assigned a unique identifier, and
the representation of each type is negotiated separately. Although less well known than other systems, it is interesting because it uses a quantitative cost measure as the basis for negotiating the lowest-cost representation. However, the problem of how one assigns a cost to each representation was left as an open research question. In addition, it is not clear if Alliance's cost model can be extended to deal with user-defined types. For example, the non-linear factor for marshalling VLSI masks cannot be expressed using the current cost model. As shown later in Chapter 3, even if the model could be extended, it is not always possible to assign a quantitative measure.

With the exception of Alliance, none of the above systems provide mechanisms that are as general as those found in the OSI presentation layer. Neither Alliance nor OSI provide mechanisms for user-defined types. This thesis presents mechanisms that not only avoid double translation for user-defined types when possible, but also choose an efficient representation in the case where two programs use different internal representations.

1.4 Overview of Thesis

The main focus of this thesis is the efficient communication of values of any type, with primary emphasis on user-defined types. Although the issues are most apparent in distributed systems where values are transmitted over a network, the problem being addressed is communication in a heterogeneous environment. More specifically, the goal of this thesis is to investigate and design mechanisms for defining transfer representations for user-defined types and for determining the transfer representation that minimizes the cost of translation.

Achieving the above goal requires making several design decisions from a large number of possible choices that can interact in complex ways. One of the guiding principles used to tame complexity during design is simplicity. Keeping things simple makes them easier to understand and use. It also makes it easier to analyze the interactions among different parts of the design.

A secondary goal of this thesis is extending Mercury to provide negotiation of representations for user-defined types. The approach incorporates many of the
concepts present in OSI and expands some of the ideas outlined at the end of Section 1.2.1.2. There are two reasons for using Mercury. The first is that the Mercury environment provides a framework for abstraction and specification, which provides an ideal starting point. The second is that Mercury is an RPC-based system, which restricts the focus to negotiating for application-level types. OSI is more general in that it addresses the additional problem of defining types used in application-level protocols. In spite of restricting the focus to Mercury, there are a number of results that are applicable to OSI. Later chapters include brief descriptions of how these results can be incorporated into OSI.

The first part of the thesis extends the Mercury interface definition language so that it separates a type's definition from its representation and permits multiple representations for a type. It also extends Mercury's registry to include names for representations. Less obvious, but just as important, is a mechanism for describing a context, i.e., the choice of representation for each type in a given interface. Context descriptions are complex because a user-defined type may be composed of several layers of abstraction, where types at each layer may themselves have multiple representations.

The bulk of this thesis is concerned with negotiating the representation that has the lowest cost for translating between internal and transmission representations. As will be seen later, it is very difficult to measure and compare quantitatively the relative costs from two applications. In contrast, programmers are often able to state qualitative cost "preferences" among contexts for a given application. Because user-defined types are composed of abstraction layers and distinct types may share components, a set of preferences typically forms a partial order, often with a complex structure. This introduces two problems: how do programmers specify sets of preferences, and is negotiation with preferences feasible?

The problem of specification is tackled by defining a language for stating preferences and a methodology for using the language. The methodology uses decomposition to divide an interface into smaller parts for which preferences can be stated more easily. The resulting preferences are then combined to form a set of preferences for the entire interface.

To show that negotiation is feasible I give a set of algorithms for constructing
data structures that correspond to preference expressions and for finding the context with the lowest translation cost given two sets of preferences.

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. A framework for naming and describing both types and representations that makes a clear separation between the definition of a type and its representation.

2. A mechanism for describing contexts that contain data types composed of layers of abstraction.

3. A novel language for describing preferences together with a methodology for using the language.

4. Efficient algorithms for negotiating the context with lowest cost given two sets of preferences.

5. A practical design for integrating negotiation with preferences into real systems.

The rest of this thesis is divided conceptually into two parts. The first part introduces concepts and definitions and consists of Chapters 2 through 5. The second part is the “pragmatic” part that deals with implementation issues. It consists of Chapters 6 through 8. The detailed structure of the remainder of this thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of a vspace, which is the Mercury equivalent of a data type. It extends the Mercury interface definition language to permit the definition of user-defined vspaces with multiple representations. It concludes by defining extensions to the Mercury registry for naming.

Chapter 3 formally defines the key concepts of context, preferences, and what it means to negotiate the lowest-cost context.

Chapter 4 defines a language for describing preferences and a methodology for using the language.

Chapter 5 illustrates how one uses the language by giving detailed derivations of preference expressions for two example abstractions: a video display image and a VLSI mask.
Chapter 6 is the first chapter on pragmatics and describes the key algorithms, namely: how to “compile” preference expressions into the data structures used for negotiation, and how to compute the lowest-cost context given two sets of preferences. It analyzes several data structures for negotiation that were implemented and measured.

Chapter 7 shows how negotiation could be integrated into Mercury, OSI, and OSF/DCE.

Chapter 8 is the last chapter on pragmatics. It gives a design for the “presentation layer” of Mercury, showing that the interaction between negotiation and marshalling is relatively straightforward and incurs minimal overhead.

Chapter 9 is the conclusion. It summarizes the work, discusses alternatives to some of the design decisions, discusses related work, and points out future research directions.
Chapter 2

Vspaces, Representations and Negotiable Sets

2.1 Introduction

Just as individual program modules within a program can communicate by exchanging values, so too can individual programs in a heterogeneous system. However, there is an important difference in the way each passes values. A value within a program (usually) has a single representation that does not change when it is passed between two modules. Because the receiving module expects to perform certain operations directly on the value, the two modules share the implementation of the operations on that value. In many programming languages, a set of values that share a representation and a set of operations constitutes a type. In these languages, two program modules that share a type must also share an implementation for that type. Compilers perform type checking to ensure that program modules share types and their implementations correctly.

In contrast to program modules, two programs in a heterogeneous system need not share an implementation of the operations on a value in order to communicate that value. The only requirement with respect to correctness is that programs agree on the meaning of a value. In addition, we require that a specification of an interface between programs be independent of how values are represented in messages. This requirement allows us to separate the issues of correctness and implementation. It
also allows programs to negotiate the message representation of a value at runtime.

2.1.1 Vspaces

To satisfy the above requirements we group related values into sets called vspaces, to which we attach a specification and one or more representations. The specification gives the meaning of every value in the vspace. The term vspace underscores the difference between types in programming languages and "sets of values" in heterogeneous systems.¹ Like compilers and linkers for programming languages, heterogeneous systems provide binding mechanisms that ensure the correct sharing of vspaces among programs. Thus, the role played by vspaces in a heterogeneous system is similar to that played by types in a programming language.

In short, a vspace provides a common semantics for programs that use different internal representations for the same set of values and implement different operations on those values. Although vspaces are similar to types, they do not exist in any programming language, nor is it possible to write programs in terms of them. In order to communicate, programs must translate between types and vspaces. This requires that a vspace have a well-defined meaning and that its values can be represented in messages.

2.1.2 Abstract and Transfer Representations

In order to transmit a value it must have a bit-level representation within a message. Certain vspaces are considered primitive in that their representation is defined directly in terms of bit patterns, e.g., integers and booleans. However, this level of representation is too low-level to be specified easily by application-level programmers. The approach taken here is to divide the specification of the representation of a user-defined vspace into two levels: an abstract representation and a transfer representation. An abstract representation gives a structural specification of a vspace's representation in terms of other vspaces. It is a high-level definition of a representation and cannot be used directly in messages. A transfer representation gives a

¹The use of vspace also has a practical aspect in that it prevents us from confusing "internal" program types with "external" vspaces, something that frequently occurs when discussing marshalling.
vspace's low-level representation for use in messages. A transfer representation for a primitive vspace is given directly by its definition, whereas a transfer representation for a user-defined vspace is derived methodically from its abstract representation.

One advantage of this two-level approach is that it frees programmers from the details of low-level representations, allowing them to concentrate instead on the high-level structure of a vspace. Another well known advantage of this approach is that we can write tools such as stub generators that generate code for translating between types and vsaces when given an abstract representation (e.g., see [Gib87, HL82, JRT85]).

2.1.3 Overview

As mentioned above, heterogeneous systems must provide mechanisms for ensuring that programs agree on the meaning of a vspace. In addition, programs must be able to negotiate the representation of a vspace at runtime. The model used in this thesis is that each vspace has a single definition that specifies its semantics as well as all possible representations. The representations for a primitive vspace are transfer representations, while those for user-defined vsaces are abstract representations. All vspace definitions are contained in a data repository called the registry. The specification of a vspace's semantics cannot change once the vspace is entered in the registry. As a result, programs always agree on a vspace's semantics. In contrast, new representations may be added at any time. Once added, they may not be deleted.

A programming environment based on this model is illustrated in Figure 2-1. As shown in the figure, the registry contains all definitions for vsaces and negotiable sets. Negotiable sets, which are defined later, are used to group vsaces into sets for the purpose of negotiation. In addition to containing definitions, the registry also assigns unique identifiers that a program uses to reference the defined entities when communicating with other programs.

As indicated by the arrows in the figure, the presentation compiler uses the definitions of vsaces and negotiable sets in the registry as input. As output, it produces data structures and code that a program uses to negotiate representations.
and communicate values. The compiler also uses program-specific annotations as input. Because annotations are specific to a given program, they are not contained in the registry. Chapter 7 discusses how annotations are used for negotiation. Annotations are also used to direct low-level details, such as how to represent a given vspace in the programming language used to implement the program. Such uses are outside the scope of this thesis.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 gives a very brief overview of what is meant by a specification. Section 2.3 introduces a language for defining vspaces and abstract representations. Section 2.4 introduces vspace components, which are used to specify the transfer representation for a given abstract representation. Section 2.5 describes negotiable sets. The requirements for a registry are given in Section 2.6. The chapter concludes with a brief summary.

2.2 Specifications

Every vspace has a specification that gives its meaning independently of any representation used for transmission. A specification may be either formal or informal. Examples of informal definitions are:
• int32 – the set of integers in the interval \([-2^{31}, 2^{31} - 1]\).

• int32_poly – the set of polynomials with int32-valued coefficients.

Formal definitions can give a precise meaning to values, for example, by the use of traits in Larch [GHW85a, LG86]. Formal specifications also have the advantage that a specific value in a given representation can be mapped into its formal meaning through the use of a (formal) abstraction function. As will be seen in the next section, even informal abstraction functions are important when specifying a representation for a user-defined vspace.

The identifiers int32 and int32_poly above are examples of names that a programmer can use to refer to the specified vspace. Names are important for checking that vspaces are used correctly and for referring to vspaces during negotiation. Before discussing naming, however, we need to look more closely at vspace and representation definitions because they provide mechanisms for introducing new names.

2.3 The Language Amalgam

Amalgam is a language for defining vspaces and abstract representations.\(^2\) It includes a subset of the “Silver” language for describing vspaces in Mercury [Wei88]. In addition, Amalgam extends Silver with constructs for defining abstract vspaces, which are sets of values that can have more than one abstract representation. Like Silver, the purpose of Amalgam is to allow application programmers to define (possibly complex) vspaces using built-in and user-defined abstractions that are similar to those found in programming languages for defining types. As described here, Amalgam is intended to illustrate concepts and does not have all the features that one might have in a language intended for commercial use.

The description is divided into three sections, followed by a reference grammar. The first section describes the built-in vspaces and constructors. The second describes how programmers define abstract vspaces and constructors, and includes

\(^2\)An amalgam is also an alloy of mercury with another metal, usually silver, that is solid or liquid at room temperature according to the proportion of mercury present.
an extensive example. The third describes equates, which allow programmers to introduce abbreviations for commonly used vspaces.

2.3.1 Built-in Vspaces and Constructors

Amalgam provides a number of built-in vspaces and vspace constructors that are used to build more complex vspaces.\(^3\) Among them are the following scalars:

- **null** - the set containing a single value, which is denoted by `nil`.
- **bool** - the set containing two values, which are denoted by `true` and `false`.
- **char** - the set of ASCII characters.
- **byte** - the set of non-negative integers in the range \([0, 2^8 - 1]\).
- **card16** - the set of non-negative integers in the range \([0, 2^{16} - 1]\).
- **card32** - the set of non-negative integers in the range \([0, 2^{32} - 1]\).
- **int16** - the set of integers in the range \([-2^{15}, 2^{15} - 1]\).
- **int32** - the set of integers in the range \([-2^{31}, 2^{31} - 1]\).
- **float32** - the set of single-precision floating-point values defined by IEEE standard 754-1985.

There are also the following vspace constructors:

- **fixed_sequence[n:int, V:vspace]**
  A value \(s\) of this vspace is a sequence of exactly \(n\) values of vspace \(V\). The \(i^{th}\) element of \(s\) is denoted by \(s[i]\) where \(1 \leq i \leq n\).

- **bounded_sequence[n:int, V:vspace]**
  A value \(s\) of this vspace is a sequence of at most \(n\) values of vspace \(V\). The actual length of \(s\) is denoted by \(length(s)\), and the \(i^{th}\) element of \(s\) is denoted by \(s[i]\), where \(1 \leq i \leq length(s)\).

- **struct[id\(_1\):V\(_1\), \ldots, id\(_k\):V\(_k\)]**
  A value of this vspace is a sequence of \(k\) values, the first of vspace \(V\(_1\), the second of vspace \(V\(_2\), and so on. Case is irrelevant in the field names (i.e., the id\(_i\)). In addition, the order of the fields is important, so struct[a:V\(_1\),

\(^3\)The descriptions of scalars and constructors follow closely those found in [Wei88].
b:V2] and struct[b:V2, a:V1] are different vspaces. If \( s \) is a struct value containing the field \( id \), then the value of field \( id \) is denoted by \( s.id \).

**oneof[id_1:V_1, \ldots, id_k:V_k]**

A value of this vspace is a pair consisting of a tag (one of the identifiers \( id_i \)) and a value, where the value is a member of the vspace corresponding to the tag. Like structs, the case is irrelevant in tags. In contrast to structs, the order of the tags is not important. A oneof vspace has associated with it a set of functions of the form \( is_id_i \) and \( value_id_i \). If \( s \) is a oneof value having a tag \( id \) with associated vspace \( V \), then \( is_id(s) \) is true if and only if the tag of \( s \) is \( id \). It is false otherwise. If \( is_id(s) \) is true, then \( value_id(s) \) denotes a value of \( V \). If \( is_id(s) \) is false, then \( value_id(s) \) is undefined.

**container[V:vspace]**

Containers are similar to references in that they allow values to share structure within a message (e.g., a directed graph). Their semantics are discussed in [Wei87a].

The functions \( length(s), s[i], s.id, is_id(s) \) and \( value_id(s) \) in the above specifications are provided so that they may be used in specifications for vspaces built from the corresponding constructors. They are not a part of the language per se because Amalgam does not specify a syntax for specifications.

Note also that the specification for each of the above constructors is given in terms of the constructor's parameters. When a constructor is instantiated by specifying actual values for each parameter, the result is a specification for the constructed vspace. In other words, the specification is actually a "specification constructor."

The built-in scalars and constructors described above are referred to as **base vspaces** and **base constructors** because they form the basis for building user-defined vspaces.

### 2.3.2 Abstract Vspaces and Constructors

User-defined vspaces in Amalgam are called **abstract** vspaces. Abstract vspaces are one of the most important features of the language because they allow programmers to define new vspaces with multiple abstract representations. A value of an abstract
vspace is referred to as an abstract value. An abstract vspace definition has the following form:

\[
\text{id}_v[\text{id}_1:\text{kind}_1, \ldots, \text{id}_n:\text{kind}_n] = \text{abstract} \\
\text{specification} \\
\text{rep} \text{id}_{r_1} = \text{vspace-expression} \\
\text{representation-invariant} \\
\text{abstraction-function} \\
: \\
\text{rep} \text{id}_{r_k} = \text{vspace-expression} \\
\text{representation-invariant} \\
\text{abstraction-function} \\
\text{end}
\]

The keyword abstract in the above form identifies it as an abstract definition with \text{id}_v as the name of the new abstract vspace. The parameter list \([\text{id}_1:\text{kind}_1, \ldots, \text{id}_n:\text{kind}_n]\) is optional and, if present, means that the definition is for an abstract constructor. The identifiers in the parameter list may occur in the vspace expression of a representation defined in the body. Each parameter has a "kind" that specifies the class of values to which the identifier may be bound. Currently, there are only two kinds, which are denoted by the keywords vspace and int.

The specification comes first and takes the form of a comment because Amalgam does not require the use of a particular specification language and, therefore, does not interpret the specification. Comments are introduced by a percent sign.

The specification is followed by one or more representations, each of which is introduced by the keyword rep. A representation is simply another vspace and, therefore, gives a structural definition of the abstract vspace in terms of other vspaces. Definitions can be recursive in that the name of the abstract vspace can appear in a representation. Mutual recursion among abstract vspaces is also allowed. In the case of an abstract constructor, the identifiers \text{id}_i in the parameter list may also occur in the representation.

A representation for an abstract vspace does not specify a transfer representation because it consists of other (possibly abstract) vspaces. Therefore, a representation
is still abstract as far as communicating values is concerned; it is just at a lower level of abstraction than the abstract vspace it represents.

Each representation has a name, a representation invariant and an abstraction function. The name distinguishes one representation from another and provides a handle that can be used for negotiation. The representation invariant specifies the subset of values from the representation vspace that actually represent values in the abstract vspace. The abstraction function describes the correspondence between representation values and abstract values. Typically, it takes the form of a mapping from representation values to abstract values. More information on the use of representation invariants and abstraction functions can be found in [LG86]. Like specifications, representation invariants and abstraction functions are given as comments.

To use an abstract constructor (e.g., in the representation of some other abstract vspace), it must first be instantiated by providing a value for each of its parameters. If idc is the name of an abstract constructor with formal parameters id1:k1 through idn:kn, then an instantiation of idc is denoted by idc[a1, ..., an], where each actual parameter ai has kind ki. Actual parameters of kind vspace are denoted by vspace expressions, for which a grammar is given later. Parameters of kind int are denoted as usual by numerals.

The form and meaning of an abstract vspace definition are best illustrated by an example. Figure 2-2 shows a definition of an abstract constructor for a two dimensional matrix. The specification consists of the three functions num_rows, num_cols, and a[i,j], which interpret a given abstract value. There are two representations corresponding to row major and column major form. In both cases the representation invariant specifies the same set of legal values, namely, those that have a non-zero value for the num_rows and num_cols fields, and have a data field with a length equal to the number of columns times the number of rows. Values that do not meet these restrictions are nonsense values because they do not represent any matrix as defined by the specification. Transmitting a representation value that does not meet the representation invariant is considered an error.

The abstraction function specifies the mapping between elements of the data field and elements of the abstraction. The only difference between the two repre-
\texttt{matrix\_2d[V:vspace]} = \texttt{abstract}
\%
\%
\% A value of this space is a two-dimensional $m$ by $n$ matrix whose elements
\% are values of vspace $V$, where $0 < m < 2^{32}$, $0 < n < 2^{32}$ and $n \times m < 2^{32}$.
\% A value $a$ of this vspace is defined by the following three functions:
\%
\%
\% \texttt{num\_rows}(a) = the number of rows in $a$.
\% \texttt{num\_cols}(a) = the number of columns in $a$.
\% $a[i,j]$ = the element in the $j^{th}$ column of the $i^{th}$ row of $a$,
\% where $1 \leq i \leq \texttt{num\_rows}(a)$ and $1 \leq j \leq \texttt{num\_cols}(a)$.
\%
\% \texttt{rep} colmaj = \texttt{struct}[\texttt{num\_rows:card32, num\_cols:card32,}
\% \phantom{\texttt{rep}} \phantom{\texttt{colmaj}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \phantom{\texttt{struct}} \phantom{\texttt{[}} \texttt{data:bounded\_sequence[2 ** 32, V]]}
\%
\% \texttt{rep-invariant}: $0 < r$.\texttt{num\_rows} and $0 < r$.\texttt{num\_cols}
\% \phantom{\texttt{rep-invariant}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \phantom{\texttt{0}} \phantom{\texttt{<}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{r}} \phantom{\texttt{.}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{num\_rows}} \phantom{\texttt{and}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{0}} \phantom{\texttt{<}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{r}} \phantom{\texttt{.}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{num\_cols}}
\% \phantom{\texttt{length(r.data)}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \texttt{r}.\texttt{num\_rows} \times \texttt{r}.\texttt{num\_cols}
\% abstractions function:
\%
\% $\texttt{num\_rows}(r) = r$.\texttt{num\_rows}$
\%
\% $\texttt{num\_cols}(r) = r$.\texttt{num\_cols}$
\%
\% $r[i,j] = r$.\texttt{data}[$(i - 1) \times r$.\texttt{num\_cols} + $j$]

\% \texttt{rep} rowmaj = \texttt{struct}[\texttt{num\_rows:card32, num\_cols:card32,}
\% \phantom{\texttt{rep}} \phantom{\texttt{rowmaj}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \phantom{\texttt{struct}} \phantom{\texttt{[}} \texttt{data:bounded\_sequence[2 ** 32, V]]}
\%
\% \texttt{rep-invariant}: $0 < r$.\texttt{num\_rows} and $0 < r$.\texttt{num\_cols}
\% \phantom{\texttt{rep-invariant}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \phantom{\texttt{0}} \phantom{\texttt{<}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{r}} \phantom{\texttt{.}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{num\_rows}} \phantom{\texttt{and}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{0}} \phantom{\texttt{<}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{r}} \phantom{\texttt{.}} \phantom{\texttt{}} \phantom{\texttt{num\_cols}}
\% \phantom{\texttt{length(r.data)}} \phantom{\texttt{=}} \texttt{r}.\texttt{num\_rows} \times \texttt{r}.\texttt{num\_cols}
\% abstractions function:
\%
\% $\texttt{num\_rows}(r) = r$.\texttt{num\_rows}$
\%
\% $\texttt{num\_cols}(r) = r$.\texttt{num\_cols}$
\%
\% $r[i,j] = r$.\texttt{data}[$(j - 1) \times r$.\texttt{num\_rows} + $i$]

\textbf{end}

\textbf{Figure 2-2: Example of an abstract vspace definition.}
sentations is that the role of rows and columns is exchanged. This example also demonstrates the importance of abstraction functions in the definition of a representation. Without the abstraction function there would be no visible difference between the row major and column major representations. Therefore, even though it may be described informally, the abstraction function is the primary method for assigning a distinct interpretation to a representation.

The following examples illustrate possible instantiations of matrix.2d:

matrix.2d[int32]
matrix.2d[struct[x:float32, y:float32]]
matrix.2d[matrix.2d[point]], where “point” is an identifier denoting a vspace.

2.3.3 Equates

Amalgam also provides an equate construct for defining abbreviations. An equate has the form:

\[ \text{id}_e[\text{id}_1:\text{kind}_1, \ldots, \text{id}_n:\text{kind}_n] = \text{vspace-expression} \]

An equate associates the meaning of the vspace expression on the right-hand-side with the identifier \( \text{id}_e \). It may also have an optional parameter list, in which case it acts like a constructor in that the \( \text{id}_i \) appear in the vspace expression. The following example defines an equate that is used frequently in later chapters:

\[ \text{sequence32[v:vspace]} = \text{bounded_sequence}[2^{**}32,v] \]

An equate constructor is instantiated in the same way as an abstract constructor, e.g., sequence32[int32]. Equate definitions, like abstract vspace definitions, may also be recursive or mutually recursive.

Unlike an abstract vspace, an equate does not introduce a new vspace name whose meaning is distinct from the vspace that defines it. For example, the expression sequence32[int32] denotes the same vspace as bounded_sequence[2 ** 32, int32]. This difference between equates and abstract vspaces is important when “type checking” the use of vspaces; equates are checked using structural equivalence while abstract vspaces use name equivalence. Further discussion about type checking can be found in [LW86, Wei87a, Wei87b, Wei88].
Figure 2-3: Grammar for vspace expressions and definitions

2.3.4 Reference Grammar

A reference grammar summarizing Amalgam’s concrete syntax is given in Figure 2-3. This syntax will be used in examples throughout the rest of this thesis. Non-terminals in the grammar are shown in italics and keywords in boldface type. The meta-character ‘|’ is used to separate alternative productions for the same non-terminal. The bold-faced set notation “{ }+” indicates one or more occurrences of the material between the braces. Bold-faced square brackets “[ ]” indicate an optional occurrence of the material between the brackets. Non-bold-faced characters such as ‘:’, ‘[’, ‘]’, and ‘,’ are terminals. The three dots “…” between constructs indicate a comma-separated list of one or more instances of those constructs. Finally, a comment is introduced by a percent sign and consists of all the text between the percent sign and the end of the line.

Note that the scalar vspaces and the constructors for fixed sequences, bounded sequences and containers are not listed in the grammar because they are covered under the case of identifiers and instantiations. They are considered to be abstract vspace definitions that are provided by a “standard” environment. The constructors for struct and oneof cannot be handled in this way because Amalgam is not powerful enough for users to define constructors that take variable-length field lists.
2.4 Vspace Components

A value must be given a transfer representation in order for it to be sent from one program to another. Recall from Section 2.1.2 that transfer representations are derived from abstract representations. The exact details of how they are derived must wait until Chapter 3. This section gives a brief sketch of how one derives a transfer representation to motivate the definition of vspace components, which are Amalgam-specific constructs.

Given an abstract representation expressed in Amalgam that consists of only base vspaces and constructors, it is relatively straightforward to generate a transfer representation by choosing a transfer representation for each base vspace and constructor appearing in the expression. In the case of a base vspace, the transfer representations are provided as primitives. For example, for int32 we may choose a 32 bit, two's complement representation with the most significant byte transmitted first. In the case of a base constructor, the transfer representation is really a "representation constructor" because it describes how to generate a transfer representation when given a transfer representation for each parameter. For example, for a struct we simply concatenate the transfer representations of the fields in the order they are specified in the abstract representation.

Intuitively, the method just described specifies a transfer representation by structural induction. The base vspaces correspond to the induction basis because their transfer representations are defined as primitives. The constructors correspond to induction steps. By specifying a transfer representation for all the base vspaces and constructors of Amalgam, we can generate a transfer representation for any vspace, as long as it does not contain any abstract vspaces or constructors.

In the presence of abstract vspaces and constructors the approach is similar, i.e., we choose a representation for each abstract vspace and constructor that appears in an expression. However, in this case the representations are abstract, and we must derive transfer representations for them. This is covered in Chapter 3. What is needed here is to define all of the "entities" in an expression for which we must
choose a representation. These entities are called *vspace components*. In Amalgam, a *vspace* component is either a base *vspace*, base constructor, abstract *vspace*, or abstract constructor. These are the only constructs in Amalgam that introduce multiple representations.

In general, I will use a fixed-width font to denote *vspace* components, e.g., `oneof` denotes a *vspace* component, whereas `oneof` is a reserved identifier that denotes a base *vspace* constructor.

Representations for components must be named so that they can be referenced by transfer-representation specifications. The names for abstract *vspaces* and constructors are given by the `rep` clauses in their definition. The names for base *vspaces* and constructors will be introduced as they are needed in examples. Issues of name resolution are discussed in Section 2.6.

## 2.5 Negotiable Sets

For the purpose of negotiation, *vspaces* are grouped into sets called *negotiable sets*. Informally, negotiation is the process by which two presentation peers agree on a representation for the *vspaces* in a given negotiable set. The details of negotiation and how one specifies the representation of a set of *vspaces* are left to later chapters. At this point the concept of a negotiable set is a rather simple entity to which we attach no further semantics. It could consist of a single *vspace*, the set of *vspaces* in a single message or those in a set of messages. By making it a general concept we gain the flexibility needed to apply it to different systems. Chapter 7 shows how negotiable sets can be used in real systems such as Mercury and OSI.

The only requirements for negotiable sets are that the presentation layer be able to name them unambiguously in presentation protocol messages and that two presentation entities agree on their definition. Therefore, I assume that the registry provides mechanisms for defining and naming negotiable sets. In order to maintain flexibility, these mechanisms should be orthogonal to any other mechanism for grouping *vspaces*, e.g., for the purpose of controlling the scope of names or encapsulating a set of related *vspace* definitions.
2.6 The Registry

The previous sections have defined a number of named entities that are shared by programs and programmers, namely vspaces, vspace components, representations, and negotiable sets. It is essential that all these entities have the same meaning everywhere. To meet this requirement I assume the existence of a registry that coordinates the creation and sharing of definitions and the assignment of names to entities. The exact form of the registry is not important as long as it meets the following requirements:

1. Provides a repository for definitions.

2. Provides a programmer-friendly name space.

3. Allows new representations to be added to the definition of an existing vspace component.

4. Assigns unique identifiers to negotiable sets.

5. Assigns unique identifiers to vspace components.

6. Assigns identifiers to representations for a given component.

7. Is scalable in size.

These requirements are discussed below, together with a brief discussion of how the registry is used.

The registry must provide a repository for definitions simply because definitions are shared; a repository not only makes them available, but also ensures that all users see a consistent definition. It is also desirable to have a single reference language for specifying definitions (e.g., a suitable extension of Amalgam) to prevent users from specifying conflicting definitions in different languages for the same entity. Other definition languages could be allowed as long as there is an unambiguous translation between them and the reference language.

The need for a programmer-friendly name space comes from our expectation that the registry will be large. Programmers will need a means for navigating through the registry's name space: In fact, I assume there is some naming mechanism that allows
definitions to be grouped into named sets similar to the way files in a file system are grouped into named directories. The names within a set form an environment for resolving identifiers in Amalgam definitions that are contained within that set. References between sets allow names defined in one environment to be visible in another.

The ability to define new representations for existing vspace components is required so that systems can evolve. It is also important that existing definitions not be modified (including deletion) because it is impossible in general to tell if there is a program that depends on the original definition.

So far, all the names for defined entities such as vspace components and representations have been given as character strings (e.g., identifiers in Amalgam). These names cannot be used by a presentation layer to negotiate representations because their meaning is relative to an environment. Therefore, the registry must assign each entity an identifier (ID) that is independent of any name used by programmers.

A unique identifier (UID) must be assigned to a negotiable set because negotiable sets are the primary objects of reference for negotiation.

UIDs are required for vspace components because they can appear as components in more than one negotiable set. Making the identifier of a vspace component relative to a negotiable set would introduce aliases, where different UIDs would denote the same component. This could make it difficult to extend negotiation in the future.

Identifiers for component representations need be distinct only with respect to the vspace component that they represent. This is because a given representation is valid for exactly one vspace component. If necessary, a UID for a representation can be constructed by concatenating the representation's relative ID to its vspace component's UID. The registry can take advantage of this property to assign small identifiers to representations.

In the rest of this thesis I will assume that UIDs for vspace components and relative IDs for representations have a simple structure such as 64-bit unsigned integers. Requiring systems to use such simple identifiers is probably too strong in general, although there are systems that do so [DLM+87]. However, because identifiers for vspace components and representations are communicated and manipulated during negotiation, this assumption allows efficient implementations for marshalling, com-
paring, and indexing. Changing this assumption would affect the performance of
the negotiation algorithms described in Chapter 6.

Finally, the registry must be scalable over a wide range of sizes from a few
hundred vspace definitions to potentially millions of definitions. The issues involved
in designing such a registry are beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.7 Summary

A vspace is a set of values that has a name, a specification and one or more representa-
tions. A representation is divided into two levels: an abstract representation and a
transfer representation. Abstract representations are described using the Amalgam
language. Amalgam provides a number of base vspace and constructors that allow
programmers to define more complex vspace. A vspace that is constructed directly
from base vspace and constructors has only one abstract representation. Amalgam
also allows programmers to define an abstract vspace, which is a new vspace in
that it is considered distinct from all other vspace. Abstract vspace also allow
programmers to introduce vspace that have multiple abstract representations.

An abstract representation for a vspace is constructed out of vspace compo-
nents. A vspace component in Amalgam is either a base vspace, base constructor,
abstract vspace, or abstract constructor. Vspace components provide the means for
introducing multiple representations. A vspace's transfer representation is defined
inductively by specifying a representation for each vspace component in the vspace's
abstract representation. In the case of an abstract component, the representation is
an abstract representation for which a transfer representation must be specified in
turn.

The presentation layer of an application negotiates representations for sets of
vspaces called negotiable sets. Negotiable sets are a general concept that can be
applied to different systems.

Finally, the registry provides the means by which programs and programmers
share names and definitions. It not only acts as a repository for definitions, but also
assigns UIDs. It also allows the creation of environments that control the scope of
names.
Chapter 3

Contexts, Preferences and Negotiation

In order to communicate values of the vspacees in a negotiable set, two application-level peers must agree on the transfer representation for each vspace in that set. Informally, a specification of the transfer representation for all the vspacees in a given negotiable set is called a “context.” Because any vspace can have multiple transfer representations, there will likely be many possible contexts for a negotiable set. An application entity supports a context for a negotiable set if it can both encode and decode every value of every vspace in the negotiable set using the transfer representation specified by that context. Therefore, in order to communicate, two peers must agree on a context that they both support. In addition, they must coordinate the use of that context so that each peer knows the transfer representation of every value in a message. The process of agreeing on a context is called negotiation and involves exchanging information at runtime describing the contexts that each peer supports. The primary interest of this thesis is not how to negotiate just any context, but to negotiate the “best” context with respect to some cost measure.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to defining precisely what is the best context for a negotiable set with respect to two peers. It focuses on how one compares contexts, what information is exchanged during negotiation, and what it means for two peers to agree on the best context. It is concerned with neither the negotiation protocol that governs the exchange of information nor the mechanism that
coordinates the use of contexts with the transmission and reception of data.

The presentation is divided into three parts. The first gives a formal definition of a context. The second focuses on how one compares two contexts with respect to cost. As will be seen, a quantitative comparison of two contexts is often difficult. Despite this fact, it is possible for programmers to state qualitative preferences between contexts that respect differences in cost. The approach presented is that the programmer of a peer application specifies a set of preferences among the contexts that the peer supports for a given negotiable set. This set of preferences is called a context list and is defined formally in Section 3.2 below. The last part, Section 3.3, describes how to take a context list from each of two peers and compute the best context.

### 3.1 Contexts

Informally, a "context" is a specification of the transfer representation of every vspace in a given negotiable set. As described in Section 2.4, given an Amalgam expression that defines an abstract representation for a vspace, one specifies a transfer representation for that vspace by choosing a representation for each vspace component that appears in the expression. In the case where a component is an abstract vspace or constructor, the component's representation is another abstract representation. In such cases it is necessary to specify a transfer representation for this abstract representation. Of course, the situation will repeat itself in a top-down manner when there are several layers of abstraction. At each layer the choice of representation determines the components of the next lower layer. The specification is complete when the transfer representation of every layer has been specified.

As an example consider the vspace matrix_2d[int32] from the previous chapter. If we choose the rowmaj representation for the abstract component matrix_2d, then we have to specify a representation for the components bounded_sequence and card32 that occur in the abstract representation defined for rowmaj. Because there are no abstract components in this layer, we only need to specify a representation for the component int32 to complete the specification for the vspace.

The formal definition of a context requires a fair amount of machinery to capture
the informal intuition above. Therefore, the definition is given in three steps below. The first step introduces the function components, which computes the vspace components in an Amalgam expression. The second introduces the concept of an assignment, which formalizes specifying a representation for each vspace component in a list. The third and last step formally defines a context.

3.1.1 The Function Components

A decision that must be made at this point is whether or not to allow different transfer representations for distinct occurrences of the same vspace component in a vspace expression. For example, given the expression struct[a:int32, b:int32], could we have different representations for the two integers? In this case the answer is probably not, because integers usually have only one representation on a given CPU. On the other hand, if the fields “a” and “b” were rectangles, then the answer might be yes. The problem with allowing different representations is that it introduces complexity. Not only is the structure of a context more complex, but so is negotiation. For example, what if one program uses the same representation for both but the other uses a different representation for each one? Must we negotiate each occurrence separately?

The simple solution, which is the solution used here, is to require that all occurrences of the same vspace component use the same representation. This solution is the appropriate choice in most cases because programs typically use one internal representation for all values of a given type. Using the example above where the fields are rectangles, it is most likely the case that the program uses the same type to represent both instances of the rectangle. In this case, the relative costs of translation will be the same for both fields.

In order to define a transfer representation for an abstract representation expressed in Amalgam, we must know the set of vspace components that occur in the expression. The function components computes this set and has the signature Vspace-exp → Set[vspace-component]. The function itself is defined by the following
structurally recursive formula:

\[
\text{components}(id) = \begin{cases} 
\emptyset, & \text{if } id \text{ is a variable} \\
\{id\}, & \text{if } id \text{ denotes a vspace component} \\
\text{components}([\text{null/id}]\text{def}(id)), & \text{if } id \text{ denotes an equate}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{components}(c[a_1, \ldots, a_n]) = \{c\} \cup \left( \bigcup_{i \in \text{vargs}} \text{components}(a_i) \right) 
\]  

(3.1)

where \(i \in \text{vargs} \iff \text{kind}(a_i) = \text{vspace}\)

\[
\text{components}(\text{struct}[id_1 : e_1, \ldots, id_n : e_n]) = \bigcup_{1 \leq i \leq n} \text{components}(e_i)
\]

\[
\text{components}(\text{oneof}[id_1 : e_1, \ldots, id_n : e_n]) = \\
\{\text{oneof}\} \cup \left( \bigcup_{1 \leq i \leq n} \text{components}(e_i) \right)
\]

For the most part, the components of an expression are given by taking the union of the components of each subexpression. When the expression is an identifier that denotes a vspace component, then the result consists of just that component. There are a few special cases that require some explanation.

The first such case is the subcase of an identifier where the identifier is a formal parameter variable that appears within the definition of a constructor. In this case, the components of the corresponding actual parameter are computed by the second clause of equation 3.1, which computes the components of an instantiation. Therefore, there are no components for the formal parameter.

The subcase where an identifier denotes an equate is a little complex because it may be recursive. The notation \([x/id]\mathcal{E}\) means "substitute the expression \(x\) for the identifier \(id\) in the expression \(\mathcal{E}\)." The function \(\text{def}(id)\) gives the expression associated with equate \(id\). The substitution of \(\text{null}\) for \(id\) above is used to terminate any recursion. With this substitution, the components of an equate are computed only once. Of course, it is possible to define \(\text{components}\) without making this substitution, but it would involve defining a fixed-point semantics, which is much
more complex.

The last case that requires an explanation is that for struct. In this case there is no struct vspace component in the result. The reason for this is that a struct has only one transfer representation, namely the concatenation of the transfer representation of each field in the order specified. This reflects the semantics of structs, which states that order is important.

Once we have the vspace components in an expression, we must specify a representation for each to obtain a transfer representation. This is the purpose of an assignment, which is the next step in the definition of a context.

3.1.2 Assignments

The introduction of assignments at this point is actually more than just a convenience for defining a context. Assignments can also be thought of as subsets of a context. As will be seen in Chapter 4, assignments are the basic building blocks for expressing preferences among contexts.

An assignment is a partial function from vspace component UIDs to representation UIDs that maps a given vspace component to a representation for that component. Every assignment \( a \) has a signature, denoted by \( \text{sig}(a) \), that gives the set of vspace components for which \( a \) is defined. If \( u \) is a vspace component UID and \( u \in \text{sig}(a) \) then \( a(u) \) denotes a representation UID for \( u \).

If \( u \not\in \text{sig}(a) \) then \( a(u) \) is undefined.

An assignment is denoted by an expression of the form

\[
\{ \text{comp-id}_1 : \text{rep-id}_1, \ldots, \text{comp-id}_n : \text{rep-id}_n \}
\]

where \( \text{comp-id}_i \) is an identifier denoting a vspace component UID and \( \text{rep-id}_i \) is an identifier denoting a UID of a representation for that vspace component. If \( a \) is an assignment denoted by the above expression then \( a([\text{comp-id}_i]) = [\text{rep-id}_i] \), where \( [id] \) gives the UID denoted by the identifier \( id \). As described in Section 2.6, the denotation of an identifier is determined by a compile-time environment that is provided by the registry. The presentation compiler is responsible for looking up

\footnote{Because representations are defined in the registry and new representations may be added, the range of \( a(u) \) is actually a function of time. This dependence can be ignored in practice.}
the denotation of each identifier in the registry and checking that the mapping for each component is valid.

There are three definitions that are needed before giving a formal definition of a context. The first is the predicate abstract(\(u\)), which is true if and only if the vspace component with UID \(u\) is an abstract vspace or abstract constructor.

The second definition is the predicate \(\text{in\_rep\_of}(u_1, u_2, a)\), which specifies when a vspace component \(u_1\) is in the representation of an abstract vspace component \(u_2\) with respect to an assignment \(a\). It is defined by the following recursive formula:

\[
\text{in\_rep\_of}(u_1, u_2, a) \iff \\
\quad u_2 \in \text{sig}(a) \land \text{abstract}(u_2) \\
\quad \land ((u_1 \in \text{components}(a(u_2))) \\
\quad \lor (\exists u_3 \in \text{sig}(a) \text{ s.t. in\_rep\_of}(u_1, u_3, a) \land \text{in\_rep\_of}(u_3, u_2, a)))
\]

(3.2)

which says that \(u_1\) is in the representation of \(u_2\) with respect to \(a\) if and only if \(u_2\) is in the signature of \(a\), \(u_2\) is an abstract component, and \(u_1\) occurs either directly or indirectly in \(u_2\)'s (abstract) representation. It is related to the concept of abstraction layers. Intuitively, \(u_1\) is in the representation of \(u_2\) if \(u_1\) is a component of some abstraction layer in the representation of \(u_2\), where the (abstract) representations of any intermediate layers are given by \(a\).

The third definition is the predicate is_complete, which determines if an assignment completely specifies the transfer representation for a vspace. In the case where a vspace expression \(e\) contains an abstract component, choosing a representation for every component in components\((e)\) is not sufficient to specify a transfer representation. For example, consider \(e = \text{matrix}\_2\text{d}[\text{int32}]\), in which case components\((e) = \{\text{matrix}\_2\text{d}, \text{int32}\}\). Then the assignment \{\text{matrix}\_2\text{d}:rowmaj, int32:be\}, where be denotes the “big-endian” representation, does not specify a transfer representation because the rowmaj representation is an abstract representation. In order to be complete, the assignment must specify representations for the components of the rowmaj representation. If any of those components are abstract, then the process is repeated until there are no abstract components left unspecified. This leads to the
following definition, where \( a \) is an assignment and \( e \) is a vspace expression:

\[
\text{is\_complete}(a, e) \iff \\
(\text{components}(e) \subseteq \text{sig}(a)) \\
\land (\forall u \in \text{sig}(a). \text{abstract}(u) \Rightarrow \text{components}(a(u)) \subseteq \text{sig}(a))
\] (3.3)

Like \text{in\_rep\_of} above, \text{is\_complete} is related to the concept of abstraction layers. An assignment completely specifies a transfer representation for a vspace if and only if it specifies a representation for every layer of abstraction.

### 3.1.3 Definition of a Context

We are now ready for the definition of a context for a negotiable set. Let \( E \) be a set of vspace expressions, \( S \) the negotiable set consisting of the vspaces denoted by the elements of \( E \), and \( U \) the set of vspace components \( \{ u \mid u \in \text{components}(e), e \in E \} \). Then the predicate \( \text{is\_context}(c, S) \), read as \( c \) is a context for \( S \), is defined by the following:

\[
\text{is\_context}(c, S) \iff \\
\forall e \in E. \text{is\_complete}(c, e) \quad \text{[complete]} \quad (3.4) \\
\land (\forall u_1 \in (\text{sig}(c) - U). \exists u_2 \in U \text{ s.t. } \text{in\_rep\_of}(u_1, u_2, c)) \quad \text{[necessary]}
\]

The first line of the definition states that a context must specify a transfer representation for every vspace in \( S \). The second line says that every component that does not appear directly in some vspace in \( S \) is required for specifying the transfer representation of some vspace in \( S \).

The requirement for completeness is quite obvious. However, the requirement for necessity is less so. The reason for it is that negotiation involves sets of contexts and we must ensure that distinct contexts differ only in components that are relevant to the vspaces in the negotiable set. This is because there is a cost associated with each context, and this cost should reflect only the costs incurred by the negotiable set. There is also a practical matter. Algorithms that compare contexts from two peers need not be concerned about irrelevant information in the contexts. This can lead to a substantial saving because, otherwise, an algorithm would have to compute the necessary components of a context before comparing it with another in order to eliminate extraneous components.
As a final remark, note that a context maps a component to exactly one representation. If a context specifies representations for the components of two vspaces and those vspaces share a component, then they also share the representation. For example, consider the assignment \{matrix_2d:rowmaj, int32:be, float32:isee\} that specifies part of a context for the negotiable set consisting of the vspaces matrix_2d[int32] and matrix_2d[float32] from Chapter 2. In this case both matrices use the row major representation. It is not possible to have one use the row-major representation and the other column-major. This would also be the case if the negotiable set contained the single vspace consisting of a struct where one field was matrix_2d[int32] and another matrix_2d[float32].

The restriction that vspaces must use the same representation for common components was made in order to simplify the specification of contexts and the computation necessary for negotiation. There is a trade-off between the complexity of the structure of a context, the cost to negotiate a context, and the context’s ability to describe the optimal representation for every vspace. This issue will be revisited in Chapter 9, after the costs for negotiation have been analyzed in Chapter 6.

This completes the formal definition of contexts. We are now ready to tackle the problem of how to associate costs with contexts and compare them.

### 3.2 Preferences and Context Lists

This section addresses the problem of assigning preferences to the set of contexts supported by a single peer for a given negotiable set. What we would like is a quantitative measure that assigns a cost to each context. In this case, one context is preferred to another if it has a lower cost. An example cost measure is the average number of CPU cycles needed to encode and decode each message. Given this measure, it would be simple to order all the contexts for a negotiable set. However, as I will show below, it is difficult to produce a quantitative cost measure. In fact, it may not be possible to order two contexts given the information available. After discussing the problems with quantitative cost measures I will describe an approach based on stating qualitative preferences. At the end of this section I will define formally a context list. A context list captures a peer’s preferences for the
contexts of a negotiable set and constitutes the information exchanged by peers during negotiation.

### 3.2.1 Problems with Quantitative Measures

The following example will help illustrate the problems with constructing a model based on a quantitative cost measure. Consider a server that performs arithmetic on two-dimensional matrices of thirty-two bit integers and thirty-two bit floating point numbers. Assume that the negotiable set contains two vspace, matrix_2d[int32] and matrix_2d[float32], where matrix_2d[v] is the abstract vspace constructor from Chapter 2. The set of vspace components for this negotiable set consists of the components matrix_2d, int32, and float32. No matter which representation is chosen for matrix_2d, a complete assignment must also contain the components bounded_sequence and card32. Therefore, any context must specify representations for each of these five components.

For the sake of simplicity we assume that bounded_sequence has only one representation. Furthermore, we assume that the matrices are large enough that the cost of marshalling the values for the fields “num_rows” and “num_cols” is dominated by the cost of marshalling the matrix elements. This allows us to focus on the costs related to the choice of representation for the components matrix_2d, int32, and float32.

Now, assume that the vspace int32 has two representations, be for big-endian and le for little-endian, and that float32 has two representations, ieeef for IEEE format and vax, which is the representation on a Vax² CPU.³ If we focus on just the three major components, there are eight possible assignments corresponding to the eight combinations of representations for the three components.

In order to compute a cost measure we need to know the internal representation used by the application for the vspace matrix_2d[int32] and matrix_2d[float32]. For this example we assume that the peer is running on a Vax, so the internal representation is little-endian for integers and vax for floating-point. In addition,

---
²Vax is a trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
³In a real system we would have to worry about the byte order of the IEEE format. This is ignored for the sake of simplicity.
we assume that the internal representation of matrices corresponds to that given by the row-major abstract representation, which would be the case if the application were written in C.

We also need to know something about the code generated by the presentation compiler. Assume that the compiler generates in-line code for converting between the internal representation and both transfer representations for integers and floats. This is a reasonable assumption because there are compilers that do so today. In the case where the abstract representation for matrix_2d is row-major, the presentation compiler can generate the marshalling routines because the abstract representation matches the internal representation. In the case of column-major, assume that the programmer provides a separate procedure to transpose a matrix. This procedure is called by the code generated by the presentation compiler. This would be the case for a C program in the Apollo system [DLM+87]. Note that this case differs from that in Chapter 1 because the transposition procedure is not hand-written to use the low-level RPC system interface directly.

In summary, there are eight marshalling routines corresponding to the eight assignments. Four routines correspond to the case where the transfer representation is row-major. These routines are completely generated by the presentation compiler. The remaining four routines correspond to the case where the transfer representation is column-major. Although these routines are generated by the presentation compiler, they must call the programmer-supplied procedure to transpose the matrix.

This concludes the description of the example. We are now ready to look at the problems.

The first problem is that the presence of programmer-supplied code in the marshalling routines for abstract vspace makes it difficult to obtain an accurate model for the cost of encoding and decoding data. In the above example the marshalling code for the column-major representation of matrix_2d is provided by the programmer. It most likely is written in a high-level programming language. In general, neither the programmer nor the compiler can specify an accurate formula that would give the cost in, say, CPU cycles per element. It might be possible to profile the code using representative data sets and extract a model from the results, as was
done for the code profiled in Chapter 1. However, it is unreasonable to expect the programmer to do this for every combination of representations for all vspaces.

The second problem is that there are several significant sources of uncertainty that must be reflected in the model. The first source is the lack of accuracy mentioned in the previous paragraph. To illustrate this consider the following two contexts for our example negotiable set:

\[
\{\text{matrix\_2d:rowmaj, int32:be, float32:vax}\} \text{ and } \\
\{\text{matrix\_2d:colmaj, int32:le, float32:vax}\}.
\]

The first assignment matches the internal representation for \text{matrix\_2d} but not for \text{int32}, whereas the second is exactly the opposite. In the first there is a penalty for accessing the elements in the wrong order, namely, a separate transposition step. In the second there is a penalty for swapping bytes. In each case the penalty is a linear function of the number of matrix elements. If we focus on the cost for marshalling integer matrices, the penalty incurred for transposing the matrix has the same order of magnitude as that for swapping bytes. Without an accurate measure it is impossible to tell which context has the lower cost for marshalling integer matrices.

A second source of uncertainty is due to compiler optimization. Good programming practice tells us that the marshalling routines should be modular. In a system like Argus, the programmer provides marshalling routines for \text{matrix\_2d} that handle matrices of any element type [HL82]. The compiler provides the marshalling code for integers and floats, and the linker puts it all together. A good compiler will perform some optimizations such as in-lining to eliminate procedure call overhead (especially in loops), loop unrolling, strength reduction and code movement. It is highly likely that the result of specific optimizations will depend on the marshalling routine supplied for a particular element. Furthermore, the result is not easy to predict. This means that we cannot have a quantitative, modular cost model that takes a parameterized cost equation for \text{matrix\_2d} and plugs in the (separately computed) cost for a specific element.

The final source of uncertainty is due to vspaces that share components in a context and how this interacts with the statistical behavior of the peer. For example,
because matrix_2d[int32] and matrix_2d[float32] share the matrix_2d component, there are assignments that are not optimal for both vspaces. Consider the two assignments

\{matrix_2d: rowmaj, int32: le, float32: ieee\} and
\{matrix_2d: rowmaj, int32: be, float32: vax\}.

The first is optimal for matrix_2d[int32] but suboptimal for matrix_2d[float32], whereas the opposite is true for the second. In comparing these two assignments, the one with the least cost depends on several statistics. The first is the relative sizes of the two matrices. If the integer matrices are sufficiently larger on average than the floating-point matrices then the first context has a lower cost, and vice versa. The second is the relative frequency of different messages. If integer matrices are sent in different messages than floating-point matrices then the relative cost of the two contexts depends on the ratio of messages sent.

A third factor, which is not illustrated here, involves tagged unions (i.e., oneof). Because different tags may have different vspaces, a situation analogous to that above occurs where a context is not optimal for all the vspaces. In this case the comparison of contexts depends on an accurate characterization of the distribution of tag values. Without an accurate knowledge of a peer's statistical behavior it is impossible to compare the costs of contexts that are not optimal for all vspaces.

In summary, the lack of accuracy introduced by programmer-supplied code together with the uncertainty of program statistics and compiler optimizations make it very difficult to devise a quantitative cost model. The lack of accuracy can only be addressed by providing the programmer with tools for measuring the costs of compiled code. Better program statistics can only be captured by measuring actual operation. The amount of work required to provide accurate costs in both cases is quite high. As the next section shows, there are many cases where it is not necessary to have accurate costs in order to determine that one context is better than another. A qualitative analysis can provide much information with significantly less work.
3.2.2 Context Lists

It is often the case that a programmer can state that one context has a lower cost than another, even though the exact magnitude of the difference is not known. The following examples demonstrate this.

First, consider the following two assignments for the example in the preceding section:

\[
\{\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:le}, \text{float32:vax}\} \text{ and } \\
\{\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:be}, \text{float32:vax}\}
\]

It is clear that the first context has a lower cost than the second because the only difference between them is the representation for \text{int32}, which is optimal in the first context.

As another example consider:

\[
\{\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:le}, \text{float32:vax}\} \text{ and } \\
\{\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:be}, \text{float32:ieee}\}
\]

Again, the first has a lower cost than the second because the cost differences for both \text{int32} and \text{float32} favor the first.

The pair of assignments in the second example above illustrates one method for constructing preferences. The argument above was based on looking at the costs for \text{matrix}_2d[\text{int32}] and \text{matrix}_2d[\text{float32}] separately and noticing that the cost differences contributed by the vspaces were combined in a consistent manner, i.e., both favored the first context over the second. In general, our method will be to divide the negotiable set into subsets, analyze the individual costs of each subset and then combine them. This idea is pursued further in Chapter 4.

All the example cases above illustrate differences that result from comparing two representations for the same vspace component. The following example shows that it is possible to compare the costs of two different vspaces. Consider a negotiable set in which integers and floats occur a fixed number of times, e.g., as single arguments or results, or as fields of a record. Furthermore, the peer runs on a Vax and the programmer knows that the cost of converting floats is several times higher than that for converting integers. In this case the context \{\text{float32:vax}, \text{int32:be}\}
is preferred to \{\texttt{float32:ieee}, \texttt{int32:le}\} because the cost of marshalling floats dominates the total cost.

As yet another case, a programmer may wish to tune a given application by instrumenting the program to measure the actual costs of using certain commonly used contexts during operation. This approach is viable because only a few of the many possible contexts will actually be measured. Using this information the programmer may be able to state preferences among these contexts.

Finally, the cost differences between contexts may be unimportant because the cost of marshalling is small compared to the cost of sending messages. This is the case when very little data is sent or many blocking remote procedure calls are made without sending or receiving much data. In such cases just about every non-optimal context is equally preferred, and it is not worth the effort to order them.

What all the examples above have in common is that some contexts can be ordered without a lot of analysis while for others the order is either unknown, uncertain or unimportant. In other words, the relationship among the contexts is that of a partial order. This observation leads to the following definition.

A context list for a negotiable set \( S \) is a tuple consisting of a set of contexts for \( S \) and a strict partial order on those contexts. The set of contexts of a context list \( C \) is called its domain and is denoted by \( \text{dom}(C) \). The relation that orders the domain of \( C \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{R}_C \). By definition, \( \text{is-context}(c, S) \) is true for all \( c \in \text{dom}(C) \). Finally, if \( x \) and \( y \) are contexts in \( \text{dom}(C) \) and \( (x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_C \), then we say that \( x \) is preferred to \( y \).

Context lists capture exactly the qualitative ordering of contexts as described in the examples in this section. However, as one might imagine, expressing a context list directly in terms of individual contexts could be rather tedious if there are many vspaces in a negotiable set and, as a result, many contexts. The problem of expressing context lists is postponed until Chapter 4 where it receives considerable attention. All that remains at this point is to see how context lists are used in negotiation.
3.3 Preferences and Negotiation

Negotiation is the mechanism by which two peers decide on the best context for a negotiable set. During negotiation the peers exchange context lists. The details of the protocol for exchanging context lists are not considered here. What matters is that at some point at least one peer has both context lists in its possession and computes the result. The question, then, is what is the best context.

Given that a context list is based on a qualitative cost model for one peer, it is not possible to choose the best context based on comparing contexts from the context lists of two peers. The best we can do is choose the context with lowest cost as specified by one peer. In order to decide which peer's context list is chosen, every peer is assigned a numerical priority. The priorities are exchanged during negotiation, along with the context lists. If two peers have the same priority then one is chosen arbitrarily. Intuitively, the best context is the one that is common to both peers and that is most preferred by the peer with higher priority. Because context lists are partial orders there may be more than one context that meets the criteria. In this case the context list of the lower priority peer is used to choose among them.

In order to make the definition of "best" formal we first introduce the function $\text{max\_contexts}(C, S)$, which computes the set of maximal contexts in context list $C$ that are also in the set of contexts $S$:

$$\text{max\_contexts}(C, S) = \{ c \mid (c \in (\text{dom}(C) \cap S)) \land \exists c' \in S \text{ s.t. } (c', c) \in \mathcal{R}_C \}$$ (3.5)

If $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the context lists of the peers with higher and lower priority, respectively, then the set of best contexts is given by the following definition:

$$\text{best\_contexts} = \text{max\_contexts}(C_2, \text{max\_contexts}(C_1, \text{dom}(C_2)))$$ (3.6)

which finds the maximal contexts with respect to the peer with higher priority, and then uses that result to find the maximal contexts with respect to the peer with lower priority. Note that the final result is a set from which one context is chosen arbitrarily. By the definition of $\text{max\_contexts}$ above, any context in the result is supported by both peers. Finally, the result may also be the empty set, in which
case communication is not possible. Ensuring that any two peers can communicate requires imposing some system-level constraint. One approach is to designate one or more canonical contexts for each negotiable set. By definition, every peer supports the canonical contexts, so the failure to negotiate another context does not affect communication.

At this point it is worth discussing what can be accomplished using the priority mechanism described above. Basically, one can designate certain peers as the ones for which communication must be optimized. One strategy is to assign important servers higher priority so that they will not be overloaded with marshalling data. Another would assign certain machines a higher or lower priority depending on their use. For example, you may not want your Cray to waste time marshalling data. Likewise, you may not want your PCs to spend extra time marshalling data, thereby reducing their response time.

With the proper negotiation and communication protocols the priority scheme could be expanded to handle receiver priority where the transmitter sends data using the preferred context of the receiver. This approach has been advocated by researchers in the networking community who have observed that the receiver is usually the one that has the most difficulty keeping up with the transmitter [CT90]. Of course, this requires the use of two contexts, one for each direction.

One could even imagine a resource-management layer that dynamically adjusts the priority of peers based on some shared goal. For example, if the goal is to balance the load between two peers, then the resource managers of each peer could exchange load measurements and use that as a basis to determine priority. This may be stretching things a bit far, but it is not inconceivable.
Chapter 4

Expressing Context Lists

This chapter focuses on how a programmer expresses a context list. Recall from the previous chapter that a context list is a partial order on a set of contexts for a single negotiable set. The main problem is that there may be many contexts that an application can support for a single negotiable set. For example, consider a negotiable set with five vspaces, each of which has two representations. There are potentially thirty-two contexts that a program could support. A larger or more complex set could have many more. Although it is conceivable that a programmer might directly specify the relative preference of every pair of contexts, that would be extremely laborious and error prone.

4.1 The Approach

The approach described in this chapter is to divide a negotiable set into subsets, express the preferences for each subset separately and then combine them to form the result. The division is usually hierarchical, i.e., the negotiable set is divided into subsets consisting of vspace and vspace components, which are then further subdivided. At this point we can no longer use contexts to describe the representations for a subset. This is where assignments, which were first introduced in Section 3.1.2, come to the rescue.

An assignment describes one representation for each vspace in a subset of a negotiable set or set of vspace components. The preferences among the representations
of a subset are described by a partial order on the corresponding assignments. The partial order on the assignments is called a preference list. The subsets, along with their preferences, are then combined using operations on preference lists that are based on the following methods of division:

1. Identify a subset of vspaces or vspace components whose cost dominates the total cost. For example, if the negotiable set contained only 32-bit integers and 32-bit floating point numbers, one could express the preferences for each separately. The expression combining them would state that the cost of converting floating point numbers is much greater than that of integers.

2. Divide a set of vspaces or vspace components into subsets that can be described independently, but whose combination involves uncertain factors. For example, the relative cost contributions of 32-bit integer matrices and 32-bit floating-point matrices depends on their relative sizes and frequency of use, neither of which may be known. In this case the uncertainty must be reflected in the resulting combination.

3. Divide a set of assignments into subsets, describe the preferences for each subset and then take the union of the individual preferences. This method is useful when there are representations for which there is optimized marshalling code or when the number of assignments is small enough to divide directly.

Informally, a preference-list expression denotes a partial order on a set of assignments. However, there is a fair amount of material required to make this definition precise as well as to define the operations on preference lists.

The remainder of this chapter defines preference lists and the operations that combine them. It is organized as follows. First, some additional material about assignments is introduced to describe their operations. Next, the definition of a preference list is given and the relationship of preference lists to context lists is discussed. The preference-list operators are then introduced with a discussion of how they are used in the decomposition of a negotiable set or vspace. This is followed by a precise definition of each operator.
4.2 More on Assignments

As defined in Section 3.1.2, an assignment is a partial function from vspace components to representations that maps a given component to a representation for that component. The remainder of this section introduces additional material on assignments that is needed to define preference lists and the operations on preference lists. In particular it defines operations on assignments that allow the programmer to construct “larger” assignments from “smaller” ones.

The restriction of an assignment $a$ to a set of vspace components $U$ is written as $a \mid U$ and is defined as follows:

$$a \mid U = a' \text{ where } \text{sig}(a') = (U \cap \text{sig}(a)) \land \forall u \in (U \cap \text{sig}(a)) . a'(u) = a(u)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

Restriction is used to construct an assignment whose signature is a subset of the original assignment and whose mapping for that subset is identical. For example, ${\text{matrix.2d:rowmaj, int32:be}} \mid \{\text{int32}\} = \{\text{int32:be}\}$.

Two assignments can be joined to form a new assignment by the operator $\parallel$, which is defined as follows:

$$a_1 \parallel a_2 = x \text{ where } \text{sig}(x) = (\text{sig}(a_1) \cup \text{sig}(a_2))$$

$$\land (x \mid \text{sig}(a_1) = a_1) \land (x \mid \text{sig}(a_2) = a_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

if $x$ does not exist then $a_1 \parallel a_2$ is undefined.

Note that if $x$ does not exist then it must be the case that there is some $u \in (\text{sig}(a_1) \cap \text{sig}(a_2))$ such that $a_1(u) \neq a_2(u)$. Typically, the signature of the resulting assignment is a superset of the signatures of the two original assignments. In this sense the join operator usually constructs a larger assignment from two smaller assignments. For example, ${\text{int32:be}} \parallel {\text{float32:ieee}} = \{\text{int32:be, float32:ieee}\}$.

The join operation can be extended to sets of assignments. If $A_1$ and $A_2$ are sets of assignments then their join is defined by:

$$A_1 \parallel A_2 = \{a_1 \parallel a_2 \mid a_1 \in A_1 \land a_2 \in A_2\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)
4.3 Preference Lists

Intuitively, a preference list is a partial order over a set of assignments. However, not every set of assignments is suitable for a preference list. For example, it does not make sense to compare the assignments \{\text{int32:be}\} and \{\text{float32:ieee}\} because they have no vspace components in common. Comparing them is a bit like comparing apples and oranges. These two assignments cannot be used to describe preferences for the same subset of any negotiable set. Therefore, before giving a formal definition for preference lists we first define which sets of assignments are suitable. This in turn requires us to define when it makes sense to compare two assignments.

Intuitively, two distinct assignments are said to be "comparable" if it makes sense to compare them. A more direct statement is somewhat difficult and is best illustrated by examples. The example in the previous paragraph in which the assignments have no vspace component in common illustrates one case of incomparable assignments. But it is not sufficient for two assignments to have a set of vspace components in common to be comparable. As an example, consider the assignments \{\text{int16:be, int32:be}\} and \{\text{int16:be, float32:ieee}\}. Although they have a vspace component in common, they assign the same representation to that component. The remaining components are incomparable, just as they were above. In order to be comparable, the assignments must specify different representations for at least one common vspace component.

In addition, the definition of comparable must not be too restrictive. In particular, it must not require the assignments to have the same signature. For example, the CIF form of a VLSI mask that is defined in Chapter 5 is an abstract vspace with a binary and a textual representation with corresponding assignments of the form \{\text{cif:bin, int32:le}\} and \{\text{cif:text, char:ascii}\}. It makes sense to compare these assignments because the dissimilar components depend on the mapping for cif and are necessary for a complete description of the representation.

As shown by the above examples, it is difficult to formalize completely what it means for two assignments to be comparable. I have chosen to make the definition as liberal as possible, imposing only the minimum restrictions that are needed to
simplify the preference-list operations defined in Section 4.3.2. These considerations result in the following definition:

\[
\text{comparable}(x, y) \Leftrightarrow \exists u \in (\text{sig}(x) \cap \text{sig}(y)) \text{ s.t. } x(u) \neq y(u) \quad (4.4)
\]

The above says that \( x \) and \( y \) are comparable if and only if they have at least one vspace component in common, and they map at least one of those common components to different representations. As a corollary, it implies that neither \( x \) nor \( y \) is a degenerate assignment, i.e., an assignment whose signature is the empty set.

If \( A \) is a set of assignments and if every pair of assignments in \( A \) is comparable then we say that \( A \) is coherent. We are now ready to give a formal definition for a preference list.

A **preference list** is a tuple consisting of a coherent set of assignments and a strict partial order on those assignments. The set of assignments of a preference list \( P \) is called its **domain** and is denoted by \( \text{dom}(P) \). The relation that orders the domain of \( P \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{R}_P \). If \( x \) and \( y \) are assignments in \( \text{dom}(P) \) and \( (x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_P \) then we say that \( x \) is preferred to \( y \).

The relationship of preference lists to context lists is quite simple. Every context list is also a preference list. That is because every context is an assignment and the definition of a context as given in Section 3.1.3 ensures that any two contexts for the same negotiable set are comparable. The converse is not true, however. A preference list \( P \) is a context list for a negotiable set \( S \) only if every assignment in \( P \) is a context for \( S \).

### 4.3.1 Preference-List Operators

The basic approach to constructing a context list for a negotiable set is to divide it into subsets, construct preference lists for each subset and then combine the resulting preference lists. The same approach is used to construct a preference list for a vspace that consists of several components.

There are essentially two methods for dividing up a negotiable set or vspace. The first divides the set of vspace components into subsets. For a negotiable set the division is usually along the lines of individual vspaces. For example, for the
negotiable set from Section 3.2 we would divide it into the vspace matrix_2d[int32] and matrix_2d[float32]. For a single vspace like a struct, we could divide it into subsets corresponding to the vspace of each field. For a vspace like an integer matrix we could divide it into integer and matrix components.

Using this method of division results in several preference lists where each assignment in a given list has a signature that is a subset of the vspace components in the original negotiable set or vspace. When combining such preference lists the assignments in each are joined to form larger assignments. The operators that combine preference lists in this manner are called join operators because the assignments in the operands' preference lists are joined together to form the assignments in the resulting preference list.

The second method divides a set of assignments into subsets that can be ordered separately. This method is used when the number of assignments is small, such as when the negotiable set has been divided using the first method until the individual preference lists are small enough to express directly in terms of the individual assignments. For example, in the case of integer matrices there may be several marshalling routines, some of which are optimized for a given representation. In this case we could divide the assignments into subsets corresponding to optimized and unoptimized assignments and describe each with a separate preference list. They would then be combined by unioning the subsets along with their preferences. The operators that combine preference lists in this manner are called union operators because the assignments in the operands' preference lists are unioned together to form the assignments in the resulting preference list.

The following description of the preference-list operators begins with the union operators because they usually form the basis on which larger preference lists are built. They are good for directly expressing preferences among a small set of assignments and are also the easiest to understand.

4.3.2 Union Operators

There are two union operators: dominant union and conjunction. Dominant union is used to express that one set of assignments is preferred to another. In this case
the first set dominates the second. Conjunction is used to express the merging of preferences from two preference lists that do not specify conflicting preferences.

4.3.2.1 Dominant Union

The binary operator symbol "\(\succ\)" denotes the dominant union of its arguments. It is a partial function and is defined if and only if the arguments' domains are disjoint and their union is coherent. More precisely, if \(P_1\) and \(P_2\) are preference lists then \(P_1 \succ P_2\) is defined if and only if \(\text{dom}(P_1) \cap \text{dom}(P_2) = \emptyset\) and \(\text{coherent}(\text{dom}(P_1) \cup \text{dom}(P_2))\). Given these restrictions the dominant union is defined as follows:

\[
\text{dom}(P_1 \succ P_2) = \text{dom}(P_1) \cup \text{dom}(P_2) \tag{4.5}
\]

\[
(x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_{(P_1 \succ P_2)} \iff (x \in \text{dom}(P_1) \land y \in \text{dom}(P_2)) \lor (x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_{P_1} \lor (x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_{P_2} \tag{4.6}
\]

From the definition it is easy to see that in the result, every assignment from \(P_1\) is preferred to every assignment from \(P_2\). In addition, the ordering on assignments from the same preference list is preserved. It is also clear why the arguments' domains must be disjoint. Otherwise, for all \(x \in (\text{dom}(P_1) \cap \text{dom}(P_2))\) we would have that \((x, x) \in \mathcal{R}_{(P_1 \succ P_2)}\), which is clearly nonsense.

An example use of \(\succ\) is given by the expression \{int32:be\} \(\succ\) \{int:le\} which says that the big-endian representation for 32-bit integers is preferred to little-endian.

The operator \(\succ\) is associative, so parentheses can be omitted when writing expressions. A more interesting example using \(\succ\) will have to wait until after the definition of the conjunction operator.

4.3.2.2 Conjunction

The binary operator symbol "\&" denotes the conjunction of its arguments. It is a partial function and is defined if and only if both the union of the arguments' domains is coherent and the union of the arguments' relations is consistent. More precisely, let \(P = (\text{dom}(P_1) \cup \text{dom}(P_2))\) and \(\mathcal{R} = \text{transitive\_closure}(\mathcal{R}_{P_1} \cup \mathcal{R}_{P_2})\). Then \(P_1 \& P_2\) is defined if and only if \(P\) is coherent and for all \(a \in P\), \((a, a) \not\in \mathcal{R}\). The latter constraint states that the transitive closure of the union of the arguments' partial
orders must not contain any cycles. Cycles correspond to inconsistent information. Given these restrictions, conjunction is defined by:

\[
\text{dom}(P_1 \& P_2). = \text{dom}(P_1) \cup \text{dom}(P_2) \tag{4.7}
\]
\[
\mathcal{R}_{(P_1 \& P_2)} = \text{transitive\_closure}(\mathcal{R}_{P_1} \cup \mathcal{R}_{P_2}) \tag{4.8}
\]

Note that \& is both associative and commutative, so parentheses may be omitted when writing expressions.

The following example uses both union operators to express the preference list given in Figure 4-1. In the figure, preferences between assignments are indicated by arrows. The preference list corresponds to the example detailed in Section 3.2.1, but restricted to assignments for the vspace matrix_2d[int32]. In this case the cost for invoking the programmer-provided procedure for transposing the matrix relative to the cost for swapping bytes is unknown. Therefore, the two corresponding assignments are unordered in the preference list. The following is an expression for this preference list.

\[
({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:be}}) > ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:le}})
\]
\[
& ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:be}}) > ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:be}})
\]
\[
& ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{rowmaj}, \text{int32:le}}) > ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:le}})
\]
\[
& ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:be}}) > ({\text{matrix}_2d: \text{colmaj}, \text{int32:le}})
\]
This example can be more concisely expressed as:

\[
\{\text{matrix\_2d:rowmaj, int32:be}\} \\
> \\
(\{\text{matrix\_2d:rowmaj, int32:1e}\} \& \{\text{matrix\_2d:colmaj, int32:be}\}) \\
> \\
\{\text{matrix\_2d:colmaj, int32:1e}\}
\]

4.3.3 Join Operators

There are two join operators: the dominant join and the consistent join. For both operators the relationship between any two assignments in the result is a function of the partial order on all the assignments from both operands that joined to form those two assignments. In other words, if assignments \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) are in the result then we must consider all the assignments that joined to form them. If looked at in terms of cost this means that the cost associated with each assignment that joined to form the result must be factored into the cost associated with the result. This can be quite complex and difficult to understand if there are several assignments from each operand that joined to form the same assignment in the result.

The complexity of having to consider multiple assignments in each operand is reduced substantially by restricting the domain of a preference list to a coherent set. As shown by the following theorem, for a given assignment in the result there is exactly one assignment from each operand that joined to produce it. Not only does this simplification make the definitions easier to understand, it also makes it easier for the programmer to reason about how the operands combine to give the desired result.

**Theorem 1** - If \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are coherent sets of assignments and \( a \in (A_1 \| A_2) \), then there exists exactly one \( a_1 \in A_1 \) and exactly one \( a_2 \in A_2 \) such that \( a = a_1 \| a_2 \).

**Proof.**

First, by the definition of \( \| \) on sets of assignments there is at least one assignment \( a_1 \in A_1 \) and one assignment \( a_2 \in A_2 \) such that \( a = a_1 \| a_2 \). The rest of the proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists an \( a'_1 \in A_1 \) and an \( a'_2 \in A_2 \) such that \( a = (a_1 \| a_2) = (a'_1 \| a'_2) \). Because the proof is symmetric for \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \), we can assume
w.l.o.g. that \( a_1 \neq a'_1 \). Now, by definition of coherence, \( a_1 \) and \( a'_1 \) are comparable. Therefore, there exists a \( u \) such that \( a_1(u) \neq a'_1(u) \). By the definition of \( \parallel \) on two assignments, we have that \((a_1 \parallel a_2)(u) \neq (a'_1 \parallel a'_2)(u)\), which is a contradiction. Note that the proof does not depend on \( a_2 \) and \( a'_2 \) being distinct, so the subcases corresponding to whether or not they are distinct need not be considered separately. Q.E.D.

In addition, it is not necessary for the operators to place restrictions on the operands as was the case with the union operators. This is because the join of two coherent sets is coherent as shown by the following theorem.

**Theorem 2** - If \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are coherent sets of assignments, then \( A_1 \parallel A_2 \) is also coherent.

**Sketch of Proof.**
The proof uses Theorem 1. Because any two distinct assignments in the resultant join are produced by exactly two distinct assignments from at least one operand, and these assignments are comparable, then the resulting assignments are also comparable.
Q.E.D.

Note that it is possible for the resulting set to be empty. This occurs when every assignment in one operand disagrees with every assignment in the other operand on the mapping for some common vspace component. When this occurs, it most likely indicates a mistake on the part of the programmer and should result in a warning from the stub compiler.

We are now ready to give definitions for each operator.

**4.3.3.1 Dominant Join**
The binary operator symbol "\( \gg \)" denotes the dominant join of its arguments. The domain of the result is given by the following:

\[
\text{dom}(P_1 \gg P_2) = \text{dom}(P_1) \parallel \text{dom}(P_2)
\]

(4.9)

Let \( x \) and \( y \) be elements of \( \text{dom}(P_1 \gg P_2) \). By Theorem 1, there exists exactly one \( x_1 \in P_1, x_2 \in P_2, y_1 \in P_1, \) and \( y_2 \in P_2 \) such that \( x = x_1 \parallel x_2 \) and \( y = y_1 \parallel y_2 \). The
Figure 4-2: Dominant Join of Simple Preferences

The definition for the partial order of the result is as follows:

\[(x, y) \in \mathcal{R}(P_1 \gg P_2) \iff (x_1, y_1) \in \mathcal{R}_{P_1} \lor (x_1 = y_1 \land (x_2, y_2) \in \mathcal{R}_{P_2})\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

Intuitively, the left-hand-side operand dominates in that any preference in \(P_1\) is always present in the result, regardless of any preferences in \(P_2\). Preferences in \(P_2\) are present only when they result from joining assignments in \(P_2\) with the same assignment in \(P_1\). In terms of cost, this means that the cost difference between any two assignments in \(P_1\) is significantly greater than that between any two assignments in \(P_2\). Therefore, the cost difference in the result is dominated by the contribution of the assignments from \(P_1\).

The dominant join is most useful for expressing that one set of vspace components is more important. A simple example is given by the following expression:

\[\{\text{float32:vax}\} > \{\text{float32:ieee}\} \gg \{\text{int32:be}\} > \{\text{int32:le}\}\]

The resulting preference list consists of four assignments corresponding to the two choices for each component and is shown in Figure 4-2. Because floating-point conversion is significantly more expensive than integer conversion, the preference list for \text{float32} dominates.
4.3.3.2 Consistent Join

The binary symbol "||" denotes the consistent join of its arguments. The domain of the result is given by the following:

\[ \text{dom}(P_1 \parallel P_2) = \text{dom}(P_1) \parallel \text{dom}(P_2) \] (4.11)

Let \( x \) and \( y \) be elements of \( \text{dom}(P_1 \parallel P_2) \). By Theorem 1, there exists exactly one \( x_1 \in P_1, x_2 \in P_2, y_1 \in P_1 \) and \( y_2 \in P_2 \) such that \( x = x_1 \parallel x_2 \) and \( y = y_1 \parallel y_2 \). The definition for the partial order of the result is as follows:

\[ \langle x, y \rangle \in \mathcal{R}(P_1 \parallel P_2) \iff \begin{align*}
\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle &\in \mathcal{R}_{P_1} \land \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{P_2} \\
\lor \quad (x_1 = y_1 \land \langle x_2, y_2 \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{P_2}) \\
\lor \quad (\langle x_1, y_1 \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{P_1} \land x_2 = y_2)
\end{align*} \] (4.12)

As can be seen, two assignments in the result are ordered if and only if 1) the assignments from both operands that joined to form them are ordered in the same way, or 2) they resulted from the join of two ordered assignments from one operand with the same assignment from the other operand. The operator is called consistent because the partial order of the result is consistent with the order of both operands.

As a simple example consider the following expression

\[ ([\text{matrix.2d:rowmaj}] > [\text{matrix.2d:colmaj}]) \parallel ([\text{int32:be}] > [\text{int32:le}]) \]

which also denotes the preference list in Figure 4-1.

Another important aspect of this operator is that it preserves certainty. Two assignments are ordered only when we are certain that one has a higher cost than the other. Similarly, they are unordered when the cost difference between them is unknown or uncertain. In other words, the cost difference in the result is certain (ordered) only if the cost difference of the operands is certain and both are ordered the in the same manner. If they are ordered differently then the result remains unordered because there is no information about the relative contribution of each operand.

Therefore, the consistent join operator is used when we are uncertain about the cost contributed by each operand to the result. For example, in the case of integer and floating-point matrices, if we have no information about the relative
sizes of integer-matrix values and floating-point-matrix values, then we must use the consistent join to combine them.
Chapter 5

Abstract Vspace Examples

This chapter gives examples to illustrate the use of abstract vspaces with multiple representations and the construction of preference lists. The examples examined here are a video display image abstraction, which is discussed in Section 5.1, and a VLSI design abstraction, which is discussed in Section 5.2. Each section describes the abstraction, the representations, and a preference list.

The examples focus on individual vspaces. The approach for constructing preference lists for individual vspaces is similar to that for interfaces, namely, divide and combine. The representative preference list described in each section is based on the cost of marshalling data between a single internal program representation and each of the external representations.

5.1 Video Display Image

A video display image consists of a rectangular plane of colored pixels. Each pixel, when projected on a display device, generates a single point of the image. An image has a height and a width, both of which are specified by the number of pixels in the respective dimension. The density of the pixels in a given image is referred to as the image's resolution and is specified in pixels per linear distance (e.g., "dots" per inch). The resolution information allows an image that was captured on one device to be displayed on another device with a different resolution. In order to keep the example simple, resolution information is not considered in the remainder of this
section.

A pixel consists of three components, one for each axis of a three-dimensional color space. The color model is based on the NTSC RGB (red, green, blue) color model, which specifies color in terms of an RGB video camera signal as used in broadcast television [NH88]. In the RGB system a pixel's value is obtained by sampling the light spectrum of the pixel's color at three standard frequencies corresponding to red, green and blue. The samples are then normalized with respect to a standard reference value for white and quantized to one of 256 levels, giving eight bits per sample. The three samples together form an RGB triple that specifies the pixel's value.

Although the basic abstraction described above is simple, the representations are actually quite complex. The complexity arises from the need to reduce storage and transmission bandwidth requirements, and to accommodate various recording and display devices. Because the vspace representations are complex, their description is given in two parts. The first part describes the concepts underlying the representations, and the second maps these concepts into specific vspace representations.

The representations described below are based on a subset of the proposed JPEG standard for the compression of continuous-tone still images [ISO91]. A good overview of JPEG is given in [Wal91]. The standard actually describes a series of representations based on four modes of operation and several parameters. The subset considered here is based on the basic, discrete cosine transform (DCT) mode with a color space consisting of three components of eight-bit samples each. The DCT mode involves compression which, for the purpose of this example, is modeled simply as a function that is applied to the data stream.

The two basic concepts underlying the representation of a video image are the color model and the organization. The color model specifies how individual samples are combined to form a pixel's color. The organization specifies how samples are blocked into groups for compression and the order in which blocks are transmitted. The color model and organization are described in the next two sections. The vspace definitions that represent these concepts are given in Section 5.1.3, followed by an example preference list in Section 5.1.4.
5.1.1 The Color Model

The description of the underlying concepts begins with the color model. There are actually two parts to the color model. The first is the coordinate system that is used to specify color. The two coordinate systems described in this example are based on combining light of three different spectra to form a color. The three spectra constitute a three-dimensional coordinate system. Each color, then, has three components corresponding to the contribution of each spectrum. The second part of the model is the relative spatial resolution of the individual components. As will be seen, the relative spatial resolution is not independent of the coordinate system.

The first color coordinate system is NTSC RGB, which samples a color at three standard frequencies corresponding to red, green and blue and then normalizes the sample with respect to a reference white. The resultant sample values all fall in the range 0.0-1.0 and are quantized to 256 levels. The normalization allows the original color to be faithfully reproduced on diverse television receivers.

The second coordinate system is YUV, which is a linear transformation of RGB that separates the three components into one luminance (i.e., brightness) component and two chrominance (i.e., color) components. The transform is given by the following equations:

\[
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B \\
U = (B - Y)/2.03 \\
V = (R - Y)/1.14
\]  

(5.1)

Note that the U and V values may be negative. In order to be faithful to the abstraction, we must restrict the set of YUV triples to those values that correspond to valid RGB triples. This restriction is not a problem in practice because the YUV triples are usually generated from RGB triples.

The reason for using the YUV representation is that the eye is more sensitive to brightness than to color with respect to spatial resolution. We can take advantage of this to reduce the number of samples needed to represent an image's color components. This brings us to the spatial aspect of the color space, which involves the ratio of the number of samples in the luminance component to the number in the chrominance components.
One common ratio for the number of samples in the YUV components is 4:1:1, which corresponds to the luminance component having twice the vertical and horizontal resolution as the chrominance components. In this case there are four times as many Y samples as U and V samples, hence 4:1:1. The spatial relationship of the component samples is illustrated in Figure 5-1. In the figure, each "y" corresponds to a luminance sample and each "⊗" to both chrominance samples (i.e. one U and one V sample). Each chrominance sample covers an area that is four times greater than that of a luminance sample.

Another commonly used ratio is 4:2:2 where the horizontal resolution of the luminance component is twice that of the chrominance components, and the vertical resolution is the same. The spatial relationship among component samples in this case is illustrated in Figure 5-2.

With respect to the abstract vspace, each "y" sample in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 corresponds to one pixel in the image. To obtain the abstract RGB triple for a pixel, the U and V components are interpolated and the resulting YUV triple converted to an RGB triple. In the 4:1:1 ratio the samples are interpolated both horizontally and vertically, whereas in the 4:2:2 ratio they are interpolated only horizontally.
The ability to use different spatial resolutions for the components results from the separation of the luminance and chrominance information in the image. Therefore, the sample ratio is not independent of the choice of coordinate axes for the color space. For example, in the case of RGB, the ratios must all be one because every component carries color information. In the case of YUV, the U and V components must have the same resolution.

So far the color model has been described as if all the component samples were overlaid. The reason for this is to illustrate the spatial relationship of the components. However, in the actual representation, the components are separated into three planes, where each plane contains the samples of one component. This is illustrated in Figure 5-3, where "f", "s" and "t" represent the first, second, and third coordinate axes, respectively, and are either RGB or YUV. The subscripts give the position of each sample in its component plane, and the accompanying table shows the linkage between coordinate axes and sample ratios.

As shown in the table of Figure 5-3 there are four different representations. The RGB, YUV:4:1:1, and YUV:4:2:2 representations have already been described. The YUV representation is included for completeness and because it is usually an intermediate step in the conversion between the RGB and YUV:4:n:n formats.

In summary, there are four representations for the color aspect of an image. The representations involve different coordinate axes for describing the components of the color space and different spatial resolutions for the sampling of each component.
In theory, we may convert an image from one representation to another. In practice there are several issues that must be addressed with respect to converting between them. These are discussed in appendix B.

This completes the description of the color model. We are now ready to see how the individual components are organized for compression and transmission.

### 5.1.2 Organization of Components

As described above and illustrated in Figure 5-3, the basic organization of the image is by component planes. This section introduces the concepts of blocking and interleaving that impart additional organization to the image's structure. Blocking is needed for compression because groups of samples are compressed as a single unit. Interleaving, or the lack thereof, is needed to accommodate recording and display devices having different needs with respect to buffering and signal generation. Devices can buffer an entire image, generate it incrementally, use separate signals for each component or require a composite signal. The discussion begins with blocking, then covers interleaving and finishes with a very brief description of compression.

Each component is divided into data units where a data unit consists of an eight-by-eight block of samples. There are sixty-four samples per data unit. If a component is not a multiple of eight samples in height or width then it can be padded, the details of which are not considered here. Instead, we assume that images are a multiple of eight samples in each dimension.

The division of components in Figure 5-3 into data units is shown in Figure 5-4. Each upper-case letter F, S and T in Figure 5-4 consists of a block of samples of the corresponding lower-case letter in Figure 5-3. Furthermore, \( M = m/8 \), \( N = n/8 \), \( K = k/8 \) and \( L = l/8 \). All the samples in a single data unit are compressed together. As described below, compression depends on the order in which the data units are transmitted, which is the next topic.

When an image is transmitted, the components can be sent separately or interleaved. When sent separately, all the data units of one component are sent before those of the next component. Within a component, the units are sent in raster scan order, i.e., units are sent left-to-right within a row, and rows are sent top-to-bottom.
Interleaving is somewhat more complex because the exact order in which the data units are sent depends on the ratio of the number of samples in the components. The basic idea is that an equal size area from each component is sent. The size of the area is determined by finding the smallest area that holds an integral number of data units from each component. This minimum area is referred to as a macro-unit. In the case of RGB, a macro-unit covers one data unit from each component because the components have equal resolution. For YUV:4:1:1, a macro-unit covers a 2x2 square of data units of Y and one data unit of U and V, and for YUV:4:2:2 it covers a 1x2 rectangle of data units of Y and one data unit of U and V. When viewed in terms of macro-units, each component consists of a rectangular array of the same number of macro-units.

When transmitted using interleaving, one macro-unit is sent from each component in order. Within a component the macro-units are sent in raster scan order. If a macro-unit of a component contains more than one data unit, then the data units are transmitted in raster scan order.

Each component is compressed separately, regardless of whether the data units are transmitted separately or interleaved. Furthermore, compression is performed one data unit at a time and in the order in which the component’s units are transmitted. Compression uses the Discrete Cosine Transform, which is related to the two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform. The transformed data is further compressed by quantization, run-length encoding, and Huffman coding. The exact details of compression are not as important for understanding the example. Therefore, compression is modeled as a function that is applied to the data units of each component separately.
video-display-image = abstract
  rep rgb = component-order[dct-unit,1, %red component
dct-unit,1, %green component
dct-unit,1] %blue component

rep yuv = component-order[dct-unit,1, %Y component
dct-unit,1, %U component
dct-unit,1] %V component

rep yuv411 = component-order[dct-unit,4, %Y component
dct-unit,1, %U component
dct-unit,1] %V component

rep yuv422 = component-order[dct-unit,2, %Y component
dct-unit,1, %U component
dct-unit,1] %V component

end
dct-unit = unspecified % compressed data unit

Figure 5-5: Vspace definition for video-display-image.

In summary, components are divided into data units of sixty-four samples each. Data units, in turn, are organized into macro-units corresponding to an equal size area for each component. The macro-units are transmitted in raster scan order, and the components are sent either separately or interleaved. Finally, each component is compressed separately and the data units within a component are compressed individually and in the order of transmission.

5.1.3 Mapping Concepts Into Vspace Descriptions

The mapping of concepts from the previous section into vspaces is rather straightforward. As described above, the representation of an image has two degrees of freedom corresponding to the color model and the organization. The color model is embedded directly into the representations of the abstract vspace video-display-image, whose definition is given in Figure 5-5.

An informal specification consists of the opening paragraphs of Section 5.1 on page 79. The abstraction functions and representation invariants are omitted for
component-order[comp1:vspace, n1:int,
    comp2:vspace, n2:int,
    comp3:vspace, n3:int]

    = abstract

    rep separate = struct[first:sequence32[comp1]
        secnd:sequence32[comp2],
        third:sequence32[comp3]]

    rep interleaved =
        sequence[
            struct[first:fixed-sequence[n1,comp1],
                secnd:fixed-sequence[n2,comp2],
                third:fixed-sequence[n3,comp3]]]

end

Figure 5-6: Vspace definition for component-order.

brevity. Including them would introduce a large amount of detail that is unnecessary
given the detailed description already given.

A dct-unit corresponds to a data unit of 8x8 samples that has been compressed.
It has one representation whose details are omitted here. For the purpose of the
example it can be viewed as a variable length bit vector.

The organization is abstracted into a separate, abstract constructor called a
component-order, whose definition is shown in Figure 5-6. The two representations
shown in the figure correspond to sending the three components separately and
interleaved. When interleaving is chosen, the integer parameters specify how many
data units are in a macro-unit for each component. These parameters are ignored
when components are sent separately.

The reason for making component-order an abstract constructor is that JPEG
has other modes, where individual samples are sent instead of data units. Because
it is a constructor, component-order can be reused in these cases to handle the
ordering of components.
5.1.4 Preference List

The preference list depends on the internal representation used by a program and the marshalling costs for converting the internal representation to each of the external representations. In this example, the internal representation uses the RGB color space and stores each component separately in raster-scan order. Thus, there are three arrays of bytes, one each for the R, G and B components, where each byte represents one sample. The arrays are ordered by rows, and four bytes are packed into each thirty-two bit word. This representation corresponds to a typical frame buffer found on a small desk-top computer with a bit-mapped graphics display for output or an attached image scanner for input.

Assuming that our computer has enough primary memory to buffer the entire image, the primary marshalling costs for both encoding and decoding are due to:

1. Compression.

2. RGB–YUV conversion.


Of the above, compression is the most expensive because it requires several hundred CPU cycles per sample. Therefore, representations that send fewer samples, like YUV:4:n:n, are preferred. In comparison, RGB–YUV conversion requires at most a few tens of CPU cycles per sample. The cost of filtering/interpolation is on the order of a few CPU cycles per sample. The effect of filtering/interpolation is to reduce the number of samples significantly. Therefore, its cost can be ignored because it is more than compensated for by the reduction in compression costs. Message overhead is similar to compression in that it favors smaller representations. As a result, message overhead can be correlated with the cost of compression. Because the effects of filtering/interpolation and message overhead can be incorporated into compression, the only factors that determine the context list are compression and RGB–YUV conversion.
At first glance, the dominance of compression and the cost of converting RGB to YUV suggests a context list of the form:

\[
(\{\text{image: yuv411}\} > \{\text{image: yuv422}\} > \{\text{image: rgb}\} > \{\text{image: yuv}\}) \gg E \ (5.2)
\]

where \(E\) is a preference list expression for the component ordering and image is an abbreviation for video-display-image. However, this expression cannot be used because the factors for component ordering are not the same for RGB and any YUV form.

For RGB, sending the components separately or interleaved costs the same because, in both cases, the basic operation consists of extracting a data unit from a component and compressing it. The order of access is irrelevant and, therefore, neither order is preferred.

When any YUV form is used, the order of component transmission becomes important because computing any \(Y\), \(U\), or \(V\) sample requires access to all three of the RGB components simultaneously. The same is true on reception with the roles of YUV and RGB reversed.

When the components are interleaved, the corresponding data units from each component are fetched together for transmission. Then the 8-bit samples are unpacked, converted, filtered (if YUV:4:n:n), compressed and the result transmitted. Reception follows the same steps in reverse order, except that the inverse operations are performed (e.g., interpolation instead of filtering). Because all the processing for a given data unit occurs at one time, encoding and decoding require one pass. Furthermore, the transmit/receive buffers can be reused, reducing the cost of buffer management.

In contrast, when the components are transmitted separately, encoding requires at least two passes. In the first pass, all the data units are compressed as above, but the compressed output for the \(U\) and \(V\) components is buffered until all the compressed \(Y\) data units have been sent. The second pass transmits the buffered components. The only alternative to buffering is to make three passes over the RGB image, one for each of the three \(Y\), \(U\) and \(V\) components.

On reception, the \(Y\) and \(U\) components must be buffered until the \(V\) component starts to arrive, at which point conversion of the data from YUV to RGB can begin.
If the decode procedure is clever, it can use the storage for the final image as a temporary buffer. If this is not possible then the compressed Y and U components are buffered, introducing extra overhead.

Other than buffering, encoding and decoding for separate transmission is similar to that for interleaving. Because of the extra buffering, interleaving is preferred to separate transmission. A correct context list that separates out the contribution of component ordering for RGB and YUV is shown in Figure 5-7. The lines above the outermost & are for the YUV forms and those below for RGB. The subexpression for RGB not only deals with component order, but also places RGB with respect to compression and conversion.

```plaintext
let
  order = component-order
in
  (>({image:yuv411}>({image:yuv422}>({image:yuv}))
   >>= (>({order:interleaved}>{order:separate}))
   &
   (>({image:yuv422}>({image:rgb}>{image:yuv}))
    >>= (>({order:interleaved} & {order:separate}))
```

Figure 5-7: Context list for video display image

5.2 VLSI Design

The second example of an abstract vspace that I will study in detail is one that describes the design of an nMOS VLSI design. The abstraction is described below. There are actually two conceptual views of the abstraction. The first view is that of the manufacturer, which gives a physical intuition of what a designer must specify. The second is that of the designer, which gives the functional structure of the circuit. The designer must relate the functional structure to the physical structure. The description of the abstraction is followed by Section 5.2.2, which gives three representations for the abstract vspace. This is followed by a discussion of the factors affecting marshalling and a description of the preference list for an example internal representation.

90
5.2.1 The Abstraction

From the chip manufacturer's point of view, a VLSI design consists of a set of masks, one for each step in the manufacturing process. A mask is basically a stencil that is used to create or modify one layer of a multi-layered physical structure. Each mask is given a name corresponding to the layer it creates or the processing step for which it is used, e.g., polysilicon, diffusion, metal. The description of an individual mask consists of a set of geometric figures corresponding to the holes of the stencil. The figures may abut so that several figures together describe a single hole. In this example, the geometric figures are restricted to rectangles whose edges are either parallel or perpendicular to the edge of the chip. This restriction is referred to as "Manhattan" geometry and is very common in current VLSI design environments. Therefore, from the manufacturer's viewpoint a VLSI design consists of a set of masks, where each mask is a set of rectangles and every rectangle has a position within the mask.

The chip designers who are responsible for creating mask descriptions have a very different view of the design. In their view a VLSI design is a set of hierarchically structured functional units. In addition, a given functional unit can be instantiated any number of times. For example, a full adder consists of two half adders, carry propagation logic and an interconnection network. The half adders and carry logic in turn are constructed from simple, interconnected logic gates. The logic gates are constructed from combinations of physical layers that form transistors, resistors and conductors. Thus, the designer is mostly concerned with the functional structure of the design and is only interested in actual mask geometry at the lowest levels of the design hierarchy.

The basic design abstraction is the cell, which is a named, parameterized construct that encapsulates the implementation of a functional unit. A cell definition consists of a set of physically located elements, where an element is either an instantiation of (another) cell or a rectangle in a mask. The coordinate system for a cell is a cartesian plane with a horizontal x axis and vertical y axis, where distances along the axes are measured in discrete units. When a cell is designed, the designer chooses an (arbitrary) origin for that cell and specifies the position of each element
with respect to that origin.

A *cell instantiation* consists of a cell reference (using the cell’s name) and an ordered list of parameters that specify transformations to apply to the referenced cell. The possible transformations are translation, mirror-\(x\), mirror-\(y\), and rotation. The translation parameter is a vector that is added to the position of each element, thereby translating the entire cell as a single unit to a new position. The mirror parameters specify that the cell should be mirrored (i.e. flipped) about the \(x\) or \(y\) axis. The rotation parameter must be a multiple of 90 degrees because of the limitation to Manhattan geometry. The parameter list is ordered because the result of applying the transformations is order-dependent. Therefore, the order of application is the same as the order in which they are specified.

Finally, a *VLSI design* is a set of cell instantiations and mask rectangles for use with a specific manufacturing process. Because a cell instantiation references a cell definition and cell definitions may contain instantiations, the structure of a design is hierarchical, having the form of a directed acyclic graph, where the interior nodes correspond to cell definitions and the fringe nodes to mask rectangles. The root set consists of the initial set of cell instantiations and mask rectangles. Thus, a value of the VLSI design vspace is a graph whose structure reflects the designer’s viewpoint of the chip to be manufactured. To obtain the manufacturer’s viewpoint of the value one must flatten the hierarchy by computing all the instances and sorting the resulting set of rectangles by mask to obtain the individual masks.

Of the two viewpoints, the design viewpoint is the most important because almost all of the effort in creating a chip occurs during the design phase. There are a number of operations that take place during the design of a chip, e.g., mask editing, design-rule checking, compaction, layout and wire routing, circuit extraction and simulation. It is often the case that these operations are performed by different programs, requiring the communication of substantial portions of the design. Because the designer must be able to comprehend the results of any operation and relate them to the original design, the external representation used for communication must reflect the designer’s viewpoint, directly or indirectly. Furthermore, VLSI designs are usually quite large and the choice of external representation has a major impact on efficiency. Therefore, the design viewpoint is the basis for the external
nmos-vlsi-design = abstract
  rep cif = cif-form[nmos-mask-names]
  rep quad-cif-tree = quad-cif-tree-design[nmos-mask-names]
  rep corner-stitched = nmos-corner-stitched-design
end

nmos-mask-names = oneof[diffusion:null, polysilicon:null,
  contact-cut:null, metal:null, implant:null,
  buried-contact:null, over-glass:null]

Figure 5-8: Vspace definition for VLSI design

representations described in Section 5.2.2 below.

5.2.2 Representations

This section describes three representations for an nMOS VLSI-design vspace. The first is the Caltech Intermediate Form, which is defined in [MC80] and is commonly referred to as CIF. CIF is basically a direct encoding of the abstraction described in Section 5.2.1 above. The second is the Quad-CIF tree which is based on CIF and uses a quad tree to organize the design's layout [Ked82]. The third uses a technique called corner stitching, which is another way of organizing the design's layout [Ous84, Ous85]. This division into three major representations is reflected in the highest level of the abstract vspace definition, which is shown in Figure 5-8.

Note that the CIF and Quad-CIF vspaces in Figure 5-8 are parameterized with respect to a given manufacturing process. Both vspaces represent the design in terms of geometric figures in individual physical mask layers. The actual parameter nmos-mask-names is a oneof consisting of the physical mask layers that are used to manufacture an nMOS chip. In contrast, the vspace for corner stitching uses abstract masks consisting of physical mask combinations that correspond to the electrical interactions between physical layers. As will be seen later, it is not possible to parameterize the vspace with respect to the manufacturing process.

The major difference between CIF and the other two representations is that the others use an additional data structure to organize the spatial layout. This additional structure is needed to provide fast geometrical operations that are commonly
used by design tools, such as finding all the mask elements in a given region, locating neighbors for stretching, compaction and design-rule checking, and locating empty space for routing. Because Quad-CIF trees and corner stitching provide fast implementations of these operations, they are often used as internal representations by design programs. Providing transfer representations for them allows programs to communicate design data directly. CIF, on the other hand, was initially conceived as a canonical format as shown by the following quotation from [MCS0, p. 115].

"CIF thus serves as the common denominator in the descriptions of various integrated system projects. No matter what the original input methods are . . . , the designs will be translated to CIF as an intermediate, before being translated again to a variety of formats for output devices or other design aids."

The vspace definition for each representation is given in a separate section below. However, before giving the representations I first give definitions for some geometric abstractions that they use.

**5.2.2.1 Common Geometric Vspaces**

The geometric vspaces that the three representations have in common are defined in Figure 5-9. The most important of these is the rectangle, which is an abstract vspace. A rectangle has a position relative to a cartesian coordinate system that is determined by the locations of its four corners. Therefore, an abstract rectangle value consists of four points that form a rectangle. The first two representations, centered and lower-left, specify a rectangle in terms of a reference point, a height and a width. The third representation, bounds, specifies maximum and minimum \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates from which the coordinates for each corner can be computed. As it turns out, these three representations correspond to the preferred representations for the CIF, quad-CIF and corner stitched representations for a VLSI design, respectively.

The length vspace specifies a positive, discrete measure that is specified as a multiple of .01 microns. A point is specified relative to a cartesian coordinate system, and coordinates may be positive or negative. As with length, the unit of measure is
rectangle = abstract
    rep centered = struct[height, width:length, 
                        center:point]
    rep lower-left = struct[height, width:length, 
                           lower-left-corner:point]
    rep bounds = struct[x-min, x-max, y-min, y-max:int32]
end

length = card32
point = struct[x,y:int32]

Figure 5-9: Definition of common vspaces

.01 microns. This level of precision is enough to specify the size of mask geometry accurately (at least for the near future).

5.2.2.2 Caltech Intermediate Form (CIF)

The CIF vspace described here and defined in Figure 5-10 is an abstract constructor with two representations, textual and binary. The textual representation is the CIF format as defined in [MC80, pp. 115-126], which is specified by a grammar. It was intended originally to be used with a traditional file system where the files could be concatenated, transferred and read (potentially) by a person. It also has the advantage that designs can be transmitted via electronic mail. The representation given here is restricted to those commands that generate Manhattan geometry. The reader is referred to [MC80] for the details.

The binary representation is much more in the spirit of distributed systems using RPC for communication. Its definition follows closely the description of the abstraction given in Section 5.2.1. At the top level the value is a sequence of cif-element, which corresponds to the root set of the design's graph. The only difference between a cif-element here and an element of the abstract value is that a cif-element can be a set of rectangles for a single mask as opposed to just one rectangle. This allows some compaction in the size of the representation. The remaining definitions are straightforward translations of the abstract description into a concrete form.
cif-form[mask-names:vspace] = abstract
    rep text = sequence32[char]
    rep binary = sequence32[cif-element[mask-names]]
end

cif-cell-instance =
    struct[parameters:sequence32[cif-parameter],
    reference:container[cif-cell-definition]]

cif-cell-definition = sequence32[cif-element]

cif-element[mask-names:vspace] =
    oneof[cell:cif-cell-instance,
    geometry:struct[mask:mask-names,
    items:sequence32[rectangle]]]

cif-parameter = oneof[translate:point,
    mirror-x:boolean,
    mirror-y:boolean,
    rotation:cif-rotation]

cif-rotation = oneof[r90,r180,r270:null]

Figure 5-10: Vspace definition for CIF format

5.2.2.3 Quad-CIF Tree

A quad tree is a data structure that organizes a two-dimensional collection of objects. It is in two dimensions what a binary tree is in one dimension. The root of a quad tree is a single rectangle which is divided into four equal subrectangles. The four subrectangles are the children of the original rectangle. In turn, each child is again subdivided. The process is repeated until there is no cell that is completely contained within a subrectangle (i.e., a rectangle is not subdivided if in the subdivision there are no cells that are completely contained in a child). This is illustrated in Figure 5-11(a), where the solid lines represent rectangles formed by division and the dotted lines represent objects, which are also rectangular. The root rectangle is numbered zero and its children one through four. Further subdivisions are indicated by decimal points. Only the smallest subdivisions have their number given in the upper left
hand corner of the rectangle. The corresponding quad tree structure is shown in Figure 5-11(b) where each numbered node corresponds to a rectangle in Figure 5-11(a).

Each object is placed in a node by the following rule. An object is placed in a node if and only if it is completely contained by that node, but is not completely contained by any of its children. For example, in Figure 5-11 object "a" is in node 0, "b" in node 2, "c" in node 3 and "d" in node 3.3. Using this rule, if an object is contained in a node then it must intersect one or both division lines for that node. This property is used to organize the structure of each node in the quad tree.

Within a node there are two binary trees, one for each of the horizontal and vertical division lines. The binary tree represents the successive bisection of the line segment with each node of the binary tree corresponding to a bisection point. An object that intersects the line is placed in the node of the binary tree that corresponds to the highest bisection point in the binary tree that is inside the object. This is illustrated in Figure 5-12, which shows three rectangles intersecting a division line within a node. The numbered tick marks on the line indicate bisection points. The line is only subdivided as far as needed, so the corresponding tree is not necessarily balanced. In this example, rectangle "a" is placed in node 2, "b" in node 1, and "c" in node 4.

If an object in a quad-tree node intersects both division lines, then it is placed
Figure 5-12: Example of a binary tree for a division line

in one of the binary trees by convention, e.g., the vertical division line.

In the quad-CIF VLSI representation, every cell definition is represented by a quad tree whose objects are the cell's elements. The quad tree's root rectangle is the smallest rectangle that contains all of the cell's elements. If an element is a mask rectangle then it is represented in the tree by itself. If an element is a cell instance then it is enclosed in a bounding rectangle having the same height and width as the root rectangle of the referenced cell. The location of the bounding rectangle is defined with respect to the coordinate system used by the cell definition. Thus, the bounding rectangle is used to represent the cell instance in the quad tree of the cell being defined.

The vspace definition is given in Figure 5-13 and closely follows the description above. Comparing it with the CIF definition in Figure 5-10, one finds that the main difference is that the vspace for the cell instance in the quad-CIF representation has an additional field bounds and that the vspace for the cell definition referenced by the field reference is a quad-tree instead of a sequence of elements. The only minor difference of significance is that the top-level element of the quad-CIF design is a single cell instance, unlike the case in CIF where it is a set of elements. The reason is that the top-level elements of a quad-CIF design must be spatially ordered in a quad tree. Because of this difference, conversion from CIF to quad-CIF requires the construction of a dummy cell to hold the top-level elements.

The quad-cif-tree-design vspace is a constructor like the cif-form vspace
quad-cif-tree-design[mask-names:vspace] =
    quad-cif-cell-instance[mask-names]

quad-cif-cell-instance[mask-names:vspace] =
    struct[parameters:sequence32[cif-parameter],
            reference:container[quad-cif-node[mask-names]],
            bounds:rectangle]

quad-cif-node[mask-names:vspace] =
    struct[children:struct[nw,ne,sw,se:quad-cif-edge[mask-names]],
            x-intersect:bin-tree[quad-cif-element[mask-names]],
            y-intersect:bin-tree[quad-cif-element[mask-names]]
]

quad-cif-edge[mask-names:vspace] =
    oneof[leaf:null, node:quad-cif-node[mask-names]]

quad-cif-element[mask-names:vspace] =
    oneof[cell:quad-cif-cell-instance[mask-names],
          geometry:mask-rectangle[mask-names]]

mask-rectangle[mask-names:vspace] =
    struct[bounds:rectangle, mask:mask-names]

Figure 5-13: Vspace definition for quad CIF tree

encountered earlier. It would also be possible to define a general quad-tree abstract constructor and instantiate it with the quad-cif-element vspace to obtain a quad-CIF-tree. This has not been done here in the interest of keeping the definition short.

5.2.2.4 Corner-Stitching

Corner stitching is another data structuring technique for spatially organizing collections of rectangles. The idea is to divide up an area into a plane of non-overlapping tiles that point to their neighbors. Unlike a quad tree, a corner-stitched plane represents space explicitly in addition to representing objects. The following, more precise, description follows closely that given in [Ous84].
Figure 5-14: Example of a corner-stitched plane

Figure 5-14 shows four objects represented in the corner stitching scheme. The picture resembles a mosaic with rectangular tiles of two types, solid and space. In the figure, the solid tiles are represented with solid lines and space tiles with dashed lines. The tiles must be rectangles with sides parallel to the axes. Tiles contain their lower and left edges, but not their upper or right edges, so every point in the plane is present in exactly one tile. The entire plane is covered from -infinity to +infinity in both x and y (in practice, the largest representable positive and negative numbers are used for the infinities). Coverage to infinity is achieved by extending the outermost tiles, which are always space tiles.

The tiles are organized as maximal horizontal strips, which means that no tile has other tiles of the same type immediately to its right or left. When modifying the data structure, horizontally adjacent tiles of the same type must be split into shorter tiles and then joined into maximal strips. After making sure that tiles are as wide as possible, vertically adjacent tiles are merged together if they have the same horizontal span.

Tiles are linked by a set of pointers at their corners, called corner stitches. Each tile contains four stitches, two at its lower-left corner and two at its upper-right corner, as illustrated in Figure 5-15. Tiles that are on the boundary of the area have null pointers to indicate that there is no neighbor (i.e. the tile extends to ±infinity). Since there is one pointer in each of the four directions, the stitches provide a form of sorting.

The vspace representation of a corner-stitched VLSI design is shown in Figure 5-
16. A cell definition is represented by the `vspace nmos-cell-definition`, which consists of a set of labeled, corner-stitched planes. The plane labeled `subcell` holds the tiles that correspond to cell instances contained by the definition. The remaining planes are determined by the manufacturing process. For an nMOS process there are two mask planes, which are labeled `silicon` and `metal`.

Each plane consists of a set of tiles, where a tile is represented by the `vspace cs-tile`. The parameter `k` in `cs-tile` is used to specify the kind of each tile and is discussed in more detail below. The rectangle defined by the tile is given by the field `location` which is a point corresponding to the lower-left corner of the tile. Because tiles are linked together by container references, an entire plane can be represented indirectly by referencing only one tile.

The first plane is the `silicon` plane, which contains all the tiles that correspond to mask rectangles in all the silicon layers of the device. They are placed in one plane because they interact electrically and must be handled together. The tiles in the silicon plane do not correspond to physical masks, but to abstract masks that represent combinations of physical masks. Abstract masks are necessary because overlapping rectangles from different physical masks must be represented by non-overlapping tiles in the plane.

The concept of abstract masks is illustrated in Figure 5-17. Part (a) shows a rectangle from the polysilicon layer that overlaps one from the diffusion layer. The overlap area forms an enhancement-mode field-effect transistor (efet). The corresponding representation using non-overlapping tiles is shown in part (b) and requires
nmos-corner-stitched-design = nmos-cs-cell-definition

nmos-cs-cell-definition =
  struct [silicon:cs-tile[nmos-cs-silicon-tile],
          metal:cs-tile[nmos-cs-metal-tile],
          subcell:cs-tile[nmos-cs-subcell-tile]]

cs-tile[k:vspace] =
  struct [kind:k, location:point,
          stitches:struct [rt:cs-stitch[k], tr:cs-stitch[k],
                          lb:cs-stitch[k], bl:cs-stitch[k]] ]

cs-stitch[k:vspace] = oneof [tile:container[cs-tile[k]], end:null]

nmos-cs-subcell-tile =
  oneof [space:null, cell:container[nmos-cs-cell-instance],
         overlap:nmos-cs-subcell-combination]

nmos-cs-subcell-combination =
  container [unordered-set [container [nmos-cs-cell-instance]]]

unordered-set[v:vspace] = abstract
  rep simple-list = sequence32[v]
end

nmos-cs-cell-instance =
  struct [transform:cs-transform,
          bounds:rectangle,
          reference:container[nmos-cs-cell-definition]]

nmos-cs-silicon-tile = oneof [space:null, polysilicon:null,
                               diffusion:null, efet:null, ...]

nmos-cs-metal-tile = oneof [space:null, metal:null, contact:null]

Figure 5-16: Vspace definition for corner stitching
five tiles. The efet tile corresponds to the combination of the polysilicon and diffusion masks. The kind of a silicon tile is given by the vspace nmos-cs-silicon-tile, which is only partially written out. In general, each tag of the oneof is a single mask layer or a combination of the mask layers found in the vspace nmos-mask-names in Figure 5-8. The tag space is used for space tiles.

The second plane is the metal plane. It is kept separate from the silicon plane because metal does not interact electrically with silicon except at contact points.

The third plane is the subcell plane. Each subcell is specified by a value of the vspace nmos-cs-cell-instance, which consists of a reference to a cell definition, a bounding rectangle, and a transform for translating the coordinates of the referenced cell to the coordinate system of the containing cell. The actual definition of the vspace cs-transform is not important and so is not given. What is important is that it is not necessarily the same as the transformation specified by the sequence of parameters used by the CIF and quad-CIF representations.

The bounding rectangles are treated like mask rectangles with respect to organizing the subcell plane. That is, an area where two or more bounding rectangles overlap is treated as a new kind of tile. Unlike the other planes, the kind of a subcell tile cannot be specified statically by a fixed set of names. This is reflected in the vspace nmos-cs-subcell-tile, which defines a tile as being either a space, a single subcell (or portion thereof), or an area where a set of subcells overlap. The occurrences of container in the definition mean that there is one kind of tile for
each distinct subcell or distinct combination of overlapping subcells. In the case of overlapping subcells, the vspace unordered-set indicates that the tile's kind depends only on the subcells in the set. For this example, the vspace unordered-set is an abstract constructor having only one representation.

As a final comment, note that it is not possible to parameterize the definition with respect to the manufacturing process as is the case for the CIF and quad-CIF vspaces. That is because the number of fields in the vspace nmos-cs-cell-instance depends on the process. For example, if there were two metal layers instead of one, then there would be an additional field.

5.2.3 Preference List

The important factors that determine the preference list for the VLSI design vspace are the internal representation used by the program and the costs for marshalling between the internal representation and each of the transfer representations. For this example I assume that the internal representation uses a corner stitching data structure and that the machine on which the program runs uses a big-endian representation for scalars such as int32 and card32. The number of transfer representations corresponds to the different possible combinations of representations for the following abstract vspace spaces: nmos-vlsi-design, cif-form, rectangle, and the scalars card32 and int32.

To compare the costs of marshalling for the different external representations, we first look to see if there are vspaces for which the cost difference between representations dominates the total cost. As will be shown below, the choice of representation for the vspace nmos-vlsi-design dominates the total cost. Therefore, the discussion first examines the choices for nmos-vlsi-design and then considers the choices for rectangle, card32 and int32. The choice for cif-form is examined as part of the choice for nmos-vlsi-design.

5.2.3.1 Comparing costs for nmos-vlsi-design

The main difference between the representations for nmos-vlsi-design is in the way they represent cell definitions. Because the same number of cell definitions is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>representation</th>
<th>encoding</th>
<th>decoding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>corner-stitching</td>
<td>$O(T + M)$</td>
<td>$O(T + M)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF, binary</td>
<td>$O(T + C + rR)$</td>
<td>$O(R^{1.5} + S^{1.5})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF, text</td>
<td>$O(T + C + uR)$</td>
<td>$O(R^{1.5} + S^{1.5} + pR)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quad-CIF</td>
<td>$O(T + C + dR)$</td>
<td>$O(R + S + d^4 e)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$T$ = number of tiles  
$M$ = number of entries in subcell map  
$C$ = total cost of converting abstract to physical masks  
$R$ = number of physical mask rectangles in equivalent CIF form  
$S$ = number of subcells instantiated in definition  
$r$ = cost of marshalling rectangle in binary form  
$u$ = cost of unparsing rectangle  
$p$ = cost of parsing rectangle  
$d$ = depth of equivalent quad tree ($\approx 5-10$)  
$e$ = cost to traverse edge of quad tree

Table 5.1: Summary of cost per cell-definition for encoding and decoding

Marshaled for a given value in each representation, it suffices to analyze the cost of marshalling a cell definition. Table 5.1 summarizes separately the cost for encoding and decoding a cell definition for each representation. The choice of binary or text representation for cif-form is included. The bulk of the following discussion elucidates the information in the Table and discusses the constant factors that are hidden by the "big-O" notation. A summary at the end gives the preferences for encoding and decoding based on the analysis of the constant factors.

To encode a cell definition using corner stitching the program must first traverse each of the silicon, metal and subcell planes, encoding every tile it encounters, and then traverse and encode the cell map. The same is true on decode except that it constructs the planes rather than traverses them.

Encoding a cell definition to either CIF form is complex because abstract tiles must be converted to physical mask rectangles. Referring to Figure 5-17, we see that not only must an abstract tile be decomposed into several physical mask rectangles, but also that adjacent rectangles in the result must be merged. Merging adjacent rectangles significantly reduces the size of the result, which is important given the typical size of a VLSI design. In addition, an unmerged mask results in a fragmented structure, making it more difficult for a designer to understand. The conversion from abstract masks to physical masks and merging the results accounts for the major
encoding costs.

As it turns out, corner stitching is the perfect data structure for merging adjacent rectangles. The program simply creates one corner-stitched plane for each physical mask and, while traversing the original planes, inserts the corresponding physical rectangles for each abstract mask tile into their respective physical planes. The insertion procedure automatically merges adjacent rectangles. The locality that results from inserting the physical rectangles in the order of traversal ensures that the insertion takes linear time. The program then traverses each newly constructed plane and encodes each mask rectangle it encounters. Although it encodes fewer rectangles for transmission than it would abstract mask tiles, the cost of constructing the rectangles is significantly higher than any savings. Therefore, corner stitching is preferred to CIF.

For decoding a cell definition from CIF form, the major cost is constructing the corner-stitched silicon, metal and subcell planes. Because the mask rectangles and subcell instantiations are received in arbitrary order, the expected time to locate the position of each in its corresponding plane is $O(T^{1/2})$ where $T$ is the number of tiles in the plane [Ous84]. Once the position is known the expected time to insert a tile is constant, even if it overlaps other tiles. Because the number of space tiles is at most three times the number of material tiles the expected time to insert $n$ mask rectangles or subcells is $O(n^{1.5})$. Putting this together gives the total shown in Table 5.1. Once again, corner stitching is preferred to CIF.

In the case of textual CIF there is the additional cost of unparsing and parsing the data. The dominant cost of parsing (unparsing) is due to marshalling coordinates and/or lengths in rectangles and is shown by the factor $u$ ($p$) in Table 5.1.

The above analysis for encoding CIF can also be applied to quad-CIF because the encoding process must first convert to CIF before constructing the quad tree. Therefore, quad-CIF incurs the additional cost of inserting each physical mask rectangle into the quad tree. In the worst case this additional cost is proportional to the tree depth $d$ [Sam88] which is given by the function $\log_4(A_c/A_r)$ where $A_C$ is the area of the cell and $A_r$ is the area of the smallest rectangle. For current VLSI technology $d$ ranges between about 5 and 10. The average case should be better.

In contrast, the analysis for decoding quad-CIF differs somewhat from that for
CIF. It is still the case that the rectangles must be inserted into their respective planes. However, we can take advantage of the spatial locality of the quad tree to reduce the cost of finding the position in which to insert the rectangle. By using the previous rectangle's position as a hint, the expected time to locate the next rectangle's position can be reduced from $T^{1/2}$ to a constant factor [Ous84]. As a result, the total cost is proportional to the number of rectangles, subcells and quad-tree edges traversed. Note that the number of edges in a quad-tree is $O(d^4)$. It should be pointed out that the constants are significant because inserting a rectangle into a plane requires a substantial amount of work; much more so than for decoding the planes directly from a corner-stitched representation.

In summary, by looking at Table 5.1 it is clear that for reasonably sized designs, the order of preference for decoding a VLSI design is a total order with corner-stitching first, quad-CIF second, CIF-binary third and CIF-text last. With respect to encoding it is clear that corner stitching is preferred to CIF, CIF-binary to CIF-text and CIF-binary to quad-CIF. It is not clear how CIF-textual compares to quad-CIF because the factor $\text{der} R$ for quad-CIF is worst case whereas the factor $uR$ for CIF-textual is an actual cost. Because of this we cannot state a preference between the two. In the case where one preference list must be used for both encoding and decoding, then the decoding preferences should be used because the non-linear factors become significant.

5.2.3.2 Comparing costs for rectangle and scalars

The first point to notice here is that not all combinations of representations for \texttt{card32} and \texttt{int32} make sense. A system that uses big-endian (little-endian) for one will use big-endian (little-endian) for the other. Because marshalling a VLSI design is mostly marshalling rectangles, it is important to optimize the code for these cases. If it is necessary to include cross combinations of big and little-endian (for the rare case), then they can be left unoptimized and included at the end of the preference list.

The second point is that the bounds representation for \texttt{rectangle} does not use \texttt{card32}. Because contexts may not contain irrelevant assignments, any context that assigns bounds to \texttt{rectangle} must not have \texttt{card32} in its signature unless it is
needed for some other vspace in the interface.

With these two points in mind it is easy to perform the analysis. With respect to rectangle, the most preferred representation is bounds because the internal representation only stores the coordinate of the lower-left corner. Computing the bounds requires following only two stitches to look up the maximum $x$ and $y$ values. Converting to lower-left requires two additional subtractions to compute the height and width. Converting to centered requires computing the height and width as well as relocating the reference point which, in this case, is achieved by shifting right the height and width one bit (to divide by two) and adding the result to the $x$ and $y$ components of the coordinate. So the order of preference for rectangle is bounds, lower-left and centered, and the difference between any two is only about 2 to 8 CPU cycles.

Each rectangle has four scalars so the effect of the difference between big-endian and little-endian is multiplied by four. Given that it takes about 6 to 10 CPU cycles to swap bytes, the cost difference for scalars dominates that for rectangles. The preference list for scalars then is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{let} & \quad \text{rect} = \text{rectangle} \\
& \quad \text{be} = \text{big-endian} \\
& \quad \text{le} = \text{little-endian} \\
\text{in} & \quad \{\text{rect:bounds, int32:be}\} \\
& \quad >((\{\text{rect:lower-left}\} > \{\text{rect:centered}\}) || \{\text{card32:be, int32:bs}\}) \\
& \quad >\{\text{rect:bounds, int32:le}\} \\
& \quad >((\{\text{rect:lower-left}\} > \{\text{rect:centered}\}) || \{\text{card32:le, int32:ls}\})
\end{align*}
\]

As a final remark, note that the difference in cost between any two assignments in the preference list above is on the order of about 20 to 40 CPU cycles per rectangle. This difference is dominated by the differences that result from different choices for nmos-vlsi-design discussed earlier. The fact that nmos-vlsi-design dominates makes it seem that quibbling over a few instructions per rectangle is irrelevant. However, a VLSI design consists mostly of rectangles, usually thousands of them, and the total difference can be significant.
5.2.3.3 Putting it all together

The previous sections have given quite a bit of analysis. Putting it all together and assuming that VLSI designs are both sent and received gives the preference list shown in Figure 5-18. The overall picture is summarized in the following points along with a few observations.

1. The choice of representation for nmos-vlsi-design dominates the overall cost. For encoding, corner stitching is preferred to CIF-binary, which in turn is preferred to CIF-text and quad-CIF. CIF-text and quad-CIF are unordered. For decoding, the order of preferences is corner stitching, quad-CIF, CIF-binary and CIF-text.

2. The representation for corner stitching uses rectangle, point and card32. The preferences for point are already included in the preference list for rectangle. Preferences for card32 are added by joining them to those for rectangle.

3. CIF-text uses neither scalars nor rectangles, but does use char. I assume that the program supports ASCII and EBCDIC representations with ASCII being preferred.

4. Cross combinations of representations for int32 and card32 are not considered.
let
vlisi = nmos-vlisi-design
corner-stitch = nmos-corner-stitched-design
cif = cif-form
quad-cif = quad-cif-tree-design
be = big-endian
le = little-endian
rect = rectangle
rect-pref =
  {rect:bounds,int32:be}
  > ((({rect:lower-left} > {rect:centered}) || {card32:be,int32:be})
  > {rect:bounds,int32:le}
  > ((({rect:lower-left} > {rect:centered}) || {card32:le,int32:le})
in
{vlisi:corner-stitch} || rect-pref || ({card32:be,int32:be}
  > {card32:le,int32:le}))
> ({vlisi:quad-cif} > {vlisi:cif,cif:binary}) >> rect-pref
> ({vlisi:cif,cif:text} || ({char:ascii} >> {char:ebcdic}))

Figure 5-18: Preference list for VLSI design
Chapter 6

Implementing Context Lists

The primary computation during negotiation is determining the best context given two context lists, where one has priority (see Section 3.3). The computation is made by the presentation layer of a program when it receives a context list from a peer. A schematic of the basic system structure is shown in Figure 6-1, where the arrows indicate the direction of information flow.

At compile time, the presentation compiler takes a context list expression provided by a programmer and constructs an internal representation of the context list. The compiler communicates with the registry (as indicated by the zig-zag arrow) to look up identifiers for vspaces, vspace components and representations. The internal representation is then linked with the code of the program represented in the figure by the box labeled presentation layer.

At runtime, a context list is received from a peer, encoded in some transfer representation. The context list must be decoded into the internal representation used by the presentation layer before the best context can be computed.

In this chapter I examine algorithms for computing the best context and compiling context lists. In particular, I examine two algorithms for computing the best context. Although both algorithms use a graph for the internal representation, the form of the graph is very different in each case. Each algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages. In both cases, the transfer representation is a direct encoding of the internal representation. This minimizes the work required to decode a context list on reception.
I also present algorithms for compiling a context list expression into an internal representation. These algorithms are embedded in the operations of two key data abstractions: the preference list abstraction and the assignment abstraction.

The algorithms described in this chapter have been implemented in prototype form and their performance measured using several example context lists. The main purpose of these measurements is to show that negotiation with context lists is feasible.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 introduces some of the notation used to describe the algorithms. Section 6.2 describes in detail the two algorithms for computing the best context. Section 6.3 describes how contexts are represented and introduces the concept of a context UID. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 give a detailed description of the preference list and assignment data abstractions. Section 6.6 gives an overview of the prototype implementation. Section 6.7 gives execution times for computing the best context given two context lists. It also
examines the tradeoffs between the two algorithms for computing the best context.

6.1 Some Notation

The algorithms in the following sections are written using a “semi-functional” lan-
guage with high-level data types such as sets, sequences and functions. The language
is functional in that operations do not mutate their arguments; instead, they create
new values. However, the language is not completely functional because it allows
assignment (which is denoted by :=). Therefore, the order of the statements in an
algorithm is important. The language is simple enough that only the notation for a
few operations needs to be explained.

The most common data type is \( SET[T] \), where \( T \) gives the type of the set’s
elements. Sets have the usual operations of \( \in, \cup, \setminus \), and \( \cap \), along with the operation
\( \text{choose}(S) \), which chooses some element of \( S \).

For functions, there is function application, e.g., \( f(x) \), and function extension,
which is expressed as \( f[x \mapsto v] \), read as “extend \( f \) at the point \( x \) to have value \( v \),”
and defined by the following:

\[
f[x \mapsto v](y) = \begin{cases} 
  v & \text{if } y = x \\
  f(y) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The \( x \) in the above formula may be replaced with the symbol “\( * \),” which means
extend the function at every point, e.g., \( f[* \mapsto 2] \) denotes the constant function
whose value is 2 everywhere. In addition, the \( v \) may be omitted, which means
that \( x \) is removed from the domain, i.e., \( f[x \mapsto](y) \) is undefined if \( y = x \), and
\( f[x \mapsto](y) = f(y) \) if \( y \neq x \). Combining the two gives \( f[* \mapsto] \), which denotes the
function whose domain is empty, i.e., if \( g = f[* \mapsto] \), then \( g(x) \) is undefined for all \( x \).

Finally, sequences are treated the same as in Amalgam, e.g., \( s[i] \) is the \( i^{th} \) element
of sequence \( s \), where \( 1 \leq i \leq \text{length}(s) \).

6.2 Computing the Best Context

As explained in Section 3.3, finding the best context given two context lists involves
computing the function \( \text{max-contexts}(C, S) \), which gives the maximum contexts in
context list $C$ that are in also in the set $S$. If $C_1$ and $C_2$ are context lists with $C_1$ having priority then the best contexts are given by equation 3.6, which is repeated here:

$$best\_contexts = \max\_contexts(C_2, \max\_contexts(C_1, \text{dom}(C_2)))$$

Because context lists are partial orders there may be more than one best context, in which case one is chosen arbitrarily.

A context list is represented abstractly by a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) of the form $(V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of vertices and $E$ the set of edges. If $G = (V, E)$ is a DAG, then $G$ represents context list $C$ if and only if the following is true:

$$(\text{dom}(C) = V) \land \forall x, y \in V. (x, y) \in \mathcal{R}_C \Leftrightarrow \text{there is a path from } x \text{ to } y \text{ in } G \quad (6.1)$$

In this section I examine two different representations for a DAG: an adjacency list and an equivalence-class list. Each representation has its own algorithm for computing $\max\_contexts$. These two representations provide a tradeoff between space and time. An adjacency list gives a more compact representation for large context lists, while equivalence-class lists are generally more efficient when computing the best context.

Both algorithms optimize two common cases. The first is where both applications prefer the same context. The second is where one application supports the preferred context of the other. These cases are common because a given application program is typically optimized for use with other programs.

The remainder of this section is divided into two parts. The first describes the adjacency-list representation and the second the equivalence-class representation. Each section defines a representation, describes an algorithm for $\max\_contexts$, and addresses implementation issues that make the algorithm efficient.

### 6.2.1 Adjacency-List Representation

An adjacency list representation of a DAG is given by the abstract data type $\text{Graph}$, which is a function from $\text{Context}$ to $\text{Set}[\text{Context}]$. If $G$ is a function of type $\text{Graph}$, then the set of vertices $V$ of the corresponding DAG is equal to the domain of $G$, and the set of edges $E$ is equal to the set $\{(x, y)\}$, where $x$ is in the domain of $G$ and $y \in G(x)$. The following operations are defined on a value $G$ of type $\text{Graph}$:
\texttt{max}\_contexts = \textbf{proc}(G: Graph, S: Set[Context]) \textbf{return}s(Set[Context])
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE $R\text{: Set[Context]} := \emptyset$
\STATE $\text{pred}\_\text{exam}: Context \rightarrow Int := \text{pred}\_\text{exam}[* \mapsto 0]$
\STATE $\text{pending}: \text{Set[Context]} := \text{roots}(G)$
\WHILE{$\text{pending} \neq \emptyset$}
\STATE $v := \text{choose}(\text{pending})$
\STATE $\text{pending} := \text{pending} - \{v\}$
\IF{$v \notin S$}
\STATE \textbf{then} \FOR{$w \in G(v)$}
\STATE $\text{pred}\_\text{exam} := \text{pred}\_\text{exam}[w \mapsto \text{pred}\_\text{exam}(w) + 1]$
\STATE \textbf{if} $\text{pred}\_\text{exam}(w) = \text{indegree}(G, w)$
\STATE \textbf{then} $\text{pending} := \text{pending} \cup \{w\}$
\ELSE $R := R \cup \{v\}$
\STATE \textbf{end if}
\STATE \textbf{end for}
\STATE \textbf{end if}
\STATE \textbf{end while}
\STATE \textbf{return} $R$
\end{algorithmic}

Figure 6-2: Algorithm for \texttt{max}\_contexts using an adjacency list

\begin{itemize}
\item \texttt{dom}(G) = the set of vertices of $G$.
\item $G(x)$ = the successors of vertex $x$.
\item $\text{roots}(G) = \text{the set of vertices } x \in \text{dom}(G) \text{ that are roots of } G$.
\item $\text{indegree}(G, x)$ = the in-degree of vertex $x$
\end{itemize}

The algorithm computing \texttt{max}\_contexts is given in Figure 6-2. It takes a context list represented by $G$ and a set of contexts $S$ as arguments, and returns a set consisting of the contexts in $S$ that are maximal in $G$. The basic idea of the algorithm is to enumerate the contexts (i.e., vertices) of $G$ in topological order and check them for membership in $S$. Topological order corresponds to the order of preference: if context $x$ is preferred to $y$ then $x$ is enumerated before $y$. The reason for enumerating contexts in topological order is to avoid examining contexts not potentially in the result. For example, if $x$ is preferred to $y$ and $x \in S$, then there is no need to look at $y$. To avoid looking at $y$, the algorithm "prunes" the subgraph rooted at $x$. The trick is to interleave enumeration with pruning.

The algorithm enumerates the contexts in topological order by keeping track of how many predecessors have been examined for each context. This is the purpose of the function $\text{pred}\_\text{exam}$, which is initialized to all zeroes in line 2. The set $\text{pending}$ holds all the contexts that must be examined for membership in $S$. It is initialized to the roots of $G$ in line 3. The while loop in lines 4–12 enumerates the contexts and
examines them. It first chooses a context $v$ from $pending$ that must be examined and then deletes it. If the context is not in $S$, then it increments the number of predecessors examined for each successor of $v$. Any successor $w$ whose predecessors have all been examined is inserted into $pending$ in lines 10–11. If the context is in $S$, then it is simply inserted into the result $R$ in line 12.

The algorithm examines contexts in topological order because a context is inserted into $pending$ only after all of its predecessors have been examined. In addition, it never examines any context $w$ in the subgraph rooted at any context $v \in R$ because none of $v$'s successors is inserted into $pending$. Finally, all contexts in $S$ that are maximal in $G$ are enumerated and inserted into the result $R$ because all their predecessors are visited and discarded.

6.2.1.1 Implementation Issues

A number of implementation details must be addressed in order to make the algorithm efficient. The following lists some of the more important ones:

1. Eliminate transitive edges. Although the algorithm performs correctly in the presence of transitive edges, they are redundant and make the computation take longer. Transitive edges can be removed by the context-list compiler.

2. Make $G(x)$ fast by providing “direct links” from each vertex to its successors.

3. Make $\text{indegree}(G, x)$ fast by computing it at compile time and storing it along with the vertex that represents $x$. The in-degree of each vertex should be part of the transfer representation so that the receiver of a context list need not compute it as part of negotiation.

4. Make $\text{roots}(G)$ fast by computing it at compile time and storing it along with the graph. The root set should also be an explicit part of the transfer representation.

5. Make $\text{pred.exam}(x)$ fast by associating an index with each vertex and using an array. The array can be reused for successive invocations.

6. Implement the set $pending$ as a queue. Because the order in which vertices are chosen is not important, a queue gives the most efficient implementation.
7. Implement $S$ and $R$ as hashed sets. The most common operation performed on $S$ is testing for membership. A hashed set makes this efficient. $R$ should be a hashed set because it can be passed to a subsequent invocation of $max\_contexts$.

Points 1, 3, 4, and 5 are performance issues that are best addressed by choosing a good representation for a context list. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the transfer representation is a direct encoding of the internal representation. Therefore, only a transfer representation is given here. One such representation is given by the following vspace definitions:

\[
\text{context-list} = \text{struct} [\text{num-roots:card32}, \text{vertices:sequence32[vertex]}, \\
\text{successors:sequence32[adjacency-list]}] \\
\text{vertex} = \text{struct} [\text{label:context}, \text{indegree:card32}] \\
\text{adjacency-list} = \text{sequence32[card32]}
\]

The field $num\_roots$ gives the number of roots in the graph. The field $vertices$ lists all the contexts in the graph. The index of a context in the sequence is the index associated with that context's vertex (point 5). The first $num\_roots$ contexts in the sequence are the root vertices (point 4). The remaining vertices can be ordered arbitrarily. The field $successors$ gives the adjacency list for each corresponding context in $vertices$. The field $indegree$ gives the in-degree for each corresponding vertex (point 3). To meet point 1, any value of the above vspace must not have any transitive edges.

The above definition gives an abstract representation for a context-list. To obtain a transfer representation, one must choose (transfer) representations for the components sequence32 and card32.

The number of bytes required to store an internal representation of the above vspace is easy to calculate, assuming that int32 and card32 require 4 bytes, and sequence32 requires one 4-byte word to store the length in addition to the storage needed for the elements. If we also include the storage needed by the comparison algorithm for the array $pred\_exam$, then the size of the corresponding internal representation is given by the following equation:

\[
\text{storage}(G) = vc + 4(2v + e + 3) 
\]  

(6.2)
where \( c \) is the number of bytes for a context, \( v \) the number of vertices, and \( e \) the number of edges. The term \( vc \) is the storage required for the field "label" in the vspace "vertex," and there are \( v \) occurrences of a vertex. The factor 4 is the number of bytes in a card32. The formula inside the parenthesis is in terms of card32.

One half of the term \( 2v \) is due to the field "indegree" in the vspace "vertex." The other half of the \( 2v \) is due to the length part of the vspace "adjacency-list." The term \( e \) is the number of elements in all the adjacency lists. The constant 3 comes from the vspace "context-list" and includes the field "num-roots" and the length part of the fields "vertices" and "successors."

One last implementation trick is to avoid initializing every entry in \( \text{pred} \_\text{exam} \) each time \( \text{max} \_\text{contexts} \) is invoked. This can be done by using an additional set \( \text{touched} \) to keep track of all the elements of \( \text{pred} \_\text{exam} \) that are modified. The modified entries are cleared before returning. The corresponding algorithm is shown in Figure 6-3, where the numbered lines correspond to the lines in Figure 6-2 and the unnumbered lines are new. The allocation and initialization of \( \text{pred} \_\text{exam} \) are not shown. Like \( \text{pending} \), \( \text{touched} \) can be implemented efficiently as a queue. The modified algorithm optimizes the case where the contexts in the result are "near" the roots. In particular, it optimizes the case where the maximal elements are contained in the set \( S \).

### 6.2.2 Equivalence-Class List Representation

An equivalence-class list is a tuple \((T, Q)\), where \( T \) is a sequence of Context and \( Q \) is a sequence of Set[Int]. Informally, \( T \) represents a topological sort of a context list \( C \), where \( T[i] \) is the \( i^{\text{th}} \) context in the sort. \( Q[i] \) represents the equivalence class consisting of the set of contexts \( T[j] \) that are equivalent to the context \( T[i] \). \( Q[i] \) contains the indices \( j \) of the contexts \( T[j] \) instead of the contexts themselves. If \( L \) is an equivalence-class list, then its topological sort is denoted by \( L.T \) and its equivalence classes by \( L.Q \).

More formally, if \( C \) is a context list, then an equivalence-class list \( L \) represents \( C \) if and only if the following formulas are satisfied:

\[
dom(C) = \text{elements}(L.T) \quad (6.3)
\]
max\_contexts = proc(G:Graph, S:Set[Context]) returns(Set[Context])
1
R:Set[Context] := {}  
2
pending:Set[Context] := roots(G)
touched := {}  
3
while pending ≠ {} do
4
    v := choose(pending)
5
    pending := pending \setminus \{v\}
6
    if v ∉ S then for w ∈ G(v) do
8
        if pred\_exam(w) = 0 then touched := touched \cup \{w\}
9
        pred\_exam := pred\_exam[w → pred\_exam(w) + 1]
10
        if pred\_exam(w) = indegree(G, w)
11
            then pending := pending \cup \{w\}
12
    else R := R \cup \{v\}
13
    for v ∈ touched do pred\_exam := pred\_exam[v → 0]
14
return R

Figure 6-3: Modified algorithm for max\_contexts using touched

(L.T[i], L.T[j]) ∈ R_C ⇒ i < j  

∀(1 ≤ i, j ≤ size(dom(C))). (i ∈ L.Q[j]) ⇔ ((L.T[i], L.T[j]) ∉ R_C  

∧(L.T[j], L.T[i]) ∉ R_C))

where size(dom(C)) gives the number of contexts in C.

Formulas 6.3 and 6.4 say that L.T represents a topological sort of R_C in that, if x is preferred to y, x comes before y in the sequence L.T. Formula 6.5 defines the “equivalence class” of each context in C. This is not an equivalence class in the usual sense where equivalence connotes equality. Here, i ∈ L.Q[j] if and only if the contexts L.T[i] and L.T[j] are not ordered by R_C. In terms of choosing a context, it means that L.T[i] is “equally preferred” to L.T[j] because neither is preferred to the other. However, the relation “equally preferred” is not transitive. Therefore, if i ∈ L.Q[j] and k ∈ L.Q[j], it is not necessarily the case that i ∈ L.Q[k] or k ∈ L.Q[i].

The algorithm that computes max\_contexts is given in Figure 6-4. It takes a context list represented by L and a set of contexts S as arguments, and returns a set consisting of the contexts in S that are maximal in L. The algorithm consists of two phases corresponding to lines 2–5 and 6–12. The first phase scans the topological sort in order until it finds the first context that is in S. Call this first context f.
\[ \text{max\_contexts} = \text{proc}(L:\text{ECList}, S:\text{Set[Context]}); \text{return}(\text{Set[Context]}) \]

1. \( R:\text{Set[Context]} := \emptyset \)
2. \( i:\text{Int} := 1 \)
3. \text{while} \( L.T[i] \not\in S \land i \leq \text{size}(L.T) \) \text{do} \( i := i + 1 \)
4. \text{if} \( i > \text{size}(L.T) \) \text{then return} \( \emptyset \)
5. \( R := R \cup \{L.T[i]\} \)
6. \( E:\text{Set[Int]} := L.Q[i] \)
7. \text{while} \( E \neq \emptyset \) \text{do}
8. \( j:\text{Int} := \text{least}(E) \)
9. \( E := E - \{j\} \)
10. \text{if} \( L.T[j] \in S \) \text{then}
11. \( R := R \cup \{L.T[j]\} \)
12. \( E := E \cap L.Q[j] \)
13. \text{return} \( R \)

Figure 6-4: Algorithm for \text{max\_contexts} using an equivalence-class list

Line 5 inserts \( f \) in the result \( R \).

The second phase scans the equivalence class of \( f \) in topological order, looking for additional contexts that are in \( S \). The operation \text{least} in line 8 chooses the next element in the topological sort of the corresponding contexts in \( E \). Call this element \( y \). If \( y \) is not in \( S \) then we continue scanning; if \( y \) is in \( S \) then it is inserted into the result. In addition, any contexts that are less preferred than \( y \) must be removed from \( E \). This is the purpose of line 12. An example illustrating the need for this step is shown in Figure 6-5. The contexts in the figure are numbered in topological order (i.e., \( T[i] = ci \)). In this example, \text{max\_contexts}(C, S) = \{c2, c3\}, \( f = c2 \) and \( L.Q(2) = \{3, 5\} \). Even though \( c5 \) is in \( c2 \)'s equivalence class, it is not in the result because \( c3 \) is preferred to \( c5 \). If \( L.Q(2) \) were not scanned in topological order, then \( c5 \) would be inserted into the result, which is incorrect.

\[
C =
\begin{array}{c}
\text{c1} \\
\text{c2} \rightarrow \text{c3} \\
\text{c4} \rightarrow \text{c5}
\end{array}
\quad S = \{c2, c3, c5\}
\]

Figure 6-5: Example graph for equivalence-class list algorithm
6.2.2.1 Implementation Issues

In order for the algorithm in Figure 6-4 to be efficient, both the *least* operation in line 8 and the intersection in line 12 must be efficient. The best representation for an equivalence class requires a compromise between these two operations. For *least*, the best representation is an ordered sequence of integers. However, this would make intersection slow. The best compromise is to use a bit vector. The bit vector is scanned in order to find successive one bits, while intersection is accomplished by taking the logical "and" of two vectors.

We can reduce the number of bits scanned in a bit vector by noting that, if $L.T[i]$ is the context found in the first phase, then it is not necessary to examine any $j \in L.Q[i]$ in the second phase if $j \leq i$. The reason is that the corresponding contexts $L.T[j]$ were already examined in the first phase. Therefore, if $E$ is a bit vector representing $L.Q[i]$, then $E[j] = 1$ if and only if $j \in L.Q(i)$ and $j > i$, and $E[j] = 0$ if and only if $j \not\in L.Q(i)$ or $j \leq i$.

$L.Q$ is then represented by a sequence of bit vectors whose organization parallels that of the sequence $L.T$ in that the bit vector $L.Q[i]$ represents the equivalence class for context $T[i]$. The sequence of bit vectors forms an $n$ by $n$ matrix called an equivalence matrix. Figure 6-6 gives the topological sort and equivalence matrix for the example context list in Figure 6-5. Because $L.Q[i][j] = 0$ when $j \leq i$, the matrix is an upper triangular matrix. This property can be used to reduce the amount of storage required for an equivalence matrix.

It is not clear what the best transfer representation for an equivalence-class list is at this point. In the examples studied in Section 6.7, there are often many zeroes at the end of a row. By keeping track of the highest one bit in each row, an
implementation can reduce the number of bits that must be scanned in the second phase of the algorithm. The examples also exhibit runs of zero bits and one bits, which suggests that run-length encoding may reduce the size of a bit vector as well as the time required to scan it. Whether or not these properties hold for context lists in general requires further research with real applications.

The following vspace definitions give a representation that closely matches the internal representation used in the prototype implementation described in Section 6.6:

\[
\text{context-list} = \text{struct}[\text{contexts:sequence32 context, classes:sequence32 bit-vector}]
\]

\[
\text{bit-vector} = \text{struct}[\text{first:int32, last:int32, vector:sequence32 int32}]
\]

The fields first and last give the index of the first and last one bit in the vector. The field vector represents the actual bits. It is aligned on a 32 bit boundary so that the first bit in the first int32 of the sequence has the index \(32((\text{first} - 1)/32) + 1\), and the last bit in the last int32 of the sequence has the index \(32((\text{last} + 31)/32)\), where the division by 32 is integer division. A transfer representation for the above vspace would require specifying how an int32 represents a vector of 32 bits, as well as choosing a (transfer) representation for int32 and sequence32.

The actual representation used in the prototype implementation differs from that described above in that it does not eliminate the zeros below the diagonal of the equivalence matrix.

The number of bytes required to store an internal representation of the above vspace depends on the individual context list. In any case, the maximum is given by the following equation:

\[
\text{storage}(L) = nc + 4(2 + 3n + ((n - 1) \mod 32) + 1 + \sum_{i=2}^{((n-1)/32)+1} 32i)
\]

(6.6)

where \(n\) is the number of contexts in \(L\), \(c\) is the number of bytes needed to store a context, and division is integer division. The term \(nc\) gives the storage required for the elements in the field "contexts" in the vspace "context-list." The factor 4 is the number of bytes in a card32 or int32. The formula contained in the outermost set of parentheses is in terms of card32 and int32. The term 2 is for the length of the sequences in the fields "contexts" and "classes." There are \(n\) bit-vectors, and the
term $3n$ covers the storage for the fields “first” and “last” in “bit-vector,” together with the length part of the sequence in the field “vector.”

The remainder of the formula, starting with $((n - 1) \mod 32)$, gives the total number of elements in all the bit-vectors. It corresponds to an upper triangular matrix. This is illustrated in Figure 6-7, where a rectangular box in the figure corresponds to an int32 that represents 32 bits. The last $((n - 1) \mod 32) + 1$ rows contain only one int32 element each. The summation corresponds to the preceding rows. Each group of 32 rows contains one more int32 then the group that follows it. There are $(n - 1)/32$ such groups.

### 6.3 Representing Contexts

The algorithms in the previous section make no assumptions about how a context is represented in a context list. They only require that the insert and member operations on sets of contexts be efficient. This suggests using a hash table to implement a set of contexts.

One possible representation for a context is an assignment. In this case the transfer representation of a context is similar to the representation described for assignments in Section 6.5. Although assignments can be implemented relatively
efficiently, the time to compute a hash function is proportional to the number of components in the assignment. In the worst case, every context of a received context list must be hashed in order to compute the best context. This can introduce substantial overhead.

Another representation for a context is a context UID, which is a unique identifier that denotes a context for a specific negotiable set. The registry is responsible for assigning context UIDs to contexts. A context UID is formed by concatenating a small identifier (e.g., a 32-bit integer) to the UID of the negotiable set. The small identifier need only be distinct with respect to other contexts for that negotiable set. Because context lists are specific to a negotiable set, the contexts within a context list can be represented using only the small identifier. This permits a very efficient implementation for a set of contexts.

Context UIDs are clearly preferred over assignments because they are both more compact and faster to hash. However, not all systems are capable of assigning context UIDs to all contexts, as discussed later in Section 7.2. These systems must use assignments to represent contexts.

6.4 The Preference-List Abstraction

We now shift our focus from computing the best context to compiling context-list expressions into the internal representation used by the presentation layer. Recall from Chapter 3 that a context list for a negotiable set is a preference list, where every assignment in the preference list is a context for that negotiable set. Therefore, compiling context lists consists basically of implementing the preference-list operations in Chapter 4. It is important that these operations be implemented efficiently. A naive implementation can result in long compilation times, making compilation a tedious chore for the programmer.

The operations of the preference-list abstract data type consist primarily of the union and join operations from Section 4.3.1, which are used to construct preference lists from expressions. Once a preference list is constructed, the assignments are checked to verify that they are indeed contexts, and the result is converted into a context list for use by the presentation layer during negotiation.
A preference list is represented abstractly by a DAG in the same way as a context list. If $G = (V, E)$ is a DAG, then $G$ represents preference list $P$ if and only if the following is true:

$$(\text{dom}(P) = V) \land \forall x, y \in V . \langle x, y \rangle \in R_P \iff \text{there is a path from } x \text{ to } y \text{ in } G \quad (6.7)$$

The best representation for a preference list is an adjacency list. A preference list is represented by the abstract data type $\text{Graph}$ whose definition is similar to that on page 114 of Section 6.2.1, except that here it is a function from $\text{Assignment}$ to $\text{Set}[\text{Assignment}]$ instead of from $\text{Context}$ to $\text{Set}[\text{Context}]$.

Ideally, the representation would be a reduced graph, i.e., it would contain no transitive edges. The reason is that the running times of the join operations are proportional to the number of edges; transitive edges represent redundant information. As shown later, it is impossible to build a reduced graph directly from reduced operand graphs in certain cases. The alternatives are: 1) reduce after every operation that can introduce a transitive edge, or 2) ignore transitive edges. The first alternative is inefficient for small graphs, while the second is inefficient for large graphs. If the second alternative is used, the representation must be reduced when it is converted into a context list that is represented by an adjacency list. The prototype implementation uses the second alternative because the context lists for the examples in Section 6.7 are not large enough to introduce significant overhead.

There are five preference list operations that are used to construct preference lists from expressions: create singleton, conjunction, dominant union, consistent join, and dominant join. The create singleton operation constructs a preference list containing exactly one assignment. Its implementation is trivial and not described here. The other four operations are described in the remainder of this section. In each case the description notes whether or not transitive edges can be introduced, and if so, then how. Each description also gives the worst-case running time using big-$O$ notation. The following variables are used in the formulas:

$v_i =$ number of vertices (i.e., assignments) in operand $i$'s graph.
$e_i =$ number of edges in operand $i$'s graph.
$l =$ maximum length of assignments in an operand.

Any additional variables are defined at the point of use.
6.4.1 Conjunction

The conjunction operation takes two operands and mutates the first operand to produce the result. The implementation consists of a number of relatively simple steps. The first step checks that every assignment in the domain of one operand is either equal or comparable to every assignment in the domain of the other (see Section 4.3 for a definition of comparable). While checking, it computes the union of the vertices and identifies vertices from the operand graphs that are equal (i.e., that have the same label). The second step forms the union of the two graphs by inserting all the vertices and edges from the second operand into the first. An edge is not inserted if it would result in a duplicate edge. In addition, a root vertex in the first operand must be removed from the root set if it is the target of a newly inserted edge. Likewise, a root from the second operand must be inserted into the resultant root set if it is distinct from any vertex in the first. The last step checks the resultant graph for cycles using a depth-first search. The presence of a cycle means that the information in the two operands is inconsistent. An exception is signaled if a cycle is found.

The running time is $O(v_1v_2l)$ for checking comparability, and $O(v_1 + v_2 + e_1 + e_2)$ for both the union and the check for cycles. The predominant cost is checking comparability.

Note that the resultant graph can have transitive edges. Because conjunction is used typically at the lowest levels in a preference-list expression and involves only a few assignments, the number of transitive edges introduced is small, if any.

6.4.2 Dominant Union

The dominant-union operation takes two operands and mutates the first operand to produce the result. The implementation of the dominant union is straightforward. It first checks that the domains of the operands are disjoint and that every assignment in the domain of one operand is comparable to every assignment in the other. While checking, it makes a list of all leaf vertices in the first operand. It then forms the union of the two graphs by inserting all the vertices from the second operand into the graph of the first operand. Finally, it inserts an edge from every leaf vertex in
the first operand to every root in the second.

The running time is $O(v_1 v_2 l)$ for checking that the two operands are disjoint and comparable. The actual union requires $O(v_2 + v_l v_r)$ time, where $v_l$ is the number of leaves in the first operand and $v_r$ the number of roots in the second. The initial checks constitute the predominant cost.

### 6.4.3 Consistent Join

Computing the join directly from the operand's graphs is undoubtedly the most difficult operation. The main problem is how to handle the case when there are assignments in one operand that do not join with any assignment in the other. The approach taken here is to compute the graph as if all assignments did join and then "fix up" the graph to remove those that did not.

Explaining this approach requires quite a bit of elaboration. The following description begins by first assuming that all the assignments join. It gives a mathematical description of the graph to be computed and shows that it is correct. In addition, it shows that the result is a reduced graph if both operands are also reduced graphs. It then describes the algorithm that computes the result. Finally, it shows how to fix up the graph to remove vertices that did not join.

Let $X$ and $Y$ be preference lists that are represented by the graphs $G_X = (V_X, E_X)$ and $G_Y = (V_Y, E_Y)$, respectively, and let $x, x' \in V_X$ and $y, y' \in V_Y$. Assume that $x \parallel y$ exists for all $x \in \text{dom}(X)$ and $y \in \text{dom}(Y)$. Then the representation $G_{X \parallel Y}$ of $X \parallel Y$ is given by the following equations:

\begin{align*}
V_{X \parallel Y} &= \{ x \parallel y \mid x \in V_X \land y \in V_Y \} \quad (6.8) \\
E_{X \parallel Y} &= \{ (x \parallel y, x' \parallel y') \mid x \in V_X \land (y, y') \in E_Y \} \\
&\cup \{ (x \parallel y, x' \parallel y) \mid y \in V_Y \land (x, x') \in E_X \} \quad (6.9)
\end{align*}

Recall that a graph $G = (V, E)$ represents a preference list $P$ if and only if $V = \text{dom}(P)$ and there exists a path in $G$ from $z$ to $w$ if and only if $(z, w) \in \mathcal{R}_P$. It is clear from equation 6.8 that $V_{X \parallel Y} = \text{dom}(X \parallel Y)$. Therefore, we must prove the following theorem in order to show that $G_{X \parallel Y}$ represents $X \parallel Y$. 
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**Theorem 3** - There exists a path from \( x \parallel y \) to \( x' \parallel y' \) in \( G_{X||Y} \) if and only if \( \langle x \parallel y, x' \parallel y' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \).

Proof of \( \Rightarrow \):

The proof uses induction on the length of a path. The base case consists of a path of length one. By equation 6.9, a path of length one consists of a single edge of either the form \( \langle x \parallel y, x \parallel y' \rangle \), where \( \langle y, y' \rangle \in E_Y \), or \( \langle x \parallel y, x' \parallel y \rangle \), where \( \langle x, x' \rangle \in E_X \). In the first case, \( \langle y, y' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_Y \) by equation 6.7, because \( G_Y \) represents \( Y \). Therefore, \( \langle x \parallel y, x \parallel y' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \) by the definition of \( X||Y \) in equation 4.1. A similar reasoning holds for the second case.

For the induction step we assume that the theorem holds for the path \( x_0 \parallel y_0, \ldots, x_n \parallel y_n \). If \( x_0 \parallel y_0, \ldots, x_{n+1} \parallel y_{n+1} \) is a path in \( G_{X||Y} \), then by 6.9, the last edge in the path has form \( \langle x_n \parallel y_n, x_{n+1} \parallel y_{n+1} \rangle \), where either \( \langle x_n = x_{n+1} \land y_n, y_{n+1} \rangle \in E_Y \) or \( \langle y_n = y_{n+1} \land (x_n, x_{n+1}) \in E_X \rangle \). Because \( G_X \) and \( G_Y \) represent \( X \) and \( Y \), respectively, then either \( \langle x_n \parallel y_n, x_{n+1} \parallel y_{n+1} \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_X \) or \( \langle y_n \parallel y_{n+1} \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_Y \). Therefore, by 4.12, \( \langle x_n \parallel y_n, x_{n+1} \parallel y_{n+1} \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \). In addition, the induction hypothesis gives us that \( \langle x_0 \parallel y_0, x_n \parallel y_n \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \). Because \( \mathcal{R} \) is transitive, we have that \( \langle x_0 \parallel y_0, x_{n+1} \parallel y_{n+1} \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \), which is the desired result.

Proof of \( \Leftarrow \):

The proof follows by construction. Let \( \langle x \parallel y, x' \parallel y' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_{X||Y} \). Then by equation 4.12, either \( \langle x = x' \land (y, y') \in \mathcal{R}_Y \rangle \), or \( \langle x, x' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_X \land y = y' \rangle \), or \( \langle (x, x') \in \mathcal{R}_X \land (y, y') \in \mathcal{R}_Y \rangle \). In the first two cases the path consists of a single edge as given by either the left-hand or right-hand side of the union in equation 6.9. For the last case, \( \langle x, x' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_X \) means there is a path \( x, x_1, \ldots, x_n, x' \) in \( G_X \), and \( \langle y, y' \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_Y \) means there is a path \( y, y_1, \ldots, y_m, y \) in \( G_Y \). Assume w.l.o.g. that \( n \leq m \). Then, by definition, \( G_{X||Y} \) contains the path \( x \parallel y, x_1 \parallel y, x_1 \parallel y_1, \ldots, x_n \parallel y_n, x' \parallel y_n, \ldots, x' \parallel y_m, x' \parallel y' \). Q.E.D.

A close examination of equation 6.9 gives some intuition as to how the graph of the result relates to the graphs of the operands. The set on the left-hand side of the union can be viewed as the union of an indexed set of graphs \( Y_{x_i} \), where the vertices of \( Y_{x_i} \) are given by the set \( \{ x_i \parallel y \mid y \in V_Y \} \) and the edges by \( \{ (x_i \parallel y, x_i \parallel y_k) \mid (y_j, y_k) \in E_Y \} \). In other words, \( Y_{x_i} \) is just a copy of \( Y \) with each vertex \( y \) replaced by \( x_i \parallel y \). The right-hand side of the union in equation 6.9 can be viewed as linking
Figure 6-8: Example of consistent join graph structure

up corresponding vertices in the $Y_{X_i}$. For example, if $(x_i, x_j) \in E_X$ then there is an edge from $x_i \parallel y$ to $x_j \parallel y$ for every $y \in V_Y$.

The intuition of copying one graph and linking corresponding vertices is illustrated in Figure 6-8. Part (a) in the figure shows an example graph for $X$ where the $x_i$ represent vertices and the arrows edges. Part (b) shows an outline of an example graph for $Y$ with the detail for one edge $(y_i, y_j)$. The exact structure of $Y$ is not that important. Part (c) shows how one copy of $Y$ is made for each vertex in $X$. The dashed arrows represent the links between corresponding vertices in the copies. Part (d) shows the detail of the edges in $Y_{X_1}$ and $Y_{X_2}$.

The algorithm that implements the operation follows closely the definition given in equations 6.8 and 6.9. A high-level description of the algorithm is shown in Figure 6-9. The biggest problem is creating the edges because a vertex must already exist before an edge to that vertex can be created. The algorithm creates the vertices
consistent_join = proc(X:Graph, Y:Graph)
1 R: Assignment → Set[Assignment] := R[* → ]
2 for x ∈ dom(X) and y ∈ dom(Y) do R := R[(x || y) → ]
3 for x ∈ dom(X) and y ∈ dom(Y) do
4 for y' ∈ Y(y) do R := R[(x || y) → (x || y') ∪ {R(x || y)}]
5 for x' ∈ X(x) do R := R[(x || y) → (x' || y) ∪ {R(x || y)}]
6 return R

note: roots(R) = \{x || y | x ∈ roots(X) ∧ y ∈ roots(Y)\}

Figure 6-9: Algorithm for consistent join

in lines 1 and 2, and initializes the adjacency list of each vertex to the empty set. The for loop in line 3 inserts all the edges. The nested for loop in line 4 creates all the edges in the copy Y[x] of Y. The nested for loop in line 5 creates the edges between corresponding vertices of Y[x] and Y[y]. On completion, the root set of the result consists of the join of the two operand's root-sets.

The efficiency of the algorithm depends on the implementation of the function R(x || y). The most efficient implementation uses an array for R and integer indices to represent the assignments. The vertices in X are numbered from x₁ to xₙ, and those in Y from y₁ to yₘ. The order in which the vertices are numbered is not important. The index of vertex xᵢ || yᵢ in R is given by the formula m(i - 1) + j. Numbering the vertices in this way transforms the graph from a function with signature Assignment → Set[Assignment] to one with signature Int → Set[Int].

The above algorithm is valid only when all the assignments of one operand join with all those of the other. To handle the general case, we first use the above algorithm to construct the full graph as if all the assignments did join. If a vertex results from two assignments that did not join, then the algorithm simply marks the vertex and continues. After the graph is constructed, we remove the marked vertices in reverse topological order during a depth-first traversal of the graph (i.e., a vertex is processed only after all its successors have been processed).

The algorithm that removes the marked vertices is given by the procedure purge in Figure 6-10. Here, the above transformation of the graph from using assignments to integers is not only made explicit, but also required. The reason is that the join of
purge = proc(G: Int → Set[Int], marked: Set[Int])
1      dummy: Int := new_vertex(G)
2      G := G[dummy ← roots(G)]
3      marked := marked ∪ {dummy}
4      visited: Set[Int] := ∅
5      reachable: Set[Int] := ∅
6      G, visited, reachable :=
          purge_recursive(G, dummy, marked, visited, reachable)
7      return G[dummy ← ]

note: roots(G[dummy ← ]) = \{v | v ∈ G(dummy) ∧ v ∉ reachable\}

purge_recursive = proc(G: Int → Set[Int], v: Int, marked: Set[Int],
                        visited: Set[Int], reachable: Set[Int])
1      if v ∈ visited then return G, visited, reachable
2      visited := visited ∪ {v}
3      for s ∈ G(v) do
4          G, visited, reachable := purge_recursive(G, s, marked, visited, reachable)
5      for s ∈ G(v) do
6          if s ∈ marked then G := G[v ← (G(v) ∪ G(s) − {s})]
7      if v ∉ marked then
8          for s ∈ G(v) do reachable := reachable ∪ {s}
9      return G, visited, reachable

Figure 6-10: Algorithm to remove marked vertices from join

two assignments that disagree on the representation for a component is undefined. Therefore, any function that represents the graph cannot have the type Assignment as its domain because it cannot distinguish between different pairs of operand assignments that did not join. In the figure, the graph is represented by the argument G. The integers act as place holders for the corresponding pairs of assignments. The argument marked tells which assignments in the join are undefined.

The first three lines of the procedure purge set up the initial call to the procedure purge_recursive, which is the heart of the algorithm. Because of the way purge_recursive examines vertices, every vertex in the completely joined graph G must have an immediate predecessor. To ensure this condition, a dummy root is added to the graph in lines 1 and 2. The immediate successors of the dummy root are the original roots of G. The dummy root is removed before returning the result
in line 7.

The procedure purge_recursive traverses the graph in depth-first order, removing marked vertices as it goes. The argument visited keeps track of vertices that have already been processed. The argument reachable keeps track of all the vertices that are reachable from some other vertex that is not marked (i.e., the join of the assignments for this other vertex is defined). It is used to find the roots of the result as described below.

When called with a vertex \( v \), purge_recursive first processes all of its successors (in line 4) before processing \( v \). It then checks \( v \)'s immediate successors to see if they are marked (line 6). When a marked successor \( s \) is encountered, it is deleted from the adjacency list of \( v \), and \( s \)'s immediate successors are inserted into \( v \)'s adjacency list in place of \( s \). If the visited vertex \( v \) is not marked, then its immediate successors are reachable, as indicated in line 7. Because the deletion and insertion are performed after all of \( v \)'s successors have been processed, there are no marked vertices in the subgraph rooted at \( v \) with the exception of \( v \) itself. Therefore, the graph contains no marked vertices on completion except the dummy vertex. In addition, \( v \in \text{reachable} \) for every vertex \( v \) that is reachable from some vertex in the result other than the dummy vertex.

It is possible to compute the root set of the result by looking only at reachable. However, this is much too expensive. Note that any root in the final result must be an immediate successor of the dummy vertex after the graph has been traversed. The reason is that all the predecessors of a root are marked and, therefore, the root propagates upward until it reaches the dummy. However, not all the immediate successors of the dummy vertex are in the root set. The root set can be computed efficiently by looking at the vertices in the dummy's adjacency list and checking if they are reachable.

The time required to compute the graph containing all the vertices is \( O(v_1e_2 + v_2e_1) \), which is proportional to the number of edges in the result. The time required to remove vertices that did not join is \( O((v_1v_2)^2) \).

Note that the algorithm above for removing vertices can introduce transitive edges. Even in the case where all vertices join, the result can have a transitive edge if one of the operands has a transitive edge. The following theorem states this more
strongly.

**Theorem 4** - If \( G_X, G_Y, \) and \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) are graphs representing preference lists \( X, Y, \) and \( X \parallel Y, \) respectively, and \( x \parallel y \) exists for all \( x \in \text{dom}(X) \) and \( y \in \text{dom}(Y), \) then \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) is a reduced graph if and only if both \( G_X \) and \( G_Y \) are reduced graphs.

Proof of \( \Rightarrow: \)
The proof is by contradiction. Assume w.l.o.g. that \( G_X \) is not a reduced graph. Then \( G_X \) contains a transitive edge. By definition, there exists a path \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) in \( G_X, \) where \( n > 2 \) and \( \langle x_1, x_n \rangle \in E_X. \) By equation 6.9, there exists a path \( x_1 \parallel y, \ldots, x_n \parallel y \) in \( G_{X \parallel Y}, \) where \( y \in V_Y. \) In addition, \( \langle x_1 \parallel y, x_n \parallel y \rangle \in E_{X \parallel Y}. \) Because \( \langle x_1 \parallel y, x_n \parallel y \rangle \) is a transitive edge, \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) is not a reduced graph. A similar argument holds in the case that \( G_Y \) is not a reduced graph.

Proof of \( \Leftarrow: \)
It is actually easier to prove the contrapositive, which is stated in the following lemma:

**Lemma 1** - Let \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) be the graph of \( X \parallel Y \) as described by equations 6.8 and 6.9. If the edge \( \langle x \parallel y, x' \parallel y' \rangle \in E_{X \parallel Y} \) is a transitive edge of \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) then either \( \langle x, x' \rangle \) is a transitive edge of \( G_X \) or \( \langle y, y' \rangle \) is a transitive edge of \( G_Y. \)

Sketch of proof:
First note that either \( (x = x' \land (y, y') \in E_Y) \) or \( (\langle x, x' \rangle \in E_X \land y = y') \) by equation 6.9. W.l.o.g., we consider only \( (x = x' \land (y, y') \in E_Y). \) By hypothesis there exists a path \( x_1 \parallel y_1, \ldots, x_n \parallel y_n \) in \( G_{X \parallel Y} \) where \( x \parallel y = x_1 \parallel y_1, x \parallel y' = x_n \parallel y_n \) and \( n > 2. \) First, it must be the case that \( x_i = x_{i+1} \) for all \( 1 \leq i < n \) because otherwise, we would have that \( \langle x, x \rangle \in \mathcal{R}_X \) by two applications of Theorem 3 and the definition of \( X \parallel Y. \) Therefore, for each pair of vertices along the path it must be the case that \( \langle y_i, y_{i+1} \rangle \in E_Y \) by equation 6.9 and so \( \langle y, y' \rangle \) is a transitive edge.

End of sketch.

Q.E.D.
6.4.4 Dominant Join

The algorithm to compute the dominant join directly from the operand graphs is similar to that for the consistent join in that the theorems and proofs are in essence alike. The main difference is the definition of the resultant graph. Therefore, I will give only a brief overview here.

Again we first assume that all the assignments in one operand join with all those in the other. The formal description of the result is as follows. Let $X$ and $Y$ be preference lists that are represented by the graphs $G_X = \langle V_X, E_X \rangle$ and $G_Y = \langle V_Y, E_Y \rangle$, respectively, and let $x, x' \in V_X$ and $y, y' \in V_Y$. Assume that $x \parallel y$ exists for all $x \in \text{dom}(X)$ and $y \in \text{dom}(Y)$. Then the representation $G_{X \Rightarrow Y}$ of $X \Rightarrow Y$ is given by the following equations:

$$
V_{X \Rightarrow Y} = \{ x \parallel y \mid x \in V_X \land y \in V_Y \} \quad \text{(6.10)}
$$

$$
E_{X \Rightarrow Y} = \{ (x \parallel y, x' \parallel y') \mid x \in V_X \land (y, y') \in E_Y \}
\cup \{ (x \parallel y, x' \parallel y') \mid \text{is_leaf}(y, G_Y) \land \text{is_root}(y', G_Y) \}
\land (x, x') \in E_X \}
\quad \text{(6.11)}
$$

where is_leaf($y, G_Y$) is true if $y$ is a leaf vertex of $G_Y$ and is_root($y, G_Y$) is true if $y$ is a root vertex of $G_Y$. The only difference from the definition of consistent join given in equation 6.9 is the right-hand side of the union.

The intuition of copying the $Y$ graph, replacing each vertex $y$ with $x \parallel y$ and linking the copies carries over. The difference is that the leaves of one copy are linked to the roots of another.

As for consistent join, in the case where not all assignments in one operand join with all those from the other, the graph is constructed as if they did join. Vertices that correspond to assignments that did not join are marked and then removed using the same algorithm as described for consistent join.

6.5 Implementation of Assignments

This section presents the specification of the assignment data type, describes its representation and explains the most pertinent implementation details. The specification is given in Figure 6-11, which provides a brief overview of the data type.
and its most important operations. Assignments are mutable so that the parser can construct them efficiently while it is scanning an assignment expression. The only operation that mutates an assignment is \textit{extend}. An assignment is no longer mutated once it is constructed. In contrast to most mutable data types, the identity of an assignment is not part of the abstraction. This is reflected in the operation \textit{equal}, which states that two assignments are equal if they represent the same function.

There are two important factors that determine the structure of the representation. The first is that the most time-consuming operations are \textit{join}, \textit{differ}, and \textit{equal}, which are used in the implementation of preference lists. The second is that assignments are used in hashed sets in the case where contexts are represented by assignments in a context list. These considerations lead to the following internal representation in a programming language like CLU:

\begin{verbatim}
assignment = struct[vcomps:array[vcomp_id],  % vspace component IDs
                     vreps:array[vrep_id],     % vspace representation IDs
                     hashval:memo]             % memoized hash value
memo = variant[undef:null, def:int]
\end{verbatim}

The corresponding transfer representation would be similar, except it would not have the field \textit{hashval}. The occurrences of \texttt{array} would be replaced by sequence32.

The most important representation invariant is that the array \texttt{vcomps} is sorted, which allows the join, differ and equal operations to be implemented efficiently. It also provides a canonical order for the components when computing the hash value of an assignment. This guarantees that two equal assignments have the same hash value.

If \texttt{r} is a value of type assignment, then the corresponding abstract value is given by the following equations:

\begin{align*}
\text{sig}(r) &= \text{the elements of the array } r.vcomps \\
r(r.vcomps[i]) &= r.vreps[i]
\end{align*}

The first equation says that an assignment's signature consists of all the IDs found in the array \texttt{vcomp}. The second says that the representation ID for a given component is located at the same index as that component. Thus, \texttt{vcomp} and \texttt{vrep} are
assignment = data type is new, extend, join, differ, hash, equal

Overview

An assignment $a$ is a function from vspace-component IDs to vspace-representation IDs. If $u$ is a vspace-component ID in $\text{sig}(a)$, then $a(u)$ is the ID of the representation for $u$.

Operations

new = proc() returns(assignment)
  effects: Creates a new assignment $a$ with $\text{sig}(a) = \emptyset$

extend = proc(a:assignment, u:vcomp_id, r:vrep_id)
  signals(duplicate, bad_vcomp_id, bad_vrep_id)
  modifies: a
  effects: Signals duplicate if $u \in \text{sig}(a)$. Signals bad_vcomp_id if $u$ is not in the vspace database. Signals bad_vrep_id if $r$ is either not in the vspace database or not a representation for $u$. Otherwise, extends $a$ at $u$ so that $a(u) = r$.

join = proc(x,y:assignment) returns(assignment)
  signals(disagree(vcomp_id))
  effects: Signals disagree if there exists a vcomp_id $\in (\text{sig}(x) \cap \text{sig}(y))$ such that $x(\text{vcomp_id}) \neq y(\text{vcomp_id})$. Otherwise, returns a new assignment that is the join of $x$ and $y$.

differ = proc(x,y:assignment) returns(bool)
  effects: Returns true if there exists a $u \in (\text{sig}(x) \cap \text{sig}(y))$ such that $x(u) \neq y(u)$. Returns false otherwise.

hash = proc(x:assignment, max:int) returns(int)
  effects: Returns an integer value between 0 and $\text{max}$−1, inclusive.

equal = proc(x,y:assignment) returns(bool)
  effects: Returns true if $\text{sig}(x) = \text{sig}(y)$ and $x(u) = y(u)$ for all $u$ in $\text{sig}(x)$. Returns false otherwise.

Figure 6-11: Specification of assignment data type
parallel arrays. The field \textit{hashval} is used to memoize the assignment's hash value as explained below.

There are two additional representation invariants. The first is that if \( u \in \text{sig}(r) \), then \( r(u) \) denotes a valid vspace-component representation for \( u \). The implementation of extend must verify this with the registry before extending an assignment. The second is that if that tag of \textit{hashval} is \textit{def}, then the memoized integer value of \textit{hashval} is equal to the value of \( \text{hash}(r) \), where \( \text{hash}(r) \) is defined in equation 6.12 below.

The use of a sorted array is critical for the efficient implementation of the join, differ and equal operations. The implementation of join is similar to a merge sort algorithm. As the two assignments are merged the implementation checks to see that common vspace components have the same representation. Similarly, comparing two assignments for equality or difference involves scanning the two representations in order. Because the representation is sorted, the join, differ and equal operations run in time \( O(n_1 + n_2) \) where \( n_i \) is the length of the \( i \)'th operand.

One additional trick that makes checking for equality fast under certain circumstances is to use pointer equality to “short circuit” the operation. In this case the implementation first checks to see if the two operands are the same object (i.e., have the same memory address). If the check fails then the assignments are compared as described above.

Assignments have a hash value so that they can be used in hash tables and hash-based sets. Because computing the hash value requires iterating over all the vspace component and representation identifiers, it is reasonably expensive. Therefore, the value, once computed, is memoized to avoid recomputation. This is the purpose of the field \textit{hashval} in the representation. If the memoized hash value of \( r \) is \( n \), then the operation \( \text{hash}(r, \text{max}) \) returns the value \( (n \mod \text{max}) \). This requires that the memoized value \( n \) be suitable for a wide range of values \text{max}. The current implementation uses the following formula to compute the memoized value:

\[
\text{high}(r.vcomps) \sum_{i=1}^{\text{high}(r.vcomps)} r.vcomps[i] + \text{primes}[i] \times r.vreps[i]
\] (6.12)

where \( \text{high}(r.vcomps) \) is the high index of the array \( r.vcomps \), and \( \text{primes} \) is a sequence consisting of consecutive prime numbers starting with 11 (i.e., 11, 13, 17,
The above formula works well for the cases examined in Section 6.7, where the IDs are relatively small integer values. The assumption of small integer values is reasonable for the representation IDs. However, a real system will likely have a different range of values for the component IDs and therefore, might require a different formula.

6.6 Overview of the Prototype Implementation

This section gives a brief overview of the prototype implementation. The implementation is written in CLU for two reasons. First, CLU is a heap-based language with automatic garbage collection, which makes it easy to implement algorithms that deal with complex data structures. Second, I am most familiar with CLU and, in particular, with CLUCC, which is a CLU-based LALR parser generator for use with CLU. These reasons made it possible for me to implement the system and demonstrate its feasibility in the shortest period of time. With a good CLU compiler the resulting system should not be much less efficient than an implementation in a "lower-level" language such as C.

The current implementation consists of a number of modules whose relationship is illustrated in the module dependency diagram shown in Figure 6-12. In the diagram, a box with a double line at the top represents a module consisting of an abstract data type. Plain boxes represent modules consisting of either a single procedure or a group of procedures that provide a single function, e.g., the "parser." An arrow means that one module depends on another in that it either uses the operations of the data type or invokes the specified procedure. The direction of an arrow indicates the direction of dependence. The diagram can be pretty much divided down the center into a parser subsystem on the left and a preference-/context-list subsystem on the right. The two subsystems share the pl-parse-tree and assignment modules.

The module "main" in Figure 6-12 represents a simple module that was used to measure the execution time for computing the best context given two preference lists. A brief outline of its implementation is given in Section 6.7, which describes how the execution times were measured.
Figure 6-12: Module dependency diagram of implementation
The parser subsystem occupies the left half of the diagram and consists of the parser, file, and vspace-data-base modules. The parser module is actually a very large module consisting of an LALR parser (generated by CLUCC) and a number of semantic action routines. The parser converts a preference list expression in a file into a pl-parse-tree, which is an abstract representation of the expression. During the parse, the semantic routines convert each assignment expression directly into an instance of the assignment data type. This requires mapping the names of vspace components and representations to their unique identifiers. The mapping is supplied by the vspace-data-base module.

The vspace-data-base module in the current implementation is a trivial module that was cobbled together for the purpose of testing the rest of the implementation. In a real implementation the vspace-data-base module would communicate with the registry to define and look up vspace and negotiable-set definitions. Similarly, the vspace-comp-id and vspace-rep-id modules are special testing versions that represent vspace component and representation identifiers as simple integers. As discussed in Section 6.5, the exact representation of identifiers is not important as long as they can be ordered and manipulated as bit strings.

The preference-list subsystem occupies most of the right half of the diagram. The most important modules are the preference list, context list, and assignment data abstractions. Once a preference list is constructed from an expression, it is converted into one of the representations for a context list. For the case of an adjacency list the graph is reduced, while for the equivalence-class-list the graph is topologically sorted and the equivalence matrix computed. The current implementation does not check that every assignment is a context for the negotiable set because that requires a more extensive implementation of the vspace-database module than currently exists.

The context-list module provides the procedure for computing the best context. There are two different implementations of this module, corresponding to the two algorithms described in Section 6.2. The context-list module uses either the assignment module or the context-UID module, depending on how contexts are represented. In either case, it uses a hashed set to hold the set of supported contexts.

In a running application program, only the context-list module would be present, along with any modules it uses. The parser subsystem would be used only to
generate the context list, which would then be linked with the presentation layer as part of the application.

6.7 Measurements

The purpose of implementing the prototype and measuring its performance is to answer the following questions:

1. Which representation for context lists is better, an equivalence-class list or an adjacency list?

2. How does the time required to compute the best context compare to the savings in marshalling time obtained by using a more efficient representation?

To get a rough answer to these questions, I made several measurements of the time to compute the best context using the matrix, video display image, and VLSI vspace examples given in Chapters 4 and 5. The test bed used to make the measurements is outlined in Section 6.7.1 below. It is followed by a description of the examples in Section 6.7.2. The actual test cases and measurements are given in Section 6.7.3. This section closes with an analysis of the data.

6.7.1 The Test Bed

In all cases the programs were measured by compiling them with the PCLU compiler and using Pixie [DECa] to count the number of processor cycles consumed during execution. The PCLU compiler is a portable CLU compiler developed at M.I.T. that translates CLU programs into C. The resulting C programs were compiled using the GNU GCC\(^1\) compiler with optimization level two. Pixie is a utility that instruments programs by dividing them into basic blocks and adding code to log the number of times each basic block is executed at runtime. The post-processing program Prof [DECb] uses the logged block-count information to calculate how many processor cycles were consumed by each procedure in the program as well as by the entire

\(^1\)GCC is a widely available compiler from the Free Software Foundation.
\[(\{\text{float32:vax}\} > \{\text{float32:ieee}\}) \Rightarrow
(\{\text{matrix}\_2d:colmaj\} > \{\text{matrix}\_2d:rowmaj\})) \]
\[
||\]
\[(\{\text{int32:be}\} > \{\text{int32:le}\}) \Rightarrow (\{\text{matrix}\_2d:colmaj\} > \{\text{matrix}\_2d:rowmaj\}))\]

Figure 6-13: Context list for matrix example

program. All test cases were run on a DECstation 5000/200,\(^2\) which is a RISC-based CPU architecture with a cycle time of 25 MHz.

The measurements given in the following sections give the cycle count as reported by Pixie. The reader should keep in mind that the PCLU compiler produces code that runs approximately 2 times slower than code produced by a native CLU compiler.\(^3\) The reason PCLU was used is that a native-mode compiler is not available for the DECstation, and Pixie on the DECstation provided the most reliable means to obtain accurate measurements.

### 6.7.2 The Example Context Lists

I used five example context lists to make the measurements in Section 6.7.3. The first example uses the context list in Figure 6-13, which is based on the matrix\_2d vspace in Chapter 2. The next two examples are the context lists for the video display image and VLSI vspaces as given in Chapter 5. The last two examples are generated by joining context lists from the first three examples.

Some characteristics for each example are shown in Table 6.1. The column name gives the name used to refer to each example. In the case of matrix, image, and \textit{vlsi}, the context list is found in the figure listed. The remaining context lists were obtained by joining the specified context lists. The table lists the number of contexts in each list, the number of edges in the case of an adjacency list representation, and the number of bytes required to store a context list using either the adjacency list or equivalence-class list representation.

The storage requirements were computed using equations 6.2 and 6.6 given ear-

\(^2\)DECstation is a trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.

\(^3\)This factor was obtained from Dorothy Curtis, the implementer of PCLU.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Num. of contexts</th>
<th>Num. of edges</th>
<th>Storage (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>Fig. 6-13, p. 142</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>Fig. 5-7, p. 90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>Fig. 5-18, p. 110</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-image</td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td></td>
<td>image</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image-vlsi</td>
<td>image</td>
<td></td>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Description of example cases

lier, with the value of c (the size of a context) set to zero. The reason for using c = 0 is that the most interesting measurement is the difference between the adjacency list and equivalence-class list representations. The storage required for the contexts is the same in both representations and, therefore, the difference is independent of a context’s size. The reason the storage is computed rather than measured is that the prototype implementation of an equivalence-class list does not eliminate the storage for the zeros below the diagonal of the equivalence matrix. The computed value more accurately reflects what can be obtained. The values listed for adjacency lists, although computed, accurately reflect the storage used by the prototype implementation.

6.7.3 Test Cases and Data

The model for our tests is that one peer initiates negotiation by sending a context list to the other. The receiving peer then computes the best context and returns the result to the sender. There is one case that can be easily optimized, namely where both peers prefer the same context. In this case there is no need to compute max_contexts; the result is obtained by simply comparing the roots of the two lists. In a clever implementation the remainder of the received context list would not even be decoded. This case is not measured here because the cost is clearly on the order of a few tens of instructions, not including the overhead of receiving and dispatching the message.

All other cases require at least one application of max_contexts. If the result of the first application contains one context, then that context is the best context.
Otherwise, a second application of \textit{max\_contexts} is required. In the first application, the set \( S \) consists of the contexts in the context list of the peer with lower priority. When the receiver has priority, the sender’s context list is used for \( S \), in which case \( S \) must be constructed from the received data. On the other hand, if the sender has priority, then \( S \) belongs to the receiver and we can assume that it already exists; it was constructed either at compile-time or when the receiver was first initialized. Therefore, there are four different cases, depending on the number of applications of \textit{max\_contexts} and on whether the sender or receiver has priority. Given measurements for the time to compute \textit{max\_contexts} and construct a set of contexts, the time to compute \textit{best\_contexts} can be calculated for the different cases.

To measure the time for \textit{max\_contexts}, the test program read an example context-list from a file, parsed it, and then constructed the internal representation. It then read a second context list from which it constructed the set. The last step computed the result. A similar test program computed the time to create a hash set consisting of the contexts from an example context list. In both cases the overhead of reading and parsing the file was factored out by repeating the final computation many times and taking the average time as the result.

The time to compute \textit{max\_contexts}(\( C, S \)) is shown in Tables 6.2 through 6.4, which are described individually below. Each row in a table corresponds to the example context list \( C \) given by the name. Each row gives four measurements, corresponding to the four combinations of the representations for a context list ("adj. list" for adjacency list and "e.c. list" for equivalence-class list) and the representations for a context ("cuid" for context UID and "asnmnt" for assignment). All measurements are given in CPU cycles. The three tables correspond to different cases for the context list whose contexts constitute the set \( S \). The tables correspond to the following three cases:

1. Best Case (Table 6.2). In this case, the set \( S \) contains the preferred context of \( C \). Notice that the time is independent of the size of a context list in the case of a context UID. This is expected because the computation consists of looking up the sender’s root context in the set \( S \), and all context UIDs have the same size. In contrast, the size of an assignment depends on the number of components in the corresponding context.
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2. Worst Case (Table 6.3). In this case, the only context in the context list \( C \) that is also in \( S \) is the least preferred context. Here the algorithm must traverse the entire context list.

3. Middle Case (Table 6.4). In this case, \( S \) contains a few contexts that are in the "middle" of the context list \( C \). One interesting point is that for the equivalence class representation, the cost of this case is sometimes higher than the worst case given earlier. The reason is that there are no contexts in the equivalence class of the worst context. Therefore, the worst case only looks at the sequence of contexts. In the middle case it must also scan the equivalence class, which adds a significant factor.

A close look at the three sets of test cases above shows that the times required for both matrix-image and image-vlsi are dramatically larger than for the other example context lists. The importance of this observation is discussed in detail below.

The time required to construct a set consisting of the contexts for each example is given in Table 6.5. There are two entries for each example, corresponding to the two representations for a context.

Recall that the time to compute \( \text{best-contexts} \) depends on whether the sender or receiver has priority, and whether \( \text{max-contexts} \) is computed once or twice. If the sender has priority, then only the times for \( \text{max-contexts} \) are needed. If the receiver has priority, then the time for constructing the hashed context set must be added in. In the best case, \( \text{max-contexts} \) is computed once because the result contains one context. In the middle case, \( \text{max-contexts} \) must be computed a second time.

### 6.7.4 Analysis of Results

The beginning of this section poses two questions to be answered by measuring the prototype. In addition, Section 6.7.3 points out a dramatic increase in the time required to compute \( \text{max-contexts} \) in the matrix-image and image-vlsi examples, an issue that must be addressed. The reasons for the increased computation time are discussed first because they have the greatest influence on system design. The original questions are discussed afterwards.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>e.c. list cuid</th>
<th>adj. list cuid</th>
<th>e.c. list asnmnt</th>
<th>adj. list asnmnt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-image</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image-vlsi</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>1140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Best case for max contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>e.c. list cuid</th>
<th>adj. list cuid</th>
<th>e.c. list asnmnt</th>
<th>adj. list asnmnt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>2470</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>2310</td>
<td>3660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td>6150</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>8560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-image</td>
<td>6900</td>
<td>22700</td>
<td>18600</td>
<td>34200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image-vlsi</td>
<td>15300</td>
<td>49700</td>
<td>32800</td>
<td>66900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Worst case for max contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>e.c. list cuid</th>
<th>adj. list cuid</th>
<th>e.c. list asnmnt</th>
<th>adj. list asnmnt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>3110</td>
<td>3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>2870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>3190</td>
<td>4880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-image</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>21100</td>
<td>19100</td>
<td>29900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image-vlsi</td>
<td>15600</td>
<td>32100</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>41100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Middle case for max contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Context UID</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vlsi</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix-image</td>
<td>16000</td>
<td>54400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image-vlsi</td>
<td>36000</td>
<td>137000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: Time to construct a hashed context set
The dramatic increase in computation time is best illustrated by the *image*, *vlsi*, and *image-vlsi* measurements for equivalence-class lists using context UIDs from Table 6.4. In this case the sum of the *image* and *vlsi* measurements is 2,000 CPU cycles versus 15,600 for *image-vlsi*. Adding in the estimated set construction times from Table 6.5 for the case of receiver priority gives 9,000 versus 51,600. In both cases the difference is nearly an order of magnitude.

There are two main reasons for the increase, both of which are related to the property that the *image* and *vlsi* vspaces are "independent," i.e., they do not share any vspace components. First, the number of contexts in the join of two preference lists for independent vspaces is the product of the number in the operands. Second, the result contains a large number of unordered contexts. The result is that the time to compute the best context for a negotiable set containing many independent vspaces is substantially larger than if the set were divided into subsets and each subset computed separately.

Given the current design, a system designer must be careful how the vspaces in a large "interface" are organized into negotiable sets. A poor decomposition can result in a high negotiation cost. Note that negotiating several sets separately need not introduce extra message overhead because the individual sets can be packaged up into a single message.

The data suggest that it is worth considering a different definition for a context than that in Chapter 3. It might be better to organize the structure of a context around vspaces instead of vspace components, e.g., by specifying preferences for each vspace independently of any other vspace. However, it is not clear *a priori* that this is the right approach. One problem that remains is separating the vspaces that are important from those that are not. For example, in an interface for handling VLSI masks, there might be many unimportant vspaces that share components. Negotiating preferences for each vspace individually could introduce more overhead than if there were one set of preferences for all of them.

It is not possible to draw a definite conclusion at this point because it is not clear if the problems exhibited in the data are typical of "real" interfaces. Here I have arbitrarily taken two very different vspaces that have several components each, and joined them to form a negotiable set. Whether this is realistic is debatable. In
addition, there are other design issues involving contexts that are discussed later in Chapter 9. Any conclusions must wait until then.

We are now ready to look at the original questions, the first of which is: which representation is better, the adjacency list or the equivalence-class list? Judging by the figures in Tables 6.2 through 6.4, the equivalence-class list is about 2 to 3 times faster than the adjacency list. However, as context lists get larger, the equivalence-class list requires more storage. The reason is that the storage required by the prototype implementation is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the number of contexts. An adjacency list requires $O(n + e)$, where $e$ is the number of edges. Because “larger” context lists are usually constructed by joining “smaller” ones, it is generally the case that $O(e) < O(n^2)$. Table 6.1 shows that there is already a marked difference in the vlsi test case and a substantial difference in the image-vlsi test case. Therefore, the two representations provide a space-time tradeoff, with equivalence-class lists requiring less time and adjacency lists less space.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.2.1, the bit-vectors in an equivalence class can be represented using run-length encoding. Although the worst-case storage required is $O(n^2)$, the average case is probably much better. An interesting topic for future research is how it compares on average to the other representations, for both storage and time.

The second question is: how does the time required to compute the best context list compare to the savings in marshalling time? To answer this, we only need examine the case of integer matrices to see that negotiation provides a positive benefit. As shown in Chapter 1, a 100-by-100 integer matrix requires approximately 70,000 CPU cycles just to transpose the matrix. Assuming the worst-case time with receiver priority and assignments, the cost to negotiate for matrices is about 5,000 to 10,000 cycles. The benefit is realized with the first 100-by-100 matrix. Even if we assume the worst case time with receiver priority for the combination of matrices and images, the time is about 60,000 cycles. If we throw in the time to process the negotiation message and decode the context list, negotiation brings a positive benefit with just a few 100-by-100 matrices.

An alternative characterization is obtained by comparing the cost of negotiation with that of a null RPC (i.e., invoking a remote procedure with no arguments
and receiving a reply message with no results). An optimized null RPC requires about 2.5 milliseconds of CPU time on the Firefly, which uses a one MIP micro-VAX II processor [SB89]. The corresponding figure for Amoeba, which is a 1.5 MIPS Motorola 68020, is about 1.5 milliseconds [vRvST89]. Direct comparison is somewhat difficult because these figures are given in milliseconds instead of CPU cycles, and the processor architectures are very different. If we assume a very liberal figure of 2,000 CPU cycles for a null RPC and use the maximum figures for negotiation, then the cost of negotiation ranges between 1 and 50 RPCs. If we use the figures for equivalence-class lists with context UIDs and assume a reasonable decomposition of the vspace into negotiable sets, then the cost is more on the order of 1 to 5 null RPCs.

In summary, negotiation is practical, and the cost of negotiation is worth the gain in marshalling efficiency with data sets that are on the order of a few thousand bytes. The break-even point is likely to be even lower in the common case where applications are designed to work together and therefore, either prefer the same context or support the context preferred by their peers.
Chapter 7

Negotiation in Real Systems

Negotiation is the process by which two peers agree on a context for a negotiable set and a context identifier (CID) that is used to denote the agreed context in messages. Previous chapters have discussed the concepts of contexts, negotiable sets and context lists, as well as algorithms for computing the best context from two context lists. This chapter shows how these concepts and algorithms could be employed in Mercury, OSI, and OSF's RPC facility. Each system is described in its own section.

7.1 Negotiation in Mercury

This section does not define a negotiation protocol for Mercury. Rather, it answers the following questions:

1. What are the negotiable sets?

2. How do programmers specify context lists?

3. When does negotiation occur?

4. What information is exchanged during negotiation?

5. How are CIDs used?

Given answers to these questions, it is relatively straightforward to design the low-level details of exchanging context lists and assigning CIDs.
Negotiable sets are associated with Mercury interface definitions, which are described first in Section 7.1.1 below. The precise definition of the negotiable set associated with a given interface is then given in Section 7.1.2. As will be seen, it is necessary to restrict the binding of interfaces to ensure that all parties use the same negotiable set. These restrictions are given in Section 7.1.3. This is followed by a discussion of how context lists are specified in Section 7.1.4.

Sections 7.1.5 through 7.1.7 answer the remaining questions. Section 7.1.5 describes when to negotiate. It also describes the use of "canonical" contexts to guarantee connectivity and avoid the need to negotiate before sending data. Section 7.1.6 describes the information exchanged during negotiation. Section 7.1.7 discusses some fine points about the use of CIDs and the issue of synchronizing negotiation with data transfer.

Any design for negotiation must make tradeoffs among efficiency of negotiation, ease of use, flexibility of binding and overhead of synchronization. In this section I discuss in detail a particular set of design choices and how these choices affect individual tradeoffs. The section concludes with a summary of the tradeoffs.

7.1.1 Mercury Ports and Interfaces

A port is a procedure-like object that can be invoked by a Mercury peer entity. In Mercury, a peer entity is referred to as a module. Each port is associated with a specific module. Some ports are created when a module first comes into existence, while others can be created dynamically.

An interface is a group of ports. In the simplest case, all the ports in a given interface are associated with the same module. This configuration is referred to as a central server. It is the only possible configuration in many commonly used systems [FS91, DLM+87, Sun85, ISO88b]. In Mercury, individual ports in a given interface may be associated with different modules, a configuration that is referred to as a distributed server. In this case a set of modules collectively provides a single service. From the client's point of view, the server modules together act as if they were a single server. With respect to negotiation, the client must negotiate individually with each server module, but this is usually handled by the Mercury
presentation layer without involving the application-level code. In most cases, the application-level code of a client need not be aware that a service is distributed.

The terms client and server are actually relative terms. A module acts as a client of an interface if it invokes any port in that interface. Similarly, a module acts as a server if it provides any port in an interface.

Both ports and interfaces are defined using an interface description language. Here we extend the language Amalgam introduced in Chapter 2 to incorporate ports and interfaces. A port definition has the form:

\[
id = \text{port}(Vspace-exp, \ldots) \ \text{returns}(Vspace-exp, \ldots) \\
\text{signals}(\text{id}_1(Vspace-exp, \ldots), \ldots)
\]

The port’s arguments are given by the list of vspace following the keyword port, and the normal return values are given by the list following the keyword returns. There may be zero or more arguments and return values. The signals clause gives a list of named exceptions that can be returned in lieu of a normal result. Each exception may be accompanied by zero or more values.

An interface definition has the form:

\[
id = \text{interface} \\
\text{port definition } 1 \\
: \\
\text{port definition } n \\
\text{end}
\]

where each port definition has the form given above.

Ports and interfaces are both vspace constructors. Although port and interface definitions denote vspace, they are not vspace expressions, i.e., they are not productions of the non-terminal Vspace-exp in the grammar given in Figure 2-3 on page 42.\(^1\) Instead, they introduce new identifiers that may appear in vspace expressions, including expressions that appear as an argument, result, or exception in a port definition. Therefore, port and interface values are first-class values.

\(^1\)The main reason they are not expressions is that some languages do not support anonymous procedures. Making them expressions would make it difficult for stub compilers to generate a named procedure to represent a port in such a language.
7.1.2 Negotiable Sets

Deciding what vspace constitutes a negotiable set requires making some tradeoffs. As will be seen in Section 7.1.7, all of the “application-level” vspace in a single invocation or response message are encoded using the same context. Therefore, the smallest negotiable set would consist of the set of vspace in either an argument list, return list, or exception list for a single port. At the other end, the largest set of vspace is the set containing all the vspace that occur in an interface. The only other alternatives are: 1) use the set consisting of all the vspace in a port’s argument list, return list, and exception list, or 2) require the programmer to specify the negotiable sets as part of an interface definition.

The two main factors that affect the choice of a negotiable set are efficiency of negotiation and economy of expression. If an interface has many ports and each port constitutes a negotiable set, then the overhead of negotiating for each individual port is higher than negotiating once for the entire interface. In addition, it would be rather tedious to require programmers to specify a context list for each port. The simplest choice is to define a single negotiable set for each interface.

However, the simplest choice may not be the most efficient choice. As discussed in Chapter 6, negotiation can be costly if a negotiable set contains several independent vspace, where each vspace consists of a number of components. In such cases it is better to partition the negotiable set into smaller negotiable sets. The approach used here is to define a single default negotiable set and allow the interface designer to override the default by explicitly specifying the negotiable sets. The default negotiable set is defined below, followed by a discussion of how one would partition it into multiple negotiable sets.

The default negotiable set of an interface definition $I$ is given by the function $\text{neg.set}(I)$, which is defined as follows:

$$\text{neg.set}(I) = \{ p \mid p \text{ is a port defined in } I \} \quad (7.1)$$

When an interface definition is entered in the registry, its default negotiable set is assigned a UID.

The above definition, although simple, does not quite tell the whole story. When specifying a context for a negotiable set, one must specify representations for the
components of all the vspaces in the set, which in this case are ports. Therefore, we extended the function \textit{components} defined in Section 3.1.1 as follows:

\[
\text{components}(id) = \begin{cases} 
\emptyset, & \text{if } id \text{ denotes an interface} \\
\bigcup_{v \in \text{vspaces}(p)} \text{components}(v), & \text{if } id \text{ denotes a port } p
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{vspaces}(p) = \{v \mid v \text{ appears as an argument, result, or exception in } p\} \)

(7.2)

The reason for not including any components from an interface in the above definition is that negotiation takes place with respect to a single interface. Any interface that is obtained via a port invocation is considered distinct from the interface that contains that port. Intuitively, a port \( p \) denoted by identifier \( id \) "is contained in" interface \( I \) if it is defined in \( I \) or its identifier \( id \) is encountered during the computation of the components of \( I \). A formal definition of the relation "is contained in" is omitted because it would be very similar to that for \textit{components}. By definition then, any port that is obtained via a series of one or more port invocations starting with a port defined in \( I \) is contained in \( I \).

The above definitions of \textit{neg_set} and \textit{components} make it clear that a negotiable set includes only vspaces of interest to the application. It does not include the Mercury protocol headers that precede the application data in the message; nor does it include the vspaces for ports and interfaces. The reason is that application programmers specify context lists only for application vspaces and any aspect of the underlying Mercury protocol should be invisible to the application. The transfer representations of the protocol headers and the descriptors for ports and interfaces are considered to be a part of the Mercury protocol implementation. The design of an interface description language that allows complex linguistic constructs like ports and interfaces to be defined in such a way that the protocol-level vspaces can be defined and negotiated separately from the application-level vspaces is an issue for future research.

I now consider the case where negotiation can be made more efficient by partitioning the default negotiable set. Recall from Section 6.7.4 that the need to partition the set is a result of the current definition of a context. In the ideal case,
the problem would be solved by finding a different definition for context that made negotiation efficient, regardless of the number of vspaces in the interface. Then the default negotiable set would be the only negotiable set. This would remove the burden of having to partition the interface, thereby keeping the interface specification simple.

If the current definition of a context is used, then the language construct from Section 7.1.1 for defining an interface must be extended so that the interface designer can specify a collection of negotiable sets for an interface. The actual syntax is not that important. The only requirement is that the collection cover the default negotiable set. The simplest way to do this is to divide up the ports in the interface into individual sets such that a given port is in exactly one set.

7.1.3 The Binding Model

Ports and interfaces are first-class values in that they can be passed as part of an argument or result of a port invocation. Typically, an interface is created by a single module and then exported to the Mercury interface registry. A client wishing access to a service can look up and import the interface from the registry. The client then notifies the server that it intends to use the interface. The process of exporting, importing and notifying the server is referred to as binding.

When a client invokes a server port it may pass another port or interface as an argument or receive one as a result. In addition, a module can decompose an imported interface into individual ports and create new interfaces using any combination of ports in its possession. The ability to create ports dynamically, pass them among Mercury peers and group them into interfaces provides a powerful mechanism for creating distributed programs.

The first-class status of ports and interfaces and the ability to construct interfaces at run-time can lead to problems with negotiation. One such problem is illustrated by the example shown in Figure 7-1. In the figure, module $C$ exports port $p_1$ as part of interface $I_1$, which is then imported by module $B$ (e.g., via the registry). $B$ then incorporates $p_1$, along with some of its own ports, into interface $I_2$, which is then imported by $A$. From $A$'s point of view $p_1$ belongs to $I_2$. Furthermore, $A$ is not even
Figure 7-1: Problem with unrestricted interfaces

aware of interface $I_1$. Therefore, when $A$ receives $p_1$ it will negotiate with $C$ for the negotiable set associated with interface $I_2$. Even if $p_1$ were not incorporated into $I_2$, a similar problem would occur if $B$ returned $p_1$ as the result of $A$’s invoking $p_2$. The only way to ensure that negotiation succeeds is to require that $C$ be cognizant of $I_2$.

Therefore, in order for negotiation to make sense we must place restrictions on the run-time mechanisms that construct interfaces and pass ports as arguments and results. The restriction is that a port may be included in an interface $I$ or passed via another port contained in $I$ only if the port’s owner is able to negotiate for interface $I$. In order to implement this restriction, a port’s abstract representation includes the set of interface UIDs for which the port’s owner can negotiate. This allows the Mercury run-time system to check the restriction. In addition, clients can check that an imported interface was correctly constructed before initiating negotiation, if they so desire. This restriction is not a problem for a distributed server because the server modules are designed to work together and are cognizant of the interface provided to the client.

Restricting the binding of interfaces is also important for efficient negotiation. From Chapter 6 we know that negotiation is most efficient when we negotiate for a set of vspaces using context UIDs. Because context UIDs are relative to a negotiable set and negotiable sets are associated with interfaces, two modules can negotiate using context UIDs only if they negotiate for the same interface.
7.1.4 Specifying Context Lists

Programmers specify the context list for a module's use of an interface using an annotation language that incorporates the preference expression language given in Chapter 4. Annotations are kept separate from the interface definition and do not reside in the registry. A "stub compiler" takes an interface definition and annotations, and generates the run-time data structures needed by both the application and the Mercury presentation layer. Separating the annotation language from the interface definition language allows the annotations to be tailored to a specific programming language.

Specifying a context list for a module that uses every port contained in an interface poses no problems other than figuring out how to express it. On the other hand, when not every port is used, there may be vspaces in the negotiable set that are never communicated. This can occur, for example, in a distributed server when one of the server modules provides only a part of the service. It can also occur when a client uses only a subset of a service. These cases pose the additional problem of what to do with the unused vspaces. Requiring programmers to specify preferences for them is burdensome. However, if no preferences are specified for them, then the contexts in the context list will not be complete for the negotiable set.

This problem is the result of associating negotiable sets with interfaces and illustrates another tradeoff in choosing the size of a negotiable set. If negotiable sets were associated with the individual ports in an interface, then this problem would not occur. As pointed out earlier, requiring a programmer to specify a context list for each port can be quite burdensome, especially if there are many ports. The solutions given below let programmers specify a context list for a subset of an interface, while still negotiating for the entire interface.

There are two solutions, depending on whether a context is represented by an assignment or a context UID. Both solutions are based on the following observation. Let \( C \) be a context list for the negotiable set \( N \) associated with an interface. Also, let \( C_A \) be a context list for some \( N_A \subseteq N \) as specified by module \( A \), and \( C_B \) be a context list for some \( N_B \subseteq N \) as specified by module \( B \). The key observation is that any vspace that is not in \( N_A \cap N_B \) is never transmitted between modules \( A \)
and $B$. Therefore, we only need consider the common vspaces when computing the best context.

If contexts are represented by assignments, then a context from $C_A$ is similar to a context from $C_B$ if both contexts assign the same representation to the vspace components that they have in common. Similarity is used to define set membership, which is then used to define $\text{max\_contexts}$. The following definitions make this precise:

\[
x \sim y \iff \forall u \in (\text{sig}(x) \cap \text{sig}(y)). x(u) = y(u)
\]

\[
x \in S \iff \exists y \in S \text{ s.t. } x \sim y
\]

\[
\text{max\_contexts}(C, S) = \{ c \mid c \in \text{dom}(C) \land c \in S \land \exists c' \in S \text{ s.t. } \langle c', c \rangle \in R_C \}
\]

The main difference between the definition of $\text{max\_contexts}$ above and equation 3.5 on page 63 is in the term $c \in S$. Recall from Chapter 6 that a fast implementation for set membership is important for computing the best context. For this reason, sets are implemented as hash tables. However, in this case, we cannot compute a hash function because different context lists support different subsets of the interface and, therefore, there is no common set of vspace components. The result is that computing the best context is much less efficient.

The solution for context UIDs takes a slightly different tack. The problem here is that we cannot check if two context UIDs specify a common representation for some subset of vspace components; we can only compare context UIDs for equality. The key point in this case is that a context that is complete for $N$ can be substituted for a context in $C_A$ or in $C_B$ as long as it specifies the same representations for the vspaces in $N_A \cap N_B$. The solution is to have the stub compiler "extend" the specified context list so that it uses contexts that are complete for $N$.

The extension of a context list is defined as follows. Let $I$ be an interface, $P$ the set of ports contained in $I$, $P' \subset P$ the set of ports actually used, and $C'$ a context list for $P'$. First, we define the function $\text{ext\_asn}$, which takes an assignment $a$ and an interface $I$, and computes the set of extensions of $a$ that satisfies the following formula:

\[
\text{ext\_asn}(a, I) = \{ c \mid \text{is\_context}(c, \text{neg\_set}(I)) \land (c \mid \text{sig}(a) = a) \}\]
Computing the extension requires adding mappings for all possible representations for all the vspace components in \( \text{neg}_{-}\text{set}(I) \) that are not in \( P' \). The representations for a given component are obtained from the registry. The stub compiler then computes all possible closures for each such vspace component that is an abstract vspace or constructor. The context list \( C \) for \( I \) that is the extension of \( C' \) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{dom}(C) = \bigcup_{a \in \text{dom}(C')} \text{ext}_{-}\text{asn}(a, I) \tag{7.3}
\]

\[
(x, y) \in R_C \iff \exists x', y' \in \text{dom}(C) \text{ s.t. } (x \in \text{ext}(x', I) \land y \in \text{ext}(y', I) \land (x', y') \in R_C)
\tag{7.4}
\]

Intuitively, \( C \) is computed by replacing each context \( a \) in the partial order of \( C' \) with an equivalence class consisting of the extension of \( a \). Because each extension of \( a \) has a corresponding context UID, the resulting context list can be used to negotiate for the interface.

With the above solution, the computation for \( \text{max}_{-}\text{contexts} \) remains the same. The problem is that an extended context list can be very large, perhaps to the point of being impractical.

In summary, there are three possible solutions discussed above: 1) require the programmer to specify a negotiable set for each port, 2) use assignments to represent the specified context list, but use a different definition for \( \text{max}_{-}\text{contexts} \), and 3) use context UIDs and extend the specified context list. Each solution has advantages and disadvantages. The best solution is a question for future research.

### 7.1.5 When to Negotiate

There are two kinds of contexts in Mercury: canonical and negotiated. A \textit{canonical context} for an interface is a specially designated context that every module that uses the interface agrees to accept. Canonical contexts provide the following advantages:

1. \textit{Connectivity}. – Communication between all modules using the interface is guaranteed.

2. \textit{Low overhead for “short” sessions}. – In the case where the total amount of data sent during a session is small, the cost of negotiation can be greater
than the benefit of using an optimal context. Overhead is reduced by not negotiating and using a canonical context instead.

3. No round-trip synchronization before transferring data. – A canonical context can be used to transfer data without negotiating or before negotiation is complete. This allows data transmission to occur in parallel with negotiation. This is in contrast to OSI’s connection-oriented presentation protocol.

There may be more than one canonical context for a given interface. The reason for permitting more than one is that it allows a system to be optimized for common patterns of communication. Systems are often composed of a few sets of components, where the components within a given set are designed to work together and, therefore, prefer the same context. When a module initiates communication with a peer, it typically sends the data using the canonical context that it prefers most. There is usually no need to negotiate if the peer belongs to the same set.

The canonical context definitions are stored in the Mercury registry along with the interface definition. The registry assigns every canonical context a UID, which also can be used as a CID in messages.

Points 2 and 3 above make it clear that negotiation is not needed to communicate; rather, it is needed only for efficient communication. The question as to when to negotiate is, therefore, an application-dependent issue. All that is required is that the presentation layer implementation provide the application with a service interface that allows the application to decide when to negotiate. The implementation may also provide a default behavior. For example, because negotiation typically costs on the order of a few round-trip port invocations, the presentation layer may automatically initiate negotiation after some small number of invocations.

7.1.6 What to Negotiate

This section describes the information exchanged during negotiation. In all cases the programmer specifies a context list for the negotiable set associated with the interface as described in Section 7.1.4. The stub compiler generates an equivalence-class list representation with context UIDs as described in Chapter 6. The context UIDs are retrieved from the registry at compile time.
When one module initiates negotiation, it sends the following information to its peer: 1) the UID of the negotiable set, 2) an encoding of the equivalence class representation, and 3) its priority. The responding module computes the best context as outlined in Chapter 6 and returns the corresponding context UID as the CID to be used in messages.

Using context UIDs in the representation for a context list results in the most efficient negotiation as well as the most compact representation. In addition, as will be seen in the next section, using a context UID as the CID also eliminates the need to synchronize negotiation with the use of the CID in messages.

### 7.1.7 Using CIDs

CIDs are used in port invocation and response messages to denote the context used for encoding the application-level data (i.e., argument, return, or exception values). The CID is located in the Mercury protocol header, which precedes the application data. As it currently stands, Amalgam cannot be used to define the protocol headers. It not only lacks low-level data types like bit-vectors, but it also does not allow CIDs to be part of a vspace definition.

The use of a CID in the data stream must be synchronized with its definition. Otherwise, the message's recipient would not be able to decode the data when it arrives. One of the primary advantages of using context UIDs as CIDs is that there is no need for run-time synchronization because they are defined at compile time. Once a module has computed the best context during negotiation, it can immediately use its UID in a message. If CIDs were assigned during negotiation then a CID's definition must arrive at the recipient before any messages that use it. Synchronizing assigned CIDs is not a problem if the underlying session and transport layers provide ordered delivery and negotiation messages can be sent in-band with the data.

Mercury, on the other hand, allows modules to have concurrently executing agents, where each agent has a logically separate session\(^2\) with a peer module [Lis87a]. In addition, two sessions with the same peer are not required to share

---

\(^2\)In Mercury terminology these sessions are referred to as "call streams."
the same transport connection. It is possible to negotiate a context for all agents that are connected to the same peer and that use the same interface. This avoids having to negotiate individually for each session. Because sessions do not necessarily share a transport connection, using context UIDs avoids having to synchronize each session individually.

7.1.8 Summary of Design Tradeoffs

The design presented above for negotiation in Mercury makes a number of choices that involve tradeoffs among efficiency of negotiation, ease of use, flexibility of binding, and overhead of synchronization. The following list gives the primary design decisions that were made.

1. Negotiable sets are associated with interfaces.

2. Programmers specify a context list for the subset of the interface that is actually used by a module. The “stub compiler” then extends the context list to cover the entire interface.

3. Canonical contexts are used to achieve connectivity.

4. Negotiated contexts are used to achieve efficient communication.

5. The representation of a context list uses context UIDs.

6. Context UIDs are used as CIDs.

7. A port may be included in an interface only if the module that created the port is cognizant of that interface.

Of the above decisions, the first is the most important because it directly affects the tradeoffs between efficiency of negotiation and ease of use. Negotiating for an interface generally requires less overhead than negotiating for each individual port. In addition, specifying a single context list for an interface is usually less tedious than specifying one for each port or individual argument, return, and exception list.

The last three decisions above involve the tradeoffs among efficiency of negotiation, overhead of synchronization, and flexibility of binding. Using context UIDs
in the representation of a context list results in the most efficient negotiation. Using context UIDs as CIDs avoids the round-trip communication needed to assign a CID and eliminates synchronizing the definition of a CID with its use in messages. However, it requires the restriction on binding that a port can be included in an interface only if that port’s owner can negotiate for that interface. In the worst case, lifting this restriction could result in modules that cannot communicate. The reason is that canonical contexts are defined with respect to an interface. If the owner of a port does not recognize the interface, then the user of that port cannot assume that it has a context in common with the owner. Even if it did have a context in common, it would not be able to negotiate because the contexts in a context list are identified by context UIDs, which are relative to the negotiable set associated with the interface.

7.2 Negotiation in OSI

This section describes briefly how negotiation with context lists could be added to OSI. It assumes that the reader has some familiarity with the OSI presentation layer and the remote operations service. The description is in two parts. The first part outlines the steps required to add context lists to the connection-oriented presentation layer in general. The connection-less mode of operation is not considered because it does not provide any facilities for negotiating a transfer syntax. The second part addresses the specific case of using context lists for remote operations (ROS). In both cases the goal is to minimize the amount of change needed while obtaining the advantage of using context lists.

7.2.1 OSI in General

The presentation layer model and protocol, as specified in [ISO88d] and [ISO88e], define a general framework that is independent of the use of ASN.1. Therefore, the discussion below is divided into two parts. The first describes changes to the presentation layer model and protocol, while the second describes changes to ASN.1 so that it fits the new model.
7.2.1.1 Changes to Presentation Model

The following steps show how to add negotiation with context lists to the OSI presentation layer model, independently of the abstract syntax notation.

1. *Make negotiable set synonymous with named abstract syntax.* This is the most logical association for a negotiable set because a named abstract syntax already identifies a set of types and the presentation layer currently negotiates a transfer syntax for each named abstract syntax individually. This association also minimizes the change to the current presentation layer model.

2. *Make context synonymous with transfer syntax.* Again, this is the most logical choice because a context acts as a set of "encoding rules" that define a transfer syntax for a given abstract syntax.

3. *Make context UID synonymous with named transfer syntax.* A named transfer syntax is denoted by an *object identifier* (OID), which is a unique name assigned by an authority designated by a standards process [ISO87a, Annex B]. Therefore, OIDs can be used as context UIDs.

The remaining changes to the semantics of the presentation protocol would be minor if we could use OIDs for every context. In this case the presentation protocol machine\(^3\) could compute the best context without interpreting an OID, thereby avoiding the need to introduce the machinery of assignments for describing contexts. However, a given negotiable set is likely to have a large number of possible contexts. In order to use OIDs as context UIDs in such a case, an automated authority must be set up to assign the OIDs, much like the Mercury registry assigns context UIDs. Without an automated authority, OIDs must be assigned by some authorized person or body. In this case, it is unlikely that an OID can be assigned to every context. In any case, it is necessary to assign OIDs to some contexts for use as default or canonical contexts as outlined under changes to the protocol in item 7 below.

---

\(^3\)The presentation protocol machine is that part of the presentation layer that actually carries out the protocol and interprets protocol messages. Its current definition is given in [ISO88e].
4. **Introduce assignments as “transfer syntax descriptions.”** As argued above, OIDs cannot be used in general to represent every context. Therefore, in a presentation protocol message containing a context list, the contexts can be represented as assignments. This requires the introduction of the concepts component, abstract representation, transfer representation, assignment, and context. It is possible to formalize the material in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1 so that the concepts are independent of the notation used to define them.

Note that a formal definition of the concepts is only required in order to define precisely which assignments are valid contexts for a given named abstract syntax. It is not needed by the presentation protocol machine to compute the best context, because the algorithms in Chapter 6 do not interpret the identifiers that denote components and representations.

5. **Assign identifiers to components.** Here we use OIDs to denote components. OIDs consist of a sequence of identifiers that act as a path in a tree-structured name space. The identifiers can be either character strings or integers. A direct encoding of an OID in a message would be rather large. Therefore, we assume that components are grouped into logical sets such that their OIDs share a common prefix (e.g., see modifications to ASN.1 below). The OIDs of the types in a set would differ only in their last element, which would be an integer. This allows the OIDs in the assignments of a context list to be compressed by assigning a (small) integer identifier to each prefix and appending to the context list a table that maps each integer identifier to its prefix.

6. **Assign identifiers to representations for components.** Again, we use OIDs. The OID for a representation is obtained by appending a (small) integer identifier to the OID of the component that it represents. To encode a representation in an assignment that appears in a protocol message, we only need to encode its integer identifier.

7. **Changes to protocol.** There are three parts of the protocol that must be considered: connection establishment, default contexts, and altering the defined
context set (DCS). Both connection establishment and default contexts make use of OIDs that have been assigned to specific contexts, which act like named transfer syntaxes in these roles. The modifications to the three parts are as follows:

(a) **Connection establishment.** This part of the protocol actually remains unchanged. The initiator sends a list of OIDs for the named abstract syntaxes used by the application layer. For each named abstract syntax it also sends a list of OIDs for the named transfer syntaxes it supports for that abstract syntax. The responder chooses one transfer syntax for each abstract syntax and returns the choice to the initiator. In this capacity the named transfer syntaxes act as canonical contexts.

There are two reasons for leaving the connection protocol unchanged. The first is that all the data required for connection initiation and completion must fit into one message whose size is limited. This precludes sending a (possibly large) context list as part of connection establishment. The second is that it is compatible with the existing protocol, making it possible to introduce the new protocol gradually.

(b) **Default Contexts.** Default contexts are used primarily for expedited messages, which are out-of-band messages in that they are not synchronized with the normal message stream. A default context is required for expedited messages because the introduction, destruction, and use of presentation context identifiers is tightly coupled to the message stream. As in connection establishment, this part of the protocol uses a named transfer syntax as a canonical context.

(c) **Alter DCS.** The initial DCS is established at connect time and consists of the named abstract and transfer syntaxes agreed upon during connection establishment. The protocol allows the current DCS to be altered via the introduction and destruction of new presentation contexts. This is the part of the protocol where negotiation with context lists is introduced. The alter DCS functions are optional, so applications that do not want to use context lists are not forced to do so. In addition, there is no
restriction on the size of protocol messages, allowing the transmission of arbitrarily large context lists.

### 7.2.1.2 Changes to ASN.1

The following additions and changes would make ASN.1 fit the above model.

1. **Add a new language construct for defining abstract types.** One possible syntax is given by adding the following set of productions to those given in the ASN.1 standard [ISO87a]:

   \[
   \begin{align*}
   \text{Typeassignment} & \rightarrow \text{typereference ::= AbstractType} \\
   \text{AbstractType} & \rightarrow \text{Tag ABSTRACT \{ RepList \}} \\
   \text{RepList} & \rightarrow \text{TaggedType | TaggedType RepList}
   \end{align*}
   \]

   where `Typeassignment`, `typereference`, `Type`, `Tag`, and `TaggedType` are as defined in the standard, and `ABSTRACT`, `::=`, `{' and `'}' are terminal symbols.

   There are three important points to observe. The first is that an abstract type definition can only appear as a type assignment, i.e., it cannot appear within the definition of another type. The second is that an abstract type has a tag. We require that no two abstract types defined in the same module have the same tag. The third point is that the tags of the tagged types in the representation list must be distinct.

2. **Require that each module have an OID.** Type definitions in ASN.1 are grouped into modules. This requirement is needed to ensure that each abstract type can be assigned an OID as outlined below, while allowing modules to be defined and checked separately.

3. **Define the function "components" for ASN.1.** The definition is similar to that for Amalgam given in Section 3.1.1. An abstract type definition defines a new component. Type assignments for types other than abstract types are treated like equates. Tagged types are treated as if they had no tags, i.e., the presence of a tag has no effect on the computation of the type's components. Macros are treated like equate constructors.
4. Assign OIDs to built-in ASN.1 components and their representations.

Fitting ASN.1 into the general model above requires that we assign OIDs to every abstract type and its representations. The OID for an abstract type is constructed by appending the tag in the abstract type's definition to the OID of the module in which the type is defined. The OID for an abstract type's representation is constructed by appending the tag from the tagged type that defines the representation to the OID of the abstract type.

Note that the above changes do not introduce abstract constructors. The closest approximation to an abstract constructor in ASN.1 is the macro notation, which is very complex because it allows the programmer to specify a grammar for new syntactic constructions that define types and values. Modifying the macro notation for the purpose of introducing abstract constructors is beyond the scope of this thesis. For the purpose of negotiation, the above description of ASN.1 treats macros in the same manner as equate constructors in Amalgam.

7.2.2 Negotiating for ROS

As defined in [ISO88b, ISO88c], ROS consists of an ASN.1 module that defines both a set of types that correspond to RPC protocol messages and a set of macros that are used in other modules to specify an RPC interface. The purpose of the macros is to provide a formal notation for specifying operations and errors [Whi89]. The macros, when expanded, do not define protocol messages, which are considered to be defined separately. Even though they are defined separately, the protocol messages are considered to be part of the same named abstract syntax as the module that imports and uses the macros. Because a context list is defined for a single named abstract syntax, grouping the protocol messages with the module using the macros means that a single context list must specify preferences for both the "application-level" and the protocol message types. From the standpoint of modularity, it would be better if the preferences were specified separately.

There is actually a small change to ROS that would allow the specification of two context lists, one for the protocol messages and one for the application. It is best illustrated by examining the following example protocol message type definition,
which defines an operation invocation message:

ROIVapdu ::= SEQUENCE{
    invokeID invokeIDType,
    linked-ID [0] IMPLICIT invokeIDType OPTIONAL,
    operation-value OPERATION,
    argument ANY DEFINED BY operation-value OPTIONAL
}

where a SEQUENCE is similar to a struct type in Amalgam and the keyword OPTIONAL means that a value for the field is not always required.

The key field to look at is argument, which contains the argument supplied by the application. The argument has type ANY, and the phrase DEFINED BY means that the actual type of the argument in a given invocation message depends on the value of the operation-value field.

The change consists of introducing a new data type that is similar to the type EXTERNAL, and then using this new type as the type of the argument field. The reason is that an EXTERNAL type indicates a change of context. The value of an EXTERNAL consists essentially of a context identifier and a value of any type. Inserting a context identifier into the data stream allows the value contained in an EXTERNAL type to be encoded using a different context than that used for the containing value. The reason a new type is needed is that the EXTERNAL type is actually more complex than described here and intended for a different purpose. In the case of remote operations we would like to have a DEFINED BY clause for the new type.

Given this new type, the protocol messages and application data types could be defined in separately named abstract syntaxes, each having its own context list and separately negotiated contexts.

7.3 Negotiation in OSF/DCE

Negotiating user-defined vspaces in the RPC facility of OSF/DCE is straight-forward given the design for Mercury. The reason is that OSF/DCE is essentially a subset of Mercury in that remote procedures are not first class objects like ports. As a result, the binding model for OSF/DCE only allows the construction of central servers. In
addition, OSF/DCE's interface description language contains a language construct for defining interfaces that is similar to the extension made to Amalgam in Section 7.1.1. Therefore, negotiable sets in OSF/DCE are associated with interfaces, just like in Mercury. Finally, OSF/DCE provides a naming service that is similar to the Mercury registry. Extending the naming service so that it can generate context UIDs should not pose any significant problems. Even if it did pose problems, negotiation could use context descriptions instead of context UIDs.

Besides adding negotiation with context lists to the presentation-layer, the only other major change is to extend the interface description language NIDL with a construct for abstract vspaces. Unlike Mercury, OSF/DCE does not allow distinct interface definitions to share vspace definitions. The scope of an abstract vspace definition is only the interface in which it is defined. Because interfaces are assigned UIDs, abstract components and their representations can be assigned IDs that are relative to the interface that contains them.

Recall from Section 7.1.4 that one of the major problems with Mercury is that modules may provide or use only a subset of an interface. This is only a problem for clients in OSF/DCE because servers always provide the entire interface. The solution here is the same as that for Mercury.

There is one additional problem in OSF/DCE that has not yet been addressed in Mercury, namely, the evolution of interfaces. OSF/DCE allows an existing interface to be superseded by a new version, as long as the new version is "compatible" with the old. In this case, compatible means that the new version can only provide additional remote procedures and vspace. It cannot change the definition of the existing remote procedures or vspace.

To allow evolution, OSF/DCE assigns strictly increasing version numbers to subsequent versions of an interface. A client must specify a version number when asking the name server to locate an instance of a given interface. The name server is allowed to substitute an instance of a newer version. The problem here is that the negotiable set of the requested version may be a proper subset of that of the substituted version. The solution proposed in Section 7.1.4 for dealing with subsets cannot be applied here because the client was compiled with a different negotiable set than the server. Therefore, the context UIDs used by the client will differ from
those of the server. The simplest solution is to require the server to provide context lists for both old and new versions. The name server would only substitute an instance of a newer version if the server exporting the instance could negotiate for the old version. The server can determine which version to use when the client actually contacts the server. Because clients initiate contact with servers, there is no additional round-trip communication required for determining which version of the context list to use.
Chapter 8

Veneer Design for Mercury

The purpose of this chapter is to show that negotiation is practical in that it can be integrated into an RPC-based system like Mercury without introducing substantial overhead on each remote procedure invocation. The overhead of negotiating a context is not as important because it is amortized over a number of invocations. The per invocation overhead, on the other hand, is important because it occurs on every invocation. This chapter shows that negotiation is practical by outlining a design for Mercury and examining the overhead per invocation. The design presented here is for an extension of an existing Mercury implementation without negotiation. Implementing this extension is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, enough detail is given to obtain a rough estimate of the overhead per invocation.

The implementation of a Mercury module consists of three layers: the Mercury system, the veneer, and the application program.\(^1\) The Mercury system is the lowest layer and provides a low-level RPC mechanism. It hides the details of the RPC protocol and low-level communications issues such as buffering and synchronization. With the introduction of negotiation, it also hides the details of the negotiation protocol. However, it is not concerned with the representation of program data. The veneer sits on top of the Mercury system and provides a high-level, programming-language-specific RPC mechanism in the form of the port abstraction. It is also responsible for translating between the internal representation of the application

\(^1\)Recall from Chapter 7 that a module corresponds roughly to an OSI application entity and incorporates the functions of the application, presentation, and session layers. The Mercury layers described here do not correspond to the OSI layers.
program's data and the transmission representation. The application program is the upper-most layer and uses the port abstraction provided by the veneer. The veneer, then, is a thin layer that bridges the gap between the low-level RPC mechanism and the high-level port abstraction.

The veneer consists of a number of stubs, one for each client and server port. Traditionally, stubs are concerned primarily with translating between the internal and transmission representations for application data. With the introduction of multiple representations and negotiation, stubs take on the additional role of coordinating translation with negotiation. For transmission, the context used for encoding is the current context, which is the context in effect at the time of transmission. For reception, the context used for decoding must be the same as that used by the transmitter for encoding.

Coordinating translation with negotiation is not trivial because the effective context may change during the course of communication. For example, a client may start communicating with a server using a canonical context while negotiating in the background. When negotiation is finished, both the client and the server must use the new context. The cost of coordination is the primary source of per invocation overhead.

Stubs perform translation by invoking procedures referred to as XDR routines. In coordinating the XDR routines with the effective context, a stub interacts with two subsystems: the negotiation subsystem and the XDR subsystem. The stub interacts directly with the negotiation subsystem to obtain the current context and to control negotiation at the request of the application program. Whenever the stub transmits a message, it must check the current context and select the correct XDR routine. Likewise, whenever a stub receives a message, it must determine the message's context and select the correct XDR routine.

Selecting the correct XDR routine on message transmission and reception can be rather expensive. Therefore, the XDR routines are cached. The details of caching are hidden by the XDR subsystem, which substantially simplifies the stub's structure.

As mentioned earlier, the design extends an existing implementation of Mercury. One major data abstraction from Mercury that occurs repeatedly in the description is the Mercury transport subsystem (abbreviated as Hg-transport), which imple-
ments almost all of the functionality of low-level Mercury RPC. It is represented as a single abstraction but is really an extensive body of code with a wide interface. Only those portions of the transport subsystem interface that are relevant to the operation of the stubs and negotiation are discussed here.

The rest of this chapter is divided into four sections, one each for the negotiation, XDR, client, and server subsystems. Each section describes the individual modules that constitute the subsystem and how they work together to accomplish a given task. The negotiation and XDR subsystems are described first because they are used extensively by the client and server stubs. A brief summary is included at the end.

In each section the description is accompanied by a module dependency diagram that illustrates the relationships between modules and the flow of information and control. Module dependency diagrams are described in [LG86], and an example can be found in Figure 8-1. In a module dependency diagram a data type abstraction is indicated by a box with an extra line at the top, and a procedural abstraction by a plain box. In both cases the abstraction’s name is given inside the box. Arrows show which abstractions are used to implement a given abstraction. A solid arrow indicates that the implementation of the source abstraction (i.e., at the arrow’s tail) depends on the target abstraction (i.e., at the arrow’s head). If the target abstraction is a procedure then it is called by the source. If the target is a data type then either the source invokes the target’s operations or the target is part of the source’s representation. A dashed arrow indicates a weak dependence, which means that the source obtains a reference to the target, but does not use the target (e.g., by invoking its operations in the case of a data abstraction).

8.1 Negotiation Subsystem

The overall structure of the negotiation subsystem is shown by the module dependency diagram in Figure 8-1. The main abstraction is the negotiator data type, which is responsible for handling all negotiation for a given interface with a single Mercury peer. There is one negotiator instance for each combination of interface and peer. An interface is represented by an instance of the interface-descriptor
data type, which contains references to the interface’s unique identifier and context list(s). Interface-descriptor instances are created by the stub compiler.

The negotiator has two responsibilities. The first is negotiating with a peer, which involves exchanging context lists and agreeing on a context and context identifier (CID). The second is deciding which context to use for encoding application-level data when a procedure invocation or reply message is sent. The following describes how these two responsibilities are met, along with a brief discussion of some implementation issues.

To carry out its first responsibility, the negotiator uses the Mercury transport subsystem to communicate with its peer. A Mercury peer is represented by an instance of the *module* data type, which encapsulates all the resources needed for communicating with the peer. The negotiator only references the module data type and does not use any of its operations. To send a message to a peer, the negotiator passes the message to the transport subsystem, together with the module reference for the peer. The transport subsystem uses the information in the module to send the negotiation message to the peer.

Reception of negotiation messages is handled somewhat differently. The main problem is that a negotiation message is received by the transport subsystem, which must then locate the negotiator for that message. Locating negotiators is the responsibility of the *negotiator-table* data type. The negotiator-table provides a mapping from interface UIDs to interface descriptors, and from module-interface pairs to negotiators. It is also responsible for creating negotiators and maintaining the invariant that there is at most one negotiator for each pair of module and interface descriptor. Because all negotiation is with respect to an interface, each negotiation message contains the UID of the interface to which it applies. When a negotiation message is received, the transport subsystem extracts the interface UID from the message. It then locates the negotiator by calling the negotiator-table with the interface UID and the module of the peer that sent the message. Finally, it passes the received message to the negotiator.

One point to notice is that the Mercury transport subsystem is responsible for delivering invocation and reply messages for ports as well as negotiation messages. Therefore, the transport subsystem presents two interfaces, one for stubs and an-
Figure 8-1: Negotiation subsystem module dependency diagram
other for negotiators. How it multiplexes negotiation and invocation/reply messages is an internal matter. This hides the structure of the underlying protocol(s) from the stubs and negotiator. The negotiator assumes that negotiation messages are delivered reliably and in order. The Mercury transport subsystem notifies the negotiator if it fails to deliver a message.

The second responsibility of the negotiation subsystem is deciding which context to use for encoding application-level data in procedure invocation and response messages. Negotiation is a process that occurs over time and, therefore, has state. The negotiator’s view of the state is referred to as the internal state. A stub, on the other hand, needs to know the “current” context, that is, the context that should be used for encoding a message at any given point in time. Clearly, the current context is related to the current internal state. However, the internal state is at too low a level to be useful to a stub. Furthermore, making the internal state visible outside of the negotiator would greatly restrict future changes to its implementation. Therefore, an abstraction of the internal state, called the external state, is used to determine the current context. The external state is given by the following data type definition:

```plaintext
negociation_state = oneof[canonical:null,
                          negotiating:null,
                          negotiated:null,
                          failed:null]
```

Each state has an associated context. The description of each state, including its associated context, is given below. A state transition diagram is shown in Figure 8-2. The following descriptions refer to operations of the negotiator data type, which is specified in Figure 8-3.

canonical - In this state the negotiator has no information about the peer’s preferences or supported contexts. However, it can assume that the peer supports all canonical contexts for the interface. The associated context is the canonical context that is preferred by the negotiator’s module. A transition to negotiating occurs via one of three events: the veneer (e.g., by request of the program) initiates negotiation by invoking the operation
initiate-negotiation, the negotiator receives a message from its peer to initiate negotiation, or the negotiator decides to initiate negotiation (e.g., by setting a threshold on the number of data messages that may be sent or received using the canonical context). These three events are referred to in the diagram as program-init, peer-init, and internal-init, respectively.

**negotiating** - In this state the negotiator is in the process of exchanging a context list with its peer and deciding on a context. The associated context is the preferred canonical context.

**negotiated** - This state is entered when negotiation completes successfully. The associated context is the context just negotiated. The negotiator remains in this state until a disconnect occurs, at which point it discards all information about its peer.

**failed** - This state is entered when negotiation fails to agree on a context other than the canonical context, which is also the associated context for this state. This state is distinct from canonical so that the program can observe the failure and avoid repeatedly negotiating and failing. The veneer (e.g., by program request) must explicitly reset the state to canonical.

The event disconnect in the state transition diagram exposes the design’s only assumption about the negotiation protocol, namely that a negotiated context is as-
associated with a time-span in which two peers share negotiation state. This time-span is referred to as a negotiation connection. When one module initiates negotiation, it establishes a negotiation connection with its peer. A negotiated CID is valid only for the duration of the connection in which it is negotiated. From the negotiator’s point of view, a negotiation connection is not necessarily related to any underlying connection such as a session, transport, or network connection. For example, a negotiation connection could span multiple “sessions,” thereby amortizing the cost of negotiation over a larger period of time. The details of connection management are hidden by the Mercury transport subsystem.

As part of its internal state, a negotiator keeps a context handle for the current context (see Figure 8-1). A context handle is a binding of a CID to a context. As discussed in detail in later sections, context-handles are used to coordinate the use of XDR routines. Stubs call the negotiator operation get_current_context to obtain the context handle for the context associated with the current state.

There are two important points with respect to the implementation of the negotiator and negotiator-table data types. The first is that the veneer is likely to be multi-threaded. In this case client and server threads run concurrently with threads initiated by up-calls from the low-level communications services of the Mercury transport subsystem. As a result, it is possible for the Mercury transport subsystem to call the negotiator or negotiator table concurrently with a stub. By design, the negotiator-table and negotiator are the only focal points of concurrency with respect to negotiation and, therefore, all synchronization is encapsulated in their implementation.

Second, because the negotiator provides the current context for use by the stubs and the current context can change, there must be a way of coordinating this change. The method chosen here is to have the stubs poll the negotiator every time they send an invocation or reply message (by calling the operation get_current_context). Another method is to use a call-back procedure whereby the stubs cache the current context and the negotiator calls the stub back when there is a change. The problem with this method is that it exposes the stub to potential synchronization problems because the stub and negotiator may be executing as different threads. Polling centralizes synchronization within the negotiator. The polling method is simpler.
negotiator = data type is create, get_state, get_current_context,  
    initiate_negotiation, wait_on_negotiation,  
    message_received, disconnect

Operations

create = proc(interface-descriptor, module) returns(negotiator)

effects: Creates a new negotiator for the specified interface-descriptor and  
        module. The initial state of the negotiator is canonical.

get_state = proc(negotiator) returns(negotiation_state)

effects: Returns the current state of the negotiator.

get_current_context = proc(negotiator) returns(context_handle)

effects: Returns the context_handle for the context associated with the cur-
        rent state.

initiate_negotiation = proc(negotiator) signals(bad_state)

  modifies: negotiator

effects: If the current state is canonical then the state is set to negotiating  
        and negotiation with the negotiator's peer is initiated. If the current  
        state is negotiating or negotiated, then there is no effect. Signals  
        bad_state if the current state is failed.

wait_on_negotiation = proc(negotiator) signals(not_negotiating, failed)

effects: Returns when the state is negotiating. Signals not_negotiating if the  
        state is canonical. Signals failed if the current state is failed or if the  
        on-going negotiation results in failure.

message_received = proc(negotiator, negotiation_message)

  modifies: negotiator

effects: Notifies the negotiator that a negotiation message has been received  
        from the negotiator's peer. Calling this operation implies the establish-
        ment of a negotiation connection.

disconnect = proc(negotiator)

  modifies: negotiator

effects: Notifies the negotiator that the negotiation connection has been dis-
        connected.

Figure 8-3: Specification of the negotiator data type
and imposes very little overhead if the compiler can eliminate the procedure call via
in-line substitution. The call-back method is more complex and should be used only
if the procedure call for polling cannot be optimized.

8.2 XDR subsystem

The XDR subsystem is responsible for locating and caching XDR routines for use
with a specific context. The structure of the XDR subsystem is shown by the module
dependency diagram in Figure 8-4. Locating XDR routines is the province of the
XDR-table abstraction and caching them is the province of the XDR-manager.

A given XDR routine marshals data values for a single data type. Because an
argument list, normal result list, or exception result list is treated as a single data
type, only one XDR routine is needed to marshal one of these lists. Therefore, for a
given port and context there is exactly one XDR routine for each of the argument,
normal result, and exception result lists.

When an interface is compiled, the stub compiler generates one XDR-table in-
stance for each argument, normal-result, and exception-result list of every port in the interface. Because a program may support many combinations of representations for the components of a vspace, an XDR-table may need to handle a large number of XDR routines. It is expected that some of the routines will be completely compiled procedures, while others will be table-driven or possibly interpreted in order to save space. The data structures for the table-driven and interpreted XDR routines could even be constructed at run-time. The main point here is that all these details are encapsulated within the XDR-table and are the province of the stub compiler and the XDR-table’s implementation. To obtain an XDR routine for an argument, normal-result, or exception-result list of a port, one simply calls the lookup operation on the corresponding XDR-table instance, passing it the context under which the data is to be marshalled.

As discussed in other sections in this chapter, stubs look up XDR routines on every invocation and reply. Therefore, this look-up operation must be fast; anything more than a few instructions is too much. The XDR subsystem reduces the cost of looking up XDR routines by caching them.

The XDR-manager is the main access point for users of the XDR subsystem and is responsible for caching XDR routines. The cache is addressed by a context handle. That is, to obtain an XDR routine, one calls the XDR-manager and presents a context handle. Context handles are used instead of contexts because they have identity and, therefore, checking for a cache hit can be implemented by a simple address comparison. The negotiation subsystem and Mercury transport subsystem ensure that the same context handle is used to refer to a given binding of context to CID. In addition, each instance of a client or server stub has its own set of XDR-managers (see Sections 8.3 and 8.4). Because XDR-manager instances are not shared and there is only one current context per interface and peer module, an XDR-manager only needs a cache of size one. Checking for a cache hit requires very few instructions. In the case of a cache miss, the XDR-manager calls the lookup operation of the XDR-table.
8.3 Client Stub

From the application program's point of view, a Mercury port is represented by the port data type whose specification is given in Figure 8-5. There is one port data type for each port "x" that is defined in an interface. The remote procedure represented by the port is invoked using the call operation. This operation corresponds to the "client stub" found in traditional RPC systems. The encode operation is used when exporting a port, while decode is used when importing a port. The create operation is used by a server to make a procedure available as a remote procedure.

It is discussed in Section 8.4.

As can be seen from the module dependency diagram in Figure 8-6, an instance of the port\(^2\) data type encapsulates all the data needed by a client to invoke the remote procedure represented by the port. This data includes a reference to an instance of the type Hg-port, which is the low-level representation of the port used by the Mercury transport subsystem, the negotiator responsible for handling the port's contexts, and three XDR-managers, one each for the port's arguments, normal and exceptional results. The remainder of this section describes the control flow for invoking the port and focuses on how the XDR routines are coordinated with negotiation.

To invoke a port the application program invokes the call operation, passing it a port instance along with the arguments for the invocation (which are not shown in the figure). The operation first calls the negotiator to get the context handle of the current context for use with that port. It then calls the Mercury transport subsystem with the context handle, the Hg-port, the application program's argument list, a result vector that describes where to put the results, and the three XDR managers.

The transport subsystem builds the message header, including the CID from the context handle. It also calls the XDR manager for the port's arguments with the context handle to get the XDR routine. It then calls the XDR routine to marshal the arguments into the message buffer and sends the invocation message.

When a reply is received, the Mercury transport subsystem first extracts the CID from the message and locates the corresponding context handle. Because the

\(^2\)The prefix "x-" is omitted for brevity, but is understood as being present.
x-port = data type is call, encode, decode, create

Overview

An x-port represents the remote procedure named "x."

Operations

call = proc(x-port, argument-list) returns(normal-result-list)
    signals(exception-list)

effects: Calls the remote procedure represented by the port. The form of
the argument-list, normal-result-list, and exception-list depend on the
definition of the remote procedure "x."

encode = proc(x-port, xdr-stream)

modifies: xdr-stream

effects: Encodes the port into the xdr-stream.

decode = proc(xdr-stream) returns(x-port)

modifies: xdr-stream

effects: Creates and returns a new port using the description encoded in the
xdr-stream.

create = proc(proctype(argument-list) returns(normal-result-list)
    signals(exception-list))

returns(x-port)

effects: Registers the specified procedure with the Mercury system as a remote
procedure and creates and returns a new port representing that proce-
dure. The form of the argument-list, normal-result-list, and exception-list
of the specified procedure depends on the definition of "x."

Figure 8-5: Specification of the port data type
Figure 8-6: Module dependency diagram for client stub
CID of the reply message is usually the same as that of the invocation message, the transport subsystem already possesses the corresponding context handle, and locating it is trivial. In the case where the reply CID is different, the transport subsystem must look up the context handle in a special table that is not shown in the figure.

After it has located the context handle, the transport subsystem calls one of the XDR managers to obtain the corresponding XDR routine. Which XDR manager is called depends on whether the reply is for a normal or exceptional result. At this point the transport then calls the XDR routine to marshal the data from the message buffer (which is not shown in the figure) into the result vector that was passed by the call operation. Control is then returned to the call operation. The exact details of how control is returned depend on whether the call is a blocking call or stream call and are not discussed here. The call operation then returns the results to the application program.

Ports are created whenever they are imported from the "network." A port is imported either by retrieving an interface that contains that port from the Mercury catalog or by receiving the port as an argument or result of another port invocation. In all cases the port's description must be marshalled from an input buffer.

The decode operation is responsible for decoding port descriptions and, consequently, for creating an imported port. The implementation of the decode operation contains a static reference to both the interface-descriptor for the interface that contains the port and the XDR-tables for the port's arguments, normal results and exceptional results. The operation first calls the decode operation of the Hg-port data type to create an Hg-port instance that is used to identify the port to the Mercury transport subsystem. It then obtains the module instance from the Hg-port and calls the negotiator table with the module and interface descriptor to locate the negotiator for the port. Finally, it creates an XDR-manager for each of the port's arguments, normal and exceptional results and then creates and initializes the port itself. The port is then returned to the application via whatever mechanism was invoked to import it.

---

3 Recall from Sections 8.1 and 8.2 that the interface-descriptor and XDR-tables are generated by the stub compiler and, therefore, are known at compile time.
8.4 Server Stub

Although server stubs use many of the same data types as client stubs, the structure of a server is somewhat more complex. The reason is that servers must be registered before they can be invoked. For a client port, the peer is known at the time the port is imported, at which point all the required data structures can be initialized. Servers, on the other hand, do not know the identity of a client until the client's first invocation message arrives. Therefore, the negotiator and XDR-managers, which are specific to a given client, cannot be created until the first time the client invokes the port. Because of this, the creation of a server takes place in two stages, which are called registration and instantiation. The remainder of this section first describes how a remote invocation is processed. It then describes how a server stub is created and instantiated.

The specification of the server-stub data type is given in Figure 8-7. There is one server-stub data type for each port "x" that is defined in an interface. The operations create and initialize are discussed later. The operation call is used to process an invocation from a Mercury peer.

An invocation is processed in two steps. In the first step, the arguments are extracted from the received invocation message and the application procedure is called with those arguments. The context used to decode the arguments is determined by the CID in the received message. In the second step, the results returned by the application procedure are sent to the client in a reply message. The context used to encode the reply is the current context, which must be obtained from the negotiator.

The processing is illustrated by the module dependency diagram in Figure 8-8. When an invocation message arrives, the Mercury transport subsystem first extracts the port-id from the message and uses it to locate the server-stub in the port-table (not shown in the figure). The port-table maps a pair consisting of a port-id and module to a server-stub. Its initialization is discussed below. The transport subsystem then extracts the CID from the invocation message and locates the corresponding context-handle. Because the CID in an invocation is usually the same as for the previous invocation, the transport subsystem keeps the previous context-handle. This avoids having to locate the context-handle in most cases.
x-server-stub = data type is create, initialize, call

Overview

An x-server-stub represents a local procedure that can be called remotely from another Mercury module under the name "x."

Operations

create = proc(proctype(argument-list) returns(normal-result-list)
  signals(exception-list))
  returns(x-server-stub)

  effects: Creates a new, initialized x-server-stub for the specified local procedure. The argument-list, normal-result-list, and exception-list of the specified procedure depend on the definition of "x."

instantiate = proc(x-server-stub, module) returns(server-stub)

  effects: Returns a new x-server-stub that is initialized to accept remote calls from the specified Mercury module.

call = proc(x-server-stub, Hg-request-handle) signals(not-initialized)

  modifies: x-server-stub

  effects: Calls the local procedure with the arguments obtained from the Hg-request-handle, and sends a reply message with the results returned by the local procedure. Signals not-initialized if the initialize operation has not been called.

Figure 8-7: Specification of the server-stub data type
The transport subsystem then creates an Hg-request-handle to represent the call. The Hg-request-handle contains a reference to the context-handle together with any information needed to send a reply to the client. Finally, it invokes the call operation of the server-stub, passing it the Hg-request-handle.

The server-stub gets the XDR manager for the arguments from its internal state and sets up the argument vector (not shown in the figure) describing where the arguments are to be placed. It then calls the Hg-request-handle with the XDR manager to marshal the arguments. Finally, it calls the application procedure with those arguments, which completes the first step.

When the application procedure returns, the server-stub first gets the current context-handle from the negotiator. It then calls the Hg-request-handle for the reply, passing it the current context-handle, an XDR manager for the results (normal or exception) and a result vector (not shown in the figure) that describes where the results are located. The Hg-request-handle marshals the results into a message buffer and sends the reply message. This completes the second step.

As mentioned earlier, the creation of a server-stub instance occurs in two stages: registration and instantiation. When an application creates a port "x" for export, it calls the create operation of the x-port data type. The argument to the x-port create operation is the application procedure that the server-stub calls when a client invokes the port. The x-port create operation creates a new, uninitialized server-stub and registers it with the Mercury transport subsystem. When a server-stub is registered, the transport subsystem assigns it a port-id. An invocation message from a client contains this port-id as a reference. When the first invocation message with that port-id from a given client arrives, the transport subsystem instantiates a server-stub for that client and then enters it into the port-map. Subsequent calls from that client use the instantiated server-stub.

8.5 Summary

This chapter presents a design for extending an existing implementation of Mercury to provide negotiation. Implementing the extension mostly requires implementing the negotiation and XDR subsystems, modifying the Mercury transport subsystem
Figure 8-8: Module dependency diagram for server invocation
to multiplex negotiation messages with invocation/reply messages, and extending the stub compiler to generate interface descriptions, context lists, and XDR-tables. The changes to the stubs are actually quite small. If one removes the negotiator, XDR-manager, context-handle, and CID data types from Figures 8-6 and 8-8, then one arrives at the current Mercury design. The modifications to the existing stubs consist of adding a call to the negotiator to obtain the context-handle for the current context and changing the call to the transport subsystem so that it passes the XDR-manager instead of an XDR-routine. These modifications are rather simple.

Estimating the overhead per invocation of using negotiation requires examining the additional steps that are taken in the control path for transmitting and receiving an invocation or reply message. The additional steps for transmission are as follows:

1. The stub must call the negotiator to obtain the context-handle for the current context. I assume that the procedure call can be optimized via in-line substitution. The body of the procedure is relatively simple.

2. The transport subsystem must call the XDR-manager to obtain the XDR routine for the current context. Because XDR routines are cached, the overhead for this is small on average. Again, I assume that the procedure is substituted in-line.

3. The transport subsystem must encode the CID into the message buffer. For this I assume that the CID data type keeps a copy of the encoded CID. All that is required is to copy it into the buffer. I also assume that the encoded CID is small, on the order of a few bytes.

The additional steps for reception are as follows:

1. The transport subsystem must locate the context handle for the CID in the message. To make this fast on invocation, it saves the context-handle from the last invocation. For a reply, it saves the context-handle of the corresponding invocation. On average, the overhead consists of verifying that the CID of the saved context-handle matches that in the message. If the CID in the context-handle is in the encoded form, then the match is fast.
2. The transport subsystem must call the XDR-manager to obtain the XDR routine for the current context. The overhead here is the same as for sending an invocation/reply message.

In summary, the overhead for sending and receiving an invocation consists of five operations, each of which is quite simple in the average case. As a rough estimate, a total of fifty to one hundred “instructions” must be executed in addition to those required without negotiation. In terms of a RISC processor like the DECstation 5000, this translates into a few hundred CPU cycles. In comparison, the analysis in Chapter 6 estimates that a null RPC in a highly optimized system requires about 2000 CPU cycles. The additional overhead per invocation amounts to about 10-15% of the cost of an RPC without negotiation. To be fair, a null RPC does not include any overhead for marshalling arguments and results. In addition, the estimate of 2000 is quite generous. Therefore, the actual overhead of negotiation per invocation for a typical RPC is probably less than 10-15%.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

This dissertation has addressed the problem of specifying and negotiating efficient transfer representations for user-defined data types. User-defined data types can have a complex structure consisting of several layers of abstraction. The representation chosen at each layer can have a significant impact on the overall cost of marshalling a value. This chapter summarizes the new concepts introduced, analyzes the major design decisions, and gives suggestions for future research.

9.1 Summary

The core material of the dissertation is divided into three parts: the language for specifying and naming abstract representations for vsclasses, a language for expressing preferences among contexts, and algorithms for choosing the best context given two sets of preferences. The remainder focuses on applying this material to real systems and showing that negotiating abstract representations is both useful and practical.

The most basic concept is the abstract vsclass, which allows programmers to define new vsclasses that have multiple abstract representations. An abstract vsclass also has a specification that is independent of any representation. An abstract representation gives a structural definition of the vsclass in terms of other (possibly abstract) vsclasses. A transfer representation is obtained by specifying an abstract representation for each abstraction layer, together with a transfer representation for each built-in vsclass and constructor. Each abstract representation for an abstract
vspace has a name that can be used for negotiation, putting user-defined vsaces on the same level as built-in vsaces. This is in direct contrast to all other interface definition languages, where only built-in vsaces have negotiable representations.

Presentation layer peers negotiate for the representation of a group of vsaces called a negotiable set. Negotiable sets are not directly expressible using language constructs in Amalgam. Instead, they are implicitly associated with higher-level constructs. The designs for both Mercury and OSF/DCE associate a negotiable set with a (remote service) interface, while the design for OSI uses a named abstract syntax. Associating negotiable sets with higher-level constructs relieves the programmer of having to designate each negotiable set specifically. It also simplifies the program interface presented to the application program by the presentation layer.

A context describes the transfer representation of every vspace in a negotiable set. In Chapter 3 we saw that it is often difficult to assign a quantitative cost measure to a context. In spite of this, programmers can specify qualitative preferences among contexts that reflect known cost differences. The biggest problem with specifying preferences is that there may be many contexts that interact with respect to cost. The proposed solution consists of a language that allows programmers to specify preferences for subsets of an interface and then combine the results. This is the well-known paradigm of “divide and conquer.”

Negotiation for user-defined types can be made practical as shown by the algorithms in Chapter 6 and the design of the Mercury veneer in Chapter 8. In the common case where one peer supports the best context of the other, the cost of computing the best context is less than the cost of one RPC. Even in the worst case it is only on the order of several RPCs.

Finally, Chapter 6 points out that, given the current definition of a context, associating a negotiable set with an interface can result in inefficient negotiation in the case where a negotiable set contains many independent vsaces. One solution is to extend Amalgam with language constructs for expressing negotiable sets. This would allow the designer of an interface to divide the interface into several negotiable sets that are negotiated separately. The data presented in Chapter 6 suggest an alternative solution, which is to organize the structure of a context around vsaces.
instead of vspace components, e.g., by specifying preferences for each vspace independently of any other vspace, and computing the best transfer representation for each vspace individually. This approach merits further research.

9.2 Analysis of Design Decisions

There are three primary decisions that were made in designing the mechanisms presented in this thesis. The first is to use a qualitative cost model based on preferences for negotiating the context with the lowest translation cost. The second is to remove the information from an encoded value that describes its representation (e.g., ASN.1 tags) and put it into a context. The third is to use the same representation for all occurrences of a given vspace component in the vspaces of a negotiable set. This section analyzes each of these decisions.

Using a Qualitative Cost Model

The reason for using a qualitative cost model is that it is much simpler than a quantitative model. Recall from Chapter 3 that quantitative models for marshalling user-defined vspaces are difficult to construct for several reasons: the presence of programmer supplied translation code, the uncertainty introduced by compiler optimization, the dependence on statistical properties of the data, and the need for accuracy. A complete model can be complex. For example, it must be capable of expressing and comparing the non-linear costs of translating VLSI mask descriptions. Given tools such as code analysis and runtime profiling programs, a quantitative model can be constructed if enough effort is expended.

In contrast, the qualitative model presented here is simple. As a general guideline, a programmer specifies that two contexts are ordered if one of them always has a lower cost than the other; they are specified as unordered otherwise. In spite of its simplicity, the model provides efficient communication in several important cases:

1. It avoids double translation in the case where two peers use the same internal representation.

2. It negotiates the context with lowest translation cost for a peer with higher
priority. This can be used to reduce the load on an important resource such as a server, or provide better response time for a resource-bound system that is connected to a resource-rich system, e.g., a personal computer connected to a mainframe.

3. It provides a simple form of load balancing when incorporated into mechanisms that dynamically adjust priority.

Its fundamental weak point, when compared to a quantitative model, is that it cannot express a cost measure that takes into account the translation cost of more than one peer. For example, it is not possible to negotiate the context with the lowest combined cost for two peers.

However, because of its simplicity, the model can be extended to handle an important case where the cost of communication includes the bandwidth of the communication medium. When bandwidth is low, it is desirable to compress data in order to save transmission time. In fact, this is one case where double translation may be required to achieve efficient communication. As with load balancing above, additional but simple mechanisms are needed. For example, an application would have two context lists: one for low bandwidth, and one for high bandwidth. The context list for low bandwidth would have the form $E_c \gg E_u$, where $E_c$ expresses preferences among the compressed representations (e.g., the preference list for the video display image in Chapter 5), and $E_u$ expresses preferences among the uncompressed representations. The context list for high bandwidth exchanges the two expressions. An application chooses one of the two context lists for negotiation based upon the available bandwidth. The crossover point between high and low bandwidth depends on the compression algorithm and the processor speed. A statically defined "lookup" table can be used to map processor speed to crossover point for a given compression algorithm.

A quantitative model that includes bandwidth has to either use the approach outlined above, or find a common currency (e.g., money) that relates bandwidth cost to translation cost. In the former case there is no advantage to using a quantitative model. In the latter case additional effort may be required to relate the two costs.

In summary, the qualitative model presented here handles many cases where
negotiation is needed to achieve efficient communication. It is easy to use and simpler than a quantitative model. Furthermore, computing the best context during negotiation is relatively fast. This is not to say that quantitative measures are less useful. There will always be cases where the extra effort of constructing a quantitative model is worth the gain. In addition, the quantitative measurements provided by analysis tools can be used to improve a qualitative model. Cases that were originally unknown or uncertain can be measured, and the results used to order contexts that were previously unordered. Ideally, instrumentation could be added to a program that would do this automatically. Other mechanisms that combine the best of qualitative and quantitative models are a subject for future research.

**Binding Time of Representations**

The second design decision is to remove descriptive information such as tags from the encoded values. Removing tags allows efficient block-move and direct-memory access (DMA) operations for marshalling data. In addition, marshalling procedures that perform translation do not need to examine a tag and perform different operations based on the tag's value. This results in more efficient marshalling procedures. In a sense, the representation of a value in a message is known "in advance," and the presentation compiler can take advantage of this to produce optimized code.

An analogous situation occurs in programming languages with respect to the time at which a name is bound to a value. For example, if one procedure calls another procedure that is known at compile time, then the compiler can perform interprocedural analysis to optimize the procedure call. On the other hand, if the called procedure is named by a procedure variable (which is bound at runtime), then the compiler cannot optimize the call. In the first case the procedure value is bound "early," while in the second case it is bound "late." The earlier a value is known, the more likely its use can be optimized. With respect to marshalling, early binding corresponds to putting the tags in the context, whereas late binding corresponds to putting them in the encoded values. By binding the representations of the values in a message prior to sending it, we can optimize marshalling for that message.

An even closer analogy is given by programming systems that use runtime code generation. As pointed out by Keppel, Eggers, and Henry [KEH91], there are a
number of cases where it is advantageous to compile code at runtime based on
dynamic program values. In such cases, the dynamically optimized code can execute
fast enough to pay for the runtime overhead of compiling it. Invoking the compiler at
runtime is analogous to negotiating a representation. Just as the run-time overhead
of compilation is compensated for by the gain in execution efficiency, the run-time
overhead of negotiation is compensated for by the gain in marshalling efficiency.
The analogy would be complete if the presentation compiler were invoked during
negotiation to generate optimized code for the negotiated context. However, it is
unknown at this point if runtime generation of marshalling code is feasible. The
design presented in this thesis assumes that optimized code is generated statically
for a number of commonly used contexts. The remaining contexts use interpreted
code.

Returning to the issue of early versus late binding, late binding of represen:
tations within a message is not possible given the current design because there are no tags
in the encoded values. In the case of programming languages there is an added
advantage to providing late binding for procedures. The ability to pass procedures as
parameters and results significantly enhances the expressive power of a programming
language [ASS85, p. 67]. The corresponding question for marshalling is: are there
any advantages to be gained by putting information like tags into the encoded
values?1

There is at least one case where adding information results in more efficient
translation. Consider the case illustrated in Figure 9-1, which represents a client
using a distributed database. In the Figure, peer B is a front end for a database
that is distributed over peers C and D. B accepts a query from client A, analyzes
it, and distributes specialized queries to C and D, which then return the data to
B. B merges the data from C and D and passes the result to A. Assume that the
result is represented by the vspace

\[
\text{bounded_sequence}[n, \text{struct}[\ldots]]
\]

where some of the elements of the sequence come from C and some from D. As-

---

1Others have argued that the redundancy provided by tags permits the receiver to verify that
the values have the correct type and are encoded correctly. This is a separate issue from that
discussed here.
sume also that the merge arbitrarily orders the elements from $C$ and $D$ within the sequence. Now, it is possible that $C$ and $D$ run on different machines and use different representations for some component of some field within the `struct`. If $B$, $C$, and $D$ are to avoid translating data, then the message to $A$ must indicate the encoding used for each element in the sequence. This requires adding information to the encoded value of each element. Possible solutions that allow late binding where needed are discussed in the next section on future research.

Multiple Occurrences of Vspace Components

The final design decision is to use the same representation for every occurrence of a given vspace component in the vspaces of a negotiable set. Again, this decision was made for reasons of simplicity. The following vspace definition illustrates the primary limitation imposed by this decision:

```c
struct [one: rectangle, two: rectangle]
```

It is possible that a program uses a different internal representation for each of the two rectangles. In this case, the context with the lowest translation cost cannot be described. One can argue that this example is unlikely because programs usually use one internal representation for all values of a given type.

Let us assume for the moment that there are more compelling examples for which this limitation is unacceptable, and look at possible solutions. One solution is to make contexts more expressive, for example, by allowing them to refer to specific instances of components within vspace expressions. However, this increases the complexity of assignments as well as the number of possible contexts for a given
negotiable set. The result is to increase the cost of negotiation and the complexity of the language for describing context lists.

Another alternative is to make negotiable sets arbitrarily small and insert context identifiers into the data stream as opposed to having one at the beginning. This would also solve the problem presented by the distributed database example above. However, we now must negotiate for several negotiable sets. When taken to its highest level of flexibility, every component will have its own context identifier. This has the effect of re-introducing tagging as found in the basic encoding rules for ASN.1. Clearly there is some point where the added cost of inserting CIDs is worthwhile, but it is not clear a priori just where that point lies.

In short, no matter what design choice one makes, there will be cases where the cost of negotiation out-weighs that of communication or vice versa. In essence, there is a fundamental tradeoff between efficient negotiation and efficient communication, and no fixed choice is best in all cases. Only the application knows when it is worth spending more effort on negotiation in order to achieve more efficient communication. Allowing the programmer or the application to control negotiation to this extent requires adding functionality to the presentation layer's program interface and the languages for defining vspaces and preferences. Whether or not it is possible to add this functionality without significantly increasing the complexity of using it is unknown.

9.3 Suggestions for Future Work

There are several possible extensions to the work presented in this thesis. The first is suggested by the analysis at the end of the previous section. What is needed are mechanisms that give the programmer control over the tradeoff between the efficiency of negotiation and of communication. As a first step one could add language constructs for expressing negotiable sets.

Another language construct would express that the context for a portion of a vspace should be negotiated separately. For example, we could introduce a constructor called negotiable with the following structure:

negotiable[handle, Vspace-exp]
where *handle* is an identifier that provides a name that can be referenced by negotiation. The meaning of an instance of this constructor consists of the vspace given by *Vspace-exp*. In addition, it defines a negotiable set consisting of just that vspace. As an example of its use we could have

\[
\text{struct}[\text{one: negotiable[foo,rectangle]},
\quad \text{two: negotiable[bar,rectangle]}]
\]

which indicates that each component can be negotiated separately.

Another possible language construct would allow the programmer to designate points where a context identifier is to be inserted into the data stream. For example, consider the constructor

\[
\text{dynamic}[n-set, Vspace-exp]
\]

where *n-set* is an identifier that references a named negotiable set and *Vspace-exp* is a vspace in that set. The context for a *dynamic* vspace is separate from that of the vspace that encloses it. The encoding of such a vspace includes a context identifier. For example, in the database example in the previous section we would use the following vspace:

\[
\text{bounded_sequence}[n,\text{dynamic[baz,struct[ ... ]]}]
\]

in which case every element of the sequence would carry its own CID.

As mentioned in Chapter 7, Amalgam cannot be used to describe the protocol headers of Mercury invocation and response messages. One of the reasons is that a protocol header contains a CID, which cannot be expressed in Amalgam. A constructor similar to *dynamic* could provide a potential solution to this problem, although there are still issues to be addressed, e.g., the linkage between the specific vspace and other values in the header such as the message kind (e.g., invocation/response) and the port identifier. This is similar to the approach suggested for OSI in Section 7.2.

Another area for research is to make Amalgam an extensible language that allows the definition of complex constructs like ports and interfaces. A simple macro facility like that found in ASN.1 would not be sufficient because it must interact with the
definition of the function \textit{components} (e.g., see Section 7.1.2). The challenge is to create an easily used language that allows programmers not only to design and use application-level protocols, but also to control the tradeoff between the cost of negotiation and the cost of communication.

One important area of research is developing quantitative cost models for marshalling a data structure given a specific programming language, compiler and processor. A quantitative model would allow a wider range of goals for negotiation. For example, we could negotiate the context that has the lowest total cost for both peers, the lowest response time, or the lowest bandwidth requirements.

Although the semantics of converting a value between representations have not been considered in this thesis, there are a number of important issues that must be addressed. For example, conversion between different floating point formats does not always preserve the exact value. Similarly, converting a point value between cartesian coordinates and polar coordinates may not be value preserving. This topic is discussed briefly in Appendix B.

Finally, there is one very important related area that has not been mentioned at all in the thesis, namely, the specification of marshalling procedures that are both modular and efficient. For example, in the case of matrix_2d we would like to write a single parameterized encode/decode procedure that handles matrices of any element type. When given an encode/decode procedure for the element type, the system would produce code that is as optimal as the hand-generated code in appendix A.

The approach taken by Argus and detailed by Herlihy and Liskov [HL82] is very attractive because it allows programmers to write modular encode/decode procedures for each abstract data type, which are then linked together. It also abstracts away the low level details of managing buffers and allows the programmer to express directly the transformation of the data structure. However, Liskov’s and Herlihy’s design assumes that each abstract vspace has exactly one representation. In addition, it also creates additional storage to hold a transformed data structure before actually putting it into a buffer. Extending the design to overcome these limitations is certainly worth further research.
Appendix A

Matrix Marshalling Code

This appendix contains the procedures that were used to make the measurements given in Section 1.1. The code and definitions presented here are based on an existing, low-level message interface for an implementation of Mercury. The code consists primarily of the four procedures written in C that are shown in figures A-2 through A-5. The main procedure, which is not shown, performs the following: 1) parses command-line arguments specifying the matrix size, buffer size and procedure to use, 2) initializes the data structures, and 3) invokes the specified procedure. Common definitions used by all the procedures are given in figure A-1.

The primary interface to the underlying buffer mechanism is via the data structure message shown in figure A-1. Besides containing a reference to the current buffer and a window into that buffer, it contains a reference (getnext) to a procedure that is called to obtain a new buffer. This procedure is called by the marshalling procedures after a buffer is filled. The procedure used here simply resets the window into the current buffer. Therefore, the measurements include the procedure-call overhead of breaking the matrix into message packets, but not the overhead of allocating and deallocating buffers.

The structure of each procedure is the same: an outer loop that obtains message buffers and an inner loop that fills each buffer. The main difference between procedures is in the inner loop. In the case of block move (figure A-2), the inner loop is performed by the procedure bcopy, which is part of the standard C environment. All procedures assume that the initial window into the buffer starts on an int32
boundary (i.e. no alignment necessary), and that the buffer's size is an integral number of \texttt{int32} values.

Two hand optimizations have been applied to eliminate variation due to the ability of different compilers to optimize code. The first is that the procedure \texttt{swapbytes} is expanded in line instead of called. The second uses strength reduction to eliminate multiplication in the inner-loop of the column-major procedures.

The testbed for measurements is the same as that given in Section 6.7.1. The procedures were compiled with GCC version 2.1 and run on a Decstation 5000/200. The utility Pixie was used to count the number of CPU cycles consumed by each procedure. The number of cycles required to marshal a matrix element consists of the total number consumed by the procedure divided by the number of elements in the matrix. Measurements were taken for buffer sizes of 512 and 1024 bytes and for matrix sizes ranging between 10x10 and 1000x1000 elements. The figures presented in Section 1.1 are an average computed from these measurements.
/* the following definitions are for simulating a message system */

typedef int _Hg_INT32;
typedef char Byte;

struct Window {
    Byte *current, /* ptr to next location in buffer */
    Byte *maxp; /* ptr to end of window in buffer */
};

typedef struct buffer {
    Byte *data; /* ptr to allocated buffer */
    int length; /* length of allocated buffer */
    struct Window window; /* window into allocated buffer */
} *Buffer;

typedef struct message {
    /* procedure to get next buffer */
    struct message * (*getnext)(struct message *, int);
    struct Window *window; /* window into current buffer */
    Buffer current_buffer;
    int buf_size; /* number of bytes to allocate */
} *Message;

/* "inline" procedure to swap bytes of int32 */
#define swapbytes(n) (((n << 24) & 0xff000000) | \ 
    ((n << 8) & 0x00ff0000) | \ 
    ((n >> 8) & 0x0000ff00) | \ 
    ((unsigned) n >> 24)\

Figure A-1: Common definitions for procedures
void put_matrix_int32(Message msg, _Hg_INT32 *matrix, int num_rows, 
                   int num_cols)
{
    int num_bytes, buf_length, bytes_to_move;
    char *byte_array;
    byte_array = (char *) matrix;
    /* compute number of bytes in matrix */
    num_bytes = num_rows * num_cols * sizeof(_Hg_INT32);
    while (num_bytes > 0) {
        if (msg->window->current >= msg->window->maxp)
            msg = (*((msg->getnext))(msg,sizeof(_Hg_INT32)));
        /* block copy - move as many bytes as will fit into buffer.*/
        buf_length = msg->window->maxp - msg->window->current;
        bytes_to_move =
            (buf_length < num_bytes) ? buf_length : num_bytes;
        bcopy(byte_array, msg->window->current, bytes_to_move);
        byte_array += bytes_to_move;
        msg->window->current += bytes_to_move;
        num_bytes -= bytes_to_move;
    }
}

Figure A-2: Procedure for row-major without byte swapping
void put_matrix_int32_swap(Message msg, _Hg_INT32 *matrix, int num_rows, int num_cols)
{
    int buf_length;
    int elems_to_move, num_elems;
    _Hg_INT32 *bufp;

    num_elems = num_rows * num_cols;
    while (num_elems > 0) {
        if (msg->window->current >= msg->window->maxp)
            msg = (*(msg->getnext))(msg, sizeof(_Hg_INT32));

        buf_length = (msg->window->maxp - msg->window->current) / sizeof(_Hg_INT32);
        elems_to_move =
            (buf_length < num_elems) ? buf_length : num_elems;
        bufp = (_Hg_INT32 *) msg->window->current;
        num_elems -= elems_to_move;

        while (elems_to_move--)
        {
            *(bufp++) = swapbytes(*matrix);
            matrix += 1;
        }
        msg->window->current = (Byte *) bufp;
    }
}

Figure A-3: Procedure for row-major with byte swapping
void put_cm_matrix_int32(Message msg, _Hg_INT32 *matrix, int num_rows, int num_cols)
{
    int buf_length;
    int elems_to_move, num elems;
    int col_count = 0;
    _Hg_INT32 *matrix_save = matrix;
    _Hg_INT32 *wrap_check;
    _Hg_INT32 *bufp;

    num elems = num_rows * num cols;
    wrap_check = matrix + num elems; /* point past matrix */
    while (num elems > 0) {
        if (msg->window->current >= msg->window->maxp)
            msg = (*(msg->getnext))(msg,sizeof(_Hg_INT32));

        buf_length = (msg->window->maxp - msg->window->current)
                      /sizeof(_Hg_INT32);
        elems_to_move =
            (buf_length < numelems) ? buf_length : num elems;
        bufp = (_Hg_INT32 *) msg->window->current;
        num elems -= elems_to move;

        while (elems_to_move--)
        {
            *(bufp++) = *matrix;
            matrix += num cols; /* advance to next row */
            if (matrix >= wrap_check) matrix = matrix_save + ++col_count;
        }
        msg->window->current = (Byte *) bufp;
    }
}

Figure A-4: Procedure for column-major without byte swapping
void put_cm_matrix_int32_swap(Message msg, _Hg_INT32 *matrix, 
   int num_rows, int num_cols)
{
    int buf_length;
    int elems_to_move, num_elems;
    int col_count = 0;
    _Hg_INT32 *matrix_save = matrix;
    _Hg_INT32 *wrap_check;
    _Hg_INT32 *bufp;

    num_elems = num_rows * num_cols;
    wrap_check = matrix + num_elems; /* point past matrix */

    while (num_elems > 0) {
      if (msg->window->current >= msg->window->maxp)
        msg = (*msg->getnext))(msg,sizeof(_Hg_INT32));

      buf_length = (msg->window->maxp - msg->window->current)
                   /sizeof(_Hg_INT32);
      elems_to_move =
                      (buf_length < num_elems) ? buf_length : num_elems;
      bufp = (_Hg_INT32 *) msg->window->current;
      num_elems -= elems_to_move;

      while (elems_to_move--)
      {
        *(bufp++) = swapbytes(*matrix);
        matrix += num_cols; /* advance to next row */
        if (matrix >= wrap_check) matrix = matrix_save + ++col_count;
      }
      msg->window->current = (Byte *) bufp;
    }
}

Figure A-5: Procedure for column-major with byte swapping
Appendix B

Abstract Vspace Conversion Issues

The video display image abstraction in Chapter 5 raises interesting questions about the relationship between different representations for the same abstract vspace. Previously, I had only considered multiple representations for which there is a one-to-one mapping between the values of every pair of representations, where corresponding values denoted \textit{exactly} the same abstract value. An example of an abstract vspace with multiple representations that does not fall into this category is the vspace "point" with cartesian and polar coordinate representations. The problem with cartesian and polar coordinates is that they measure a continuous medium with finite precision and the conversion between them involves trigonometric functions. As a result, there are values in one coordinate system that do not correspond exactly to values in the other, although a one-to-one mapping might be constructed.

A similar situation exists with the video display image in that the RGB and YUV coordinate systems do not represent the exact same set of color values. Conversion between them involves multiplication and division by fractional values and rounding. However, the abstraction is based on a visual image that is displayed on a physical device and perceived by a person, which is somewhat qualitative. Even if the mapping were exact, an image does not look exactly the same when displayed on different devices without careful calibration and (possibly) sophisticated compensation. In other words, an abstract value of the pixel vspace denotes an "interval" in
an abstract color space and not an exact point. In spite of this, the abstraction is still useful as evidenced by the use of RGB–YUV conversion in television transmission systems and the willingness of people to use image conversions that are far less faithful than those between RGB and YUV.

The difference between using abstract vspaces with multiple representations and having users invoke specific conversions is that, in the former case, the system is hiding the conversion and claiming that the abstraction is being faithfully maintained. In order to be faithful, the abstraction’s designer must be careful to make the abstraction’s specification consistent with the conversion between representations. In particular, the designer must take into consideration the effects of repeated conversion. There are essentially four categories of abstraction with respect to repeated conversion:

1. **Perfect conversion.** An example is the matrix_2d[int32] vspace from Chapter 2. In this case there is no effect due to repeated conversion, and the designer can define the abstraction in terms of exact abstract values.

2. **Convergence.** An example is the video display image where the representations are restricted to RGB and YUV with the same resolution and there is no compression. In experiments that are not reported here, I have observed that repeated conversion converges to a single value within less than ten iterations, where the average difference between the initial and final values is qualitatively small (i.e., on the order of less than 1% on average). It is unknown whether DCT compression without quantization converges with repeated cycles of compression and decompression. If it does, then it also falls in this category.

The uncompressed RGB, YUV, YUV:4:1:1, and YUV:4:2:2 representations for the video display image can also be put in this category if the filter operation is the exact inverse of the interpolation operation.¹ The reason this works is that information is lost only on the first conversion from RGB to YUV:4:n:n or

---

¹ One cannot make interpolation be the exact inverse of filtering because filtering can remove information. However, it is possible to make filtering be the exact inverse of interpolation in this case.
from YUV to YUV:4:n:n. Subsequent conversions do not lose any additional information.

In this category, the abstract values are "intervals." Whether or not the intervals can be defined in terms of precise abstract values may depend on the given abstraction. In the video display image, the intervals correspond to sets of images whose pixels fall into equivalence classes, where an equivalence class consists of all RGB and YUV values that converge to the same value.

3. Divergence. In this case information is lost with each conversion, and the original abstract value deteriorates to the point that it is useless. An example is a compression method that loses information with each compression-decompression cycle. Such abstractions may still be useful in spite of the loss. For example, we could define a transmittable video image abstraction that can be used to transmit an image from a source, such as a camera or image archive, to a display device for viewing, where the number of conversion cycles is small. This is essentially what happens with television transmission systems and video cassette recorders.

4. Hybrid. This is essentially a catch-all category for conversions that exhibit a combination of properties. It is not clear if such abstractions are useful at this point.

In summary, the specification of an abstract vspace must take into account the implementation of conversion between its representations. In addition, it must make clear the circumstances under which the abstraction may be used.
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